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Abstract
Despite strong evidence supporting the validity of personality measures for personnel
selection, their susceptibility to faking has been a persistent concern. Research has found
that many job applicants exaggerate their possession of desirable traits, and there are
reasons to believe that this distortion reduces criterion-related validity. However, the lack
of studies that combine experimental control with real-world generalizability makes it
difficult to isolate the effects of applicant faking. Experimental studies have typically
induced faking using explicit instructions to fake, which elicit unusually extreme faking
compared to typical applicant settings. A variety of non-experimental approaches have
also been employed, but these approaches are largely inadequate for establishing causeand-effect relationships. Thus, researchers continue to debate whether applicant faking
substantially attenuates the validity of personality tests. The present study used a new
experimental framework to study this question and related methodological issues in the
faking literature. First, it included a subtle incentive to fake in addition to explicit
instructions to respond honestly or fake good. Second, it compared faking on standard
Likert scales to faking on multidimensional forced choice (MFC) scales designed to resist
deception. Third, it compared more and less fakable versions of the same MFC inventory
to eliminate confounding differences between MFC and Likert scales. The result was a 3
x 3 design that simultaneously manipulated the motivation and ability to fake, allowing
for a more rigorous examination of the faking–validity relationship. Results indicated
complex relationships between faking and the validity of personality scores. Directed
fakers were much better at raising their scores on Likert scales than MFC measures of the
iii

same traits. However, MFC scales failed to retain more validity than Likert scales when
participants faked. Supplemental analyses suggested that extreme faking decimated the
construct validity of all scales regardless of their fakability. Faking also added new
common method variance to the Likert scales, which in turn contributed to the scales’
criterion-related validity. In addition to the effects of faking, the present study
investigated two recurring methodological issues in the faking literature. First, I
investigated the claim that directed faking is fundamentally different from typical faking
by comparing results from directed and incentivized fakers. Directed faking results
generally replicated using a subtle incentive to fake, but the effects were much smaller
and less consistent. Second, some have argued that traditional criterion-related validity
coefficients fail to capture the negative effects of faking on actual selection decisions. I
investigated this possibility by creating simulated selection pools in which fakers and
honest responders competed for limited positions. The simulation results generally
indicated reasonable correspondence between validity estimates and selected group
performance, suggesting that validity coefficients adequately reflected the effects of
faking. Results are interpreted using existing theories of faking, and new methodologies
are proposed to advance the study of typical faking behavior.
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Introduction
Concerns about the fakability of personality measures gained traction soon after
the emergence of personality testing itself (Meehl & Hathaway, 1946; Rosse, Stecher,
Levin, & Miller, 1998; Zickar, 2000). These concerns persist to this day, and they have
prompted a wide variety of counter-measures to detect and prevent response distortion.
Pre-employment testing represents one of the primary domains in which faking may be
problematic. Substantial distortion and outright lying have been documented on a variety
of predictors, including interviews, biographical information, and personality
questionnaires (Anderson, Warner, & Spencer, 1984; Cascio, 1975; Pannone, 1984;
Weiss & Feldman, 2006). A quick Google search reveals myriad guides on how to beat
specific companies’ selection tools.
Despite the availability of such information and the relative transparency of many
personality measures, faking does not appear to be a fatal flaw in high-stakes personality
testing. Meta-analytic syntheses suggest that personality traits such as integrity,
conscientiousness, and emotional stability retain substantial criterion-related validity in
employment settings, suggesting that applicant faking behavior does not destroy the
validity of personality tests (Barrick & Mount, 1991; Barrick, Mount, & Judge, 2001;
Ones, Viswesvaran, & Schmidt, 1993). These findings have led some researchers to
argue that the negative effects of response distortion in pre-employment testing are
largely exaggerated (e.g., Ones, Viswesvaran, & Reiss, 1996). Others, however, remain
concerned about the potential negative effects of response distortion. In this section, I
will discuss the theory, measurement, and mitigation of response distortion in the context
1

of personnel selection. My review will focus on two overarching questions: Is response
distortion (and faking in particular) a serious problem, and if so, what can be done about
it?
Definitions
Socially desirable responding can be defined as a response set in which testtakers’ responses systematically overestimate their possession of desirable characteristics.
Researchers have distinguished between two primary dimensions of socially desirable
responding: self-deception and other-deception (Nederhof, 1985; Ones et al., 1996). Selfdeception, or denial, refers to upward response distortion due to mistaken beliefs about
one’s own traits. Other-deception, or faking, has been defined as “an individual’s
conscious attempt to present misleading and deceptive information about his or her
personality, interests, experiences, past behaviors, and attitudes with the goal of
influencing others” (Kuncel & Borneman, 2007, p. 221). Research using the Balanced
Inventory of Desirable Responding (BIDR; Paulhus, 1984) has found observed
correlations in the .40-.70 range between self and other deception (cf. Ones et al., 1996).
Thus, these dimensions may be somewhat distinct but also show considerable overlap.
Measurement and Methodological Issues
Operationally measuring faking behavior has been a persistent problem for
organizational researchers. Faking has been studied using a variety of measures and
research paradigms, including the use of directed faking experiments, comparison groups
(e.g., comparing job applicants to job incumbents), response distortion scales such as the
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BIDR, and anonymous surveys. Each of these methods has significant limitations that
reduce the generalizability of research findings.
Directed faking studies. Directed faking experiments are among the most
prominent research designs in the faking literature. In these studies, participants complete
personality measures with instructions to either respond honestly or distort their scores in
a particular manner. Participants are often asked to fake good, or present themselves as
good employees or ideal candidates for a specific job. For example, Furnham (1990)
instructed participants to present themselves in the “best possible way” to get three
different jobs: librarian, banker, and advertising executive. Alternately, some studies ask
participants to fake bad, or distort their responses in an unfavorable direction. Directed
faking experiments are advantageous in that they allow for a high degree of control and
straightforward identification of fakers (since one group is explicitly instructed to fake).
Within-subjects designs can also be employed, allowing for a direct comparison between
honest and faked scores from the same individual. Viswesvaran and Ones (1999) argue
that within-subjects designs produce more accurate estimates than between-subjects
designs due to their higher statistical power and ability to control for person–treatment
interactions.
Despite these advantages, it is not clear that directed faking accurately represents
response distortion in real-world settings (Zickar, 2000). Perhaps the most obvious
problem is the difference between the ability to fake when instructed to do so and the
decision to actually fake in a high-stakes testing scenario. A related issue is that
personality tests in pre-employment contexts represent the beginning of a potential long3

term relationship between employee and employer. Hogan’s socioanalytic theory of
personality frames responses to personality items as a social interaction between the job
applicant and the employer (Hogan & Hogan, 1998). According to this perspective,
applicants treat personality tests as an opportunity to establish their identity within the
company. Thus, they are motivated to present themselves in a way that is at least
somewhat consistent with their intended future behavior. Furthermore, it is possible that
applicants adjust their on-the-job behavior to be more consistent with their responses to
pre-employment tests. This decision process is arguably not replicated in one-off
experimental studies that actively encourage faking.
Directed faking may also obscure or distort individual differences in faking
behavior, particularly in the predisposition to fake (as opposed to the ability to fake
effectively). Explicitly encouraging faking may produce a strong situation that largely
overrides dispositional tendencies, leading to more homogeneous behavior. One reason
this is problematic is that individual differences in faking are the most theoretically
worrisome for personnel selection. If everyone distorts their responses to the same
degree, then the rank order of applicants will be preserved (barring a ceiling effect) and
criterion-related validity will be unaffected. The more pressing concern is that some
applicants distort their responses more than others, giving them an advantage on the
predictor that does not necessarily translate to increased criterion performance.
Given the artificial nature of directed faking experiments, their ability to describe
what actually occurs in operational settings is somewhat restricted. However, they can
answer several important research questions. Examples include: Can people fake if
4

directed to do so? How much can people fake? Are there differences in fakability or
faking behavior across different personality scales or constructs? Will people vary their
faking behavior according to context (e.g., the specific job they are told to fake for)?
Viswesvaran and Ones (1999) argue that directed faking studies are “aimed at
determining the maximum limits on fakability of various personality scales” (p. 198).
Although the true maximum fakability is defined by the maximum or minimum possible
score on a scale, directed faking studies provide useful information about the degree to
which people can realistically be induced to fake.
Applicant versus non-applicant studies. In order to overcome the artificial
nature of directed faking studies, many researchers have focused on comparing groups
that have differential incentives to fake in applied settings. It is largely impractical to
randomly assign actual job applicants to different experimental conditions, so preexisting groups act as a proxy for randomly assigned experimental and control groups.
Studies in this category typically compare job applicants, who should have the most
motivation to fake good, to job incumbents.
However, many studies do not even compare applicants to incumbents in the
same job they are applying for. For example, a meta-analysis of applicant/non-applicant
studies classified comparisons with incumbents in the same type of job as high
congruence studies (Birkeland, Manson, Kisamore, Brannick, & Smith, 2006). Of the 25
unique studies in the meta-analysis, 14 did not even meet this moderately strict matching
criterion. Birkeland et al. (2006) did not find strong evidence for moderator effects of
applicant–incumbent sample congruence, except that high congruence studies showed
5

smaller applicant/non-applicant differences on conscientiousness. However, they only
examined one of several outcomes of interest in faking research (mean differences in
personality scores), and their small second-order sample severely limits the power of this
moderator analysis (Sackett, Harris, & Orr, 1986). Thus, it is not at all clear that
mismatched applicant and incumbent samples can be disregarded as a threat to internal
validity.
Even when appropriately matched samples are used, the principal limitation of the
applicant/non-applicant research design is that internal validity is sacrificed in order to
increase generalizability to real-world settings. Applicants may differ from incumbents in
many ways other than the incentive to distort their responses, making it impossible to
attribute observed differences to faking alone. These confounding factors may affect
several outcomes of interest, including mean personality scores and correlations between
personality scores and other variables. First, there are multiple differences between
applicants and incumbents that are likely to affect their average personality scores. In
fact, some differences in average trait levels should be expected according to AttractionSelection-Attrition (ASA) theory (Dilchert, Ones, Viswesvaran, & Deller, 2006). In
particular, ASA theory suggests that individuals with more job-congruent personalities
are more likely to be selected and remain with the company. In isolation, the ASA cycle
should produce more desirable incumbent personality scores, leading to underestimation
of faking effect sizes. However, the precise magnitude of this effect is not readily
apparent, making it difficult to adjust for when estimating the effects of faking. The ASA
confound is especially likely to be an issue when employees are selected based on the
6

personality scales being researched. In the same vein, incumbents may also experience
true changes in their personality scores as they adapt to their workplace (Birkeland et al.,
2006).
Confounding applicant–incumbent differences may also affect correlations
between personality scales and other measures. For example, incumbent personality
scores are likely to experience substantial range restriction, once again due to the ASA
cycle (Dilchert et al., 2006). Range restriction systematically attenuates observed
correlation coefficients (Hunter & Schmidt, 2004), which may foster erroneous
conclusions that faking among applicants does not reduce correlations with other
constructs. In other words, observed correlations may be simultaneously attenuated in
applicant and incumbent samples for different reasons. Thus, the mere similarity between
applicant and incumbent validity coefficients is not unequivocal evidence that faking
does not deteriorate validity. It is worth noting that the main source of range restriction
differences between applicants and incumbents is likely to be attrition rather than
selection, at least in the context of differential criterion-related validity research. This is
because the applicants who participate in predictive validity studies are those who have
also been selected; otherwise their criterion performance cannot be known. Thus, both
groups experience range restriction due to selection. However, incumbent samples may
experience additional range restriction on both the predictor and criterion due to turnover.
Applicants and incumbents may also have response biases other than faking that
confound comparisons between the two groups. For example, although incumbents
presumably have less motivation to fake, they may also be less motivated to take
7

personality measures seriously. This could produce increased measurement error in
incumbent personality scores (Dilchert et al., 2006). As with range restriction, the effect
would be to attenuate correlations between personality and other measures in incumbent
samples. Applicants may also use a different frame-of-reference (FOR) than incumbents
when considering their own personalities. Specifically, applicants may be more likely to
focus on how they will behave at work, whereas incumbents are more likely to focus on a
broader range of behaviors beyond the workplace (Smith & Robie, 2004). This could
inflate validity coefficients among applicants, as scales incorporating a workplace FOR
tend to be better predictors of workplace criteria (Shaffer & Postlethwaite, 2012). Using a
workplace FOR may also increase mean personality scores (Smith & Robie, 2004). In
addition, any differences in FOR will alter the actual constructs being assessed in each
group, further confounding applicant–incumbent comparisons.
Despite these limitations, Birkeland et al. (2006) assert that “at least part (and
perhaps the largest part) of the observed difference between applicant and non-applicant
scores is due to faking or response distortion” (p. 318). In any case, such applicant–
incumbent studies are currently among the most feasible methods for studying faking in a
real-world setting. As such, they are a useful complement to directed faking studies,
which have better experimental control but are arguably less reflective of typical
applicant faking behavior. Ultimately, the strengths and weaknesses of these two methods
highlight the importance of converging research streams that employ a variety of
methodologies.

8

Response distortion scales. Although many studies have conceptualized faking
in terms of differences between two groups, researchers and practitioners have also
attempted to measure response distortion directly. Response distortion scales have been
employed in various forms for over half a century (e.g., Meehl & Hathaway, 1946) and
remain popular among organizational researchers (Goffin & Christiansen, 2003).
However, their effectiveness as measures of faking for personnel selection is questionable
at best.
Response distortion scales have taken several forms, and it is useful to
differentiate a few of them. First, it is important to remember that socially desirable
responding is a continuum rather than a dichotomy (Kuncel & Borneman, 2007), and
different scales attempt to capture various degrees and types of response distortion. As
previously mentioned, the BIDR purports to measure two separate facets of distortion:
self-deception and other-deception. Others have made even more nuanced distinctions.
For example, the heavily studied Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI;
Tellegen & Ben-Porath, 2008) includes scales to measure faking good, faking bad, and
denial (self-deception), among others.
The specific method for capturing response distortion also varies. Some scales,
such as the MMPI Lie Scale, employ unlikely virtues and ubiquitous faults. That is, they
allow test-takers to claim desirable qualities that almost no one has or deny faults that
everyone has (e.g., “I never get angry.”). A high endorsement rate of such items is
believed to indicate deliberate impression management, as they claim qualities that are
almost certainly fabricated. The MMPI K Scale employs a similar approach using subtle
9

items. Generally speaking, subtle items attempt to measure a construct in a way that
conceals their true purpose. Subtle personality items have been used to actively prevent
faking, but subtle items can also play a role in faking detection scales. In the case of the
K scale, these items allow examinees to redirect blame for undesirable behaviors (Kuncel
& Borneman, 2007). MMPI research on malingering, or attempting to fake a
psychological disorder, has also examined items that are face valid but do not actually
reflect the disorder of interest (Dannenbaum & Lanyon, 1993). For example, Cornell and
Hawk (1989) found that only four percent of true psychotics reported visual
hallucinations, compared to 46 percent of diagnosed malingerers.
Past research has provided some support for the MMPI validity scales. Metaanalytic syntheses have found moderate to large differences between honest responders
and fakers, including both malingerers and underreporters, on these scales (Baer &
Miller, 2002; Nelson, Hoelzle, Sweet, Arbisi, & Demakis, 2010; Rogers, Sewell, Martin,
& Vitacco, 2003). These results suggest that certain validity scales are at least moderately
effective for distinguishing fakers from honest responders. It should be noted, however,
that these findings rely heavily on directed faking studies and comparisons between
differentially motivated groups (e.g., disability claimants, who have more incentive to
malinger). As such, they are subject to many of the limitations inherent in these research
designs. Clinical studies do at least present the opportunity for independent diagnosis of
faking by trained professionals. In fact, Nelson et al. (2010) explicitly required some
form of external evidence for over-reporting among motivated groups as an inclusion
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criterion in their meta-analysis. They also found similar effect sizes in directed faking and
comparison group studies, suggesting some convergence between the two methodologies.
Despite these findings, there are reasons to doubt the validity of response
distortion scales, particularly in the context of pre-employment screening. First, results
from clinical populations may not generalize well to normal individuals. Second, the
prevalence of faking and reasons for doing it differ between settings. Third, faking
studies using pre-existing groups in employment contexts tend to lack external
verification of faking behavior. Thus, there is a heavy reliance on directed faking studies,
both for scale construction and subsequent research. An illustrative example comes from
Viswesvaran and Ones (1999), who meta-analyzed differences between honest and
directed faking scores on the Big Five personality traits and social desirability scales.
Although social desirability scales showed the largest mean differences, the authors
attributed this finding to the way the scales were designed. In particular, social
desirability scales are often constructed from items that show the largest honest–faking
differences in directed faking studies. Thus, they are likely to show large differences in
subsequent directed faking studies as well. In spite of this limitation, Viswesvaran and
Ones’s findings seem to imply that social desirability scales could be useful indicators of
faking in pre-employment personality testing. In particular, the large within-subjects
effect size for faking good (d = 2.26) suggests that there is minimal overlap between the
score distributions of fakers and honest responders (Ones & Viswesvaran, 1998).
However, many researchers, including Viswesvaran and Ones, have ultimately argued
against the utility of social desirability scales for pre-employment testing.
11

A central problem is that social desirability scores do not appear to be useful from
a prediction standpoint. Ones et al. (1996) argued that there are four possible roles for
social desirability in predicting important outcomes: predictor, mediator, suppressor, or
moderator. That is, social desirability scales may by used to directly predict job
performance, explain the relationships between other predictors and performance, remove
performance-irrelevant variance from scores on substantive predictors, or explain why
criterion-related validity is attenuated for certain individuals or groups. Ones and her
colleagues tested the first three possibilities using data from a series of meta-analyses,
ultimately finding little support for any of them. Social desirability scales modestly
predicted training performance but were unrelated to overall job performance, limiting
their usefulness as a predictor or mediator (see also Moorman & Podsakoff, 1992). The
authors tested the suppressor hypothesis by computing semipartial correlations between
the Big Five and job performance with social desirability removed from the personality
measures. This had no effect on criterion-related validity for any of the Big Five traits.
Other attempts to improve validity by correcting for social desirability bias have
been similarly unsuccessful. Christiansen, Goffin, Johnston, and Rothstein (1994) found
that correcting 16 Personality Factor Questionnaire (16PF; Cattell, Eber, & Tatsuoka,
1970) scores did not affect criterion-related validity in an applicant sample. Hough
(1998) attempted to increase criterion-related validity using an unlikely virtues scale. She
tested two strategies: correcting individual predictor scores for response distortion, and
eliminating likely distorters from the applicant pool (the latter also speaks to the
effectiveness of social desirability as a moderator variable). Again, neither strategy had
12

an effect on criterion-related validity. Barrick and Mount (1996) also found that
partialling out self-deception and other-deception from Big Five scores had little effect,
producing slight (albeit non-significant) decreases in validity more often than not. On the
whole, there is ultimately little evidence that social desirability corrections improve
criterion-related validity (Dilchert et al., 2006; Marshall, De Fruyt, Rolland, & Bagby,
2005).
In addition, these corrections appear to be ineffectual for restoring the construct
validity of distorted scores. Ellingson, Sackett, and Hough (1999) conducted a withinsubjects directed faking experiment to determine if social desirability corrections could
be used to approximate honest personality scores from faked scores. Neither faked nor
corrected personality scores showed more than modest correlations with honest scores,
and the correction did not produce significant improvements. As the authors noted, these
results should be treated with caution due to the artificial nature of directed faking. In this
case, the extreme degree of distortion all but eliminated true personality variance from
faked scores. Thus, the inability to recover true personality variance from these scores
was almost a foregone conclusion.
However, McCrae and Costa (1983) found similar results when they attempted to
improve the construct validity of personality scores obtained under normal responding
conditions. In most cases, correcting for scores on social desirability or lie scales had
little effect on convergent validity with personality ratings obtained from spouses. When
the corrections did affect convergent validity, they primarily reduced it. McCrae and
Costa also found a fairly consistent pattern of correlations between the distortion scales
13

and the substantive personality traits, even when the personality traits were assessed via
other-report. They ultimately questioned the construct validity of distortion scales
themselves, suggesting that they capture substantive variance in personality rather than
artifactual response patterns. Other researchers have echoed this skepticism about the
construct validity of social desirability scales (e.g., Alliger & Dwight, 2000; Ones et al.,
1996).
One final possibility is that response distortion may function as a moderator
variable. This would occur if validity coefficients were lower among test-takers with high
distortion scores. However, research has also failed to support this possibility. A largescale study by Hough, Eaton, Dunnette, Kamp, and McCloy (1990) examined the
moderator effects of socially desirable responding, albeit in an incumbent sample. Hough
and colleagues found limited and inconsistent evidence for moderator effects using 10
predictors and three criterion measures. On the other hand, Berry, Page, and Sackett
(2007) found a rare piece of support for the use of response distortion scales in a sample
of managers. Although impression management scores did not moderate the criterionrelated validity of the Big Five, self-deceptive enhancement scores did show some
potential. Berry et al. used moderated multiple regression to test for all possible main
effects and interactions with the Big Five traits in a single analysis. Ultimately, the only
moderated relationship was between extraversion and job performance, although
controlling for self-deception also yielded an unexpected increase in the regression
coefficient for emotional stability. The authors argued that self-deceptive enhancement
might be expected to behave differently than impression management, lending some
14

credibility to their divergent findings. However, given the failure to find a consistent
moderation effect even in this study, the support for self-deceptive enhancement as a
moderator is limited at best.
There are at least two possible explanations for the failure of social desirability
scales to improve personnel selection decisions. First, social desirability scores may be
contaminated by variance from sources other than response distortion, including
substantive personality traits. Social desirability scores are moderately correlated with
valid predictors such as conscientiousness and emotional stability (McFarland & Ryan,
2000; Ones et al., 1996), and this effect appears to hold for both self-deception and otherdeception (Reiss, Ones, & Viswesvaran, 1995, as cited in Ones et al., 1996). As such,
attempts to control or adjust for these scores may also remove true variance in
personality, offsetting any potential increases in validity.
A second issue is that social desirability scores may not adequately capture faking
behavior. Researchers have often measured individual faking by computing withinperson differences on substantive personality traits between motivated and non-motivated
contexts. In other words, faking is operationalized as the degree to which an examinee’s
scores improve when they have an incentive to fake. However, social desirability scores
often show small relationships with motivated score elevation. For example, Peterson and
colleagues administered a conscientiousness measure to the same individuals in both
applicant and research contexts (Peterson, Griffith, Isaacson, O’Connell, & Mangos,
2011). Although participants reported higher conscientiousness in the applicant context,
social desirability scores did not significantly predict between-person differences in
15

motivated score distortion. Filipkowski (2012) conducted a similar within-person study
comparing personality scores obtained in applicant and incumbent contexts. She found
small and inconsistent relationships between applicant–incumbent score differences and
scores on an impression management scale. On the other hand, Filipkowski was able to
correctly classify fakers with some accuracy using a discriminant analysis. However, to
do so she simultaneously used impression management scores taken from both applicant
and incumbent contexts. This allows for substantial capitalization on chance and does not
reflect the utility of a single impression management measurement. In reality, applicant
impression management scores correlated only .12 with faking extraversion and .22 with
faking competitiveness (reverse-scored). Correlations of this magnitude do not provide
strong support for the use of response distortion scales.
Galić and Jerneić (2013) found slightly more promising results in a directed
faking study. Social desirability scores showed moderate to strong relationships with
score elevation on extraversion, neuroticism, and conscientiousness under applicant
(versus honest) instructions. However, correcting Big Five scores from the fake-good
condition for social desirability did not produce better approximations of honest scores.
Social desirability scores also failed to moderate the validity of faked scores in most
cases. The authors concluded that social desirability scales were not useful for correcting
personality scores or eliminating fakers from consideration as applicants. Thus, typical
social desirability scales do not appear to meaningfully contribute to the measurement of
personality or the prediction of important outcomes.
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Bogus statements and over-claiming. A close conceptual relative of unlikely
virtues items, bogus statements allow applicants to claim knowledge, skills, or
experiences that sound plausible but do not actually exist. For example, Anderson et al.
(1984) asked applicants for several jobs to rate their experience with various job-relevant
tasks. However, they also included nonexistent tasks such as “matrixing solvency files”
and “preparing routine rensealer reports” (p. 577). The resulting inflation scales
demonstrated good internal consistency in most of the job classes studied; coefficient
alpha reliability estimates ranged from .67 to .96 with a median of .86.
In the subset of participants applying for clerical jobs, Anderson and her
colleagues provided additional evidence for the utility of their inflation scale. First, they
validated the scale against an external inflation criterion: the difference between selfreported typing speed and objectively tested typing speed. They found evidence for a
moderate relationship between inflation scores and overestimation of typing speed (r =
.35). Inflation scores were also negatively related to objective typing speed (r = -.25),
suggesting they captured performance-relevant variance in addition to the tendency to
distort responses. Adjusting self-reported experience (another predictor) for response
distortion also produced a large increase in validity for predicting objective typing speed.
However, a hierarchical regression suggested that this incremental validity was due to the
main effect of inflation scores rather than the inflation–experience interaction. Thus, the
inflation adjustment may have simply added a new source of predictive variance rather
than suppressing irrelevant variance due to response distortion.
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Pannone (1984) also included a single bogus statement in a biographical data
(biodata) questionnaire for electricians. He examined relationships between three
predictors (the biodata questionnaire, years of experience, and years of training) and a
written test. Validity coefficients for all three predictors were higher among applicants
who did not endorse the bogus statement. This suggests that the single bogus item may
have been an effective moderator variable.
Despite limited research on bogus statements, they appear to have some potential
applications. The use of bogus statements may be a promising approach for measuring
the prevalence of faking (Donovan, Dwight, & Hurtz, 2003). Bogus statements also
appear to be somewhat effective for identifying extreme fakers (Dwight & Donovan,
2003). However, there are also a few practical concerns with using bogus statements in
applied settings. First, they are typically embedded within biodata inventories comprised
mostly of legitimate items. Thus, it may be less practical to use bogus statements in a
selection system that does not feature biographical items. This somewhat hampers the use
of bogus statements in personality-based selection and research. In addition, Kuncel and
Borneman (2007) suggested that applicants could easily be coached to recognize and
avoid bogus statements; they also asserted that applicants who notice bogus statements
are likely to react negatively.
There are also questions about the interpretation of bogus statements as indicators
of blatant deception. Burns and Christiansen (2011) argued that bogus statements might
capture additional information besides the presence of deliberate faking. For example,
bogus statements often share features with actual job tasks (e.g., the fake item
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“Transcribing from memodex” involves transcription). Examinees may endorse the items
under the misguided belief that their actual experiences will generalize to the unfamiliar
task, thus reflecting overgeneralization of job experiences as opposed to extreme
deception. In support of this argument, Burns and Christiansen noted a past finding that
nearly 20 percent of research participants endorsed at least one bogus statement under
honest instructions (Dwight & Donovan, 2003). This suggests that bogus statements may
capture some other response set, such as overgeneralization or carelessness, besides
faking. Burns and Christiansen argued that this problem could be mitigated by using
several bogus items, since applicants are less likely to mistakenly endorse multiple false
statements than one.
Another potential solution is the use of the over-claiming technique, which
employs items similar to bogus statements that tap into knowledge beyond the work
domain. Paulhus and Bruce (1990) developed the Over-Claiming Questionnaire (OCQ),
which taps broad knowledge domains such as fine arts, science, and popular culture. As
with bogus statements, a proportion (20%) of items in each category represent nonexistent knowledge. Over-claiming measures may prevent overgeneralization from past
work experiences by using broader knowledge domains than bogus statements (Burns &
Christiansen, 2011). However, there are still concerns about interpreting over-claiming as
deliberate faking. Kuncel, Borneman, and Kiger (2011a) argued that “memory is
associative and people with more knowledge are more likely to have many associations.
One likely consequence is that knowledgeable people are more likely to have legitimate
but inaccurate recognition for foil items” (p. 107). They also suggested that false
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recognition is an instance of a more general problem, namely the need to infer intentions
behind responses to distortion scales. Since false recognition and careless responding
may produce similar results to faking, it is difficult to attribute high over-claiming scores
to any one factor.
Thus far, research on the over-claiming technique has been limited and has
produced mixed results. Paulhus, Harms, Bruce, and Lysy (2003) found some support for
the use of the OCQ as a faking indicator. Specifically, they found evidence for moderate
convergent validity with various measures of self-enhancement. In addition, the OCQ
retained convergent validity when participants were warned about the presence of false
cues or directed to fake good, although the overall rate of over-claiming decreased in the
warning condition. Bing, Kluemper, Davison, Taylor, and Novicevic (2011) also found
support for using the OCQ as a suppressor variable. Under fake-good (but not honest)
instructions, the OCQ improved the prediction of cumulative GPA by suppressing error
variance in personality scores. However, Feeney and Goffin (2015) found that the OCQ
was a poor predictor of motivated score elevation and self-reported faking. More research
is needed on the use of over-claiming as a measure of faking in pre-employment testing.
Self-reported faking. Research on the prevalence of faking has sometimes taken
a more direct approach by simply asking people about their faking behaviors. This has
been done in the context of laboratory experiments (e.g., Weiss & Feldman, 2006) as well
as anonymous surveys. Although survey research is largely constrained to examining
base rates and correlational relationships, it can provide valuable information about
faking behavior. Estimating the frequency and severity of faking in real-world settings is
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an important step in determining whether faking is even a serious problem. The base rate
of faking is also a key input in Monte Carlo simulations of faking in applicant pools
(Zickar, 2000), and it is important to base these simulations on empirically realistic inputs
(Ones & Viswesvaran, 1998).
A key issue in self-report research is eliciting honest responses. Since faking is an
undesirable and discreet behavior, it is likely to be underreported (Barnett, 1998; Fox &
Tracy, 1986). One method for promoting honest responding is the randomized-response
technique (RRT; Fox & Tracy, 1986). This technique promotes anonymity by introducing
a random component into survey responses, resulting in data that are only interpretable at
the aggregate level. For example, Donovan et al. (2003) instructed participants to respond
to items based on randomly generated “coin flips.” For each survey item, participants
were told to “respond ‘True’ only if the flip of the coin resulted in a head OR if you
actually engaged in the behavior. Only respond ‘False’ if the flip of the coin resulted in a
tail AND the described behavior is not true for you (i.e., you didn’t engage in the
behavior during the application process)” (p. 93). This method obviously introduces
random error into the response process. However, the RRT has also been found to
increase disclosure of undesirable behaviors in work settings, including theft (Wimbush
& Dalton, 1997) and faking (Donovan et al., 2003).
How Much Does Faking Really Matter?
As previously discussed, there is some reason for skepticism about the impact of
faking on personnel selection. In this section, I will explore several research questions
related to an overarching question: How concerned should we be about faking in pre21

employment testing? First, I will consider the extent to which people can fake if they
choose to. Second, I will examine whether people actually do fake, and how much.
Finally, I will consider the impact of faking on the validity and utility of personality
measures for personnel selection.
How much can people fake? Determining whether people are able to fake on
personality measures is the first, and perhaps the easiest, task. Since the question involves
maximum rather than typical faking, directed faking studies can provide a reasonable
answer. Meta-analytic synthesis of directed faking experiments has demonstrated the
fakability of traditional personality measures. Viswesvaran and Ones (1999) found large
fake-good effect sizes for the Big Five traits, particularly in studies that used withinsubjects designs. In these studies, participants elevated their scores (on average) by .47
standard deviations on agreeableness, .54 on extraversion, .76 on openness to experience,
.89 on conscientiousness, and .93 on emotional stability. A large amount of residual
variance remained in effect sizes after accounting for sampling error, suggesting the
presence of unidentified moderators.
One possible explanation for this residual variance is that the specific faking
instructions differ across studies, causing differences in the degree to which participants
believe they should fake. For example, asking someone to imagine applying for a job
they strongly desire may produce smaller effects than explicitly telling them to model an
ideal candidate. Stanush (1997) explored instructional differences in a meta-analysis of
directed faking effects on a variety of self-report measures (including non-personality
measures such as interests and biodata). She found little support for the hypothesis that
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stronger instructions (e.g., fake best vs. fake good) produce larger effect sizes. However,
studies using more overt faking instructions did produce slightly larger fakability effect
sizes. In addition, instructing participants to fake for a specific job or fake a specific trait
produced much larger effect sizes than general fake-good instructions. An implication is
that directed faking studies do not necessarily measure the upper bounds of a measure or
construct’s fakability. This possibility is also supported by evidence that directed faking
can be further enhanced by coaching (Sliter & Christiansen, 2012; Zickar & Robie,
1999).
Faking behavior may also differ depending on the hypothetical job for which
participants are told to apply. Past research on faking strategies has suggested that fakers
may imitate a stereotypical personality profile for members of a specific occupation
(Furnham, 1990; Mahar et al., 2006; Mahar, Cologon, & Duck, 1995; but see Dalen,
Stanton, & Roberts, 2001). Thus, faking may not produce uniform upward distortions
across different jobs or personality traits. Viswesvaran and Ones’s (1999) meta-analysis
of within-subjects faking studies found the largest fake-good and fake-bad effects for
conscientiousness and emotional stability, which the authors noted are the most
generalizable predictors of job performance among the Big Five (for meta-analytic
validity evidence, see Barrick et al., 2001). This pattern has also been replicated in metaanalytic research comparing actual applicants to incumbents (Birkeland et al., 2006).
Fakers may tend to emphasize conscientiousness and emotional stability because they are
consistent with specific stereotypes of a good employee across a variety of jobs.
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However, larger distortions on these traits could also be explained by a single “good
employee” stereotype applied indiscriminately across jobs.
How much do people fake? Although research participants are able to distort
their responses on many personality measures, it does not follow that job applicants will
actually fake to a problematic extent. However, there is evidence that at least some
applicants do so. This evidence takes two distinct but related forms: evidence regarding
the overall prevalence of specific distortion behaviors (e.g., the percentage of applicants
who claim a non-existent skill), and evidence regarding the degree of distortion that
occurs on average (e.g., mean differences on a personality trait between motivated and
unmotivated test-takers).
One early research stream in the former category has focused on fact-checking
verifiable claims about biographical information. Studies have sometimes found
substantial inaccuracies in information provided by applicants, although others have
found that self-reported biographical information was fairly accurate overall (cf. Cascio,
1975). In any case, responses to personality scales cannot be verified using objective
data, making this method infeasible in the personality domain. Furthermore, verifiable
items are less likely to be faked in the first place (Donovan et al., 2003), which may
downwardly bias estimates of faking prevalence.
Another method for estimating the prevalence of faking is the use of bogus
statements. If applicants are willing to endorse statements that cannot be true, then it
seems likely that they will also distort their responses to legitimate items. Results from
bogus statement research seem to suggest that faking is highly prevalent. Pannone (1984)
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found that 35 percent of electrician applicants claimed to have experience with a fictional
piece of electrical equipment. Anderson et al. (1984) found that 45 percent of applicants
for a variety of jobs claimed to have performed at least one non-existent task. These
results should be interpreted cautiously, since people will sometimes endorse bogus
statements even without an incentive to fake (Dwight & Donovan, 2003).
Applicant/non-applicant comparisons are also commonly used to estimate the
typical degree of response distortion, particularly in the personality domain. A metaanalysis by Birkeland et al. (2006) found that applicants scored higher than nonapplicants on all of the Big Five traits. After correcting for unreliability, Birkeland et al.
found small differences in extraversion (mean d = .13), openness to experience (.15), and
agreeableness (.19), as well as larger differences in emotional stability (.50) and
conscientiousness (.52). The fact that applicants scored particularly high on the most
universally job-relevant traits is suggestive, especially considering previously discussed
reasons to expect higher scores among incumbents (such as the ASA cycle). Put
differently, there does not seem to be a strong alternative explanation for applicants
scoring particularly high on the traits most valued in employees. However, it is still
difficult to assess the precise effects of confounding differences between applicants and
incumbents or to distinguish the proportion of fakers in applicant samples. As Zickar
(2000) stated, it is “nearly impossible to distinguish applicants who faked from honest
applicants–who, after, all, would admit to faking?” (pp. 95-96).
Although admissions of faking are undoubtedly rare in high-stakes testing
situations, some research has successfully elicited self-reports of faking. Weiss and
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Feldman (2006) accomplished this using their own deception: They convinced 55 student
participants that they were applying for a real tutoring position, either emphasizing the
job’s technical demands or interpersonal skills requirements. Participants completed a
written application that included a 20-item checklist of positive personality traits, as well
as a 10-15 minute job interview. They were then debriefed about the deception and asked
to point out any lies they told while viewing a video of the interview. Eighty-one percent
of participants admitted to telling at least one lie, and on average participants lied 2.19
times. Weiss and Feldman also compared motivated personality scores to a premanipulation administration of the same checklist, which occurred a few days before the
motivated administration. On average, participants claimed 1.71 more positive traits (d =
.78) when motivated to fake. The fact that participants so readily contradicted their
previous responses is telling. The quick shift in self-presentation suggests that applicants
may not be strongly motivated by the desire to appear consistent, contrary to predictions
based on the socioanalytic model of personality. Alternately, participants may have
simply shifted to an idealized workplace FOR in an attempt to re-negotiate their identities
as future employees. However, there was also evidence that participants selectively
claimed traits that fit the job description they were given (although this effect only
reached marginal significance).
A limited number of studies have also produced within-person analyses of
response distortion in field settings. These designs avoid many of the confounding
differences between applicant and non-applicant samples while maintaining external
validity. Ellingson, Sackett, and Connelly (2007) compared scores on the California
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Psychological Inventory (CPI; Gough & Bradley, 1996) among individuals who took it
multiple times for selection or development purposes. Overall, they found minimal
evidence for motivated response distortion. After accounting for time and developmental
feedback effects, they estimated the effect size of faking motivation at only .075 standard
deviations. Similarly, Griffith, Chmielowski, and Yoshita (2007) followed up with job
applicants and asked them to retake a conscientiousness measure under both honest and
fake-good instructions. Unlike Ellingson et al. (2007), they found a large difference
between applicant scores and honest scores (d = .61), although the honest–fake-good
difference was substantially larger (d = 1.18). Thus, it appears that participants distorted
substantially less than they could have when actually applying for a job.
Griffith et al. (2007) also flagged fakers based on the difference between their
honest and motivated scores. This is accomplished by establishing a confidence interval
around each participant’s honest score. Individuals whose motivated scores fall above the
confidence interval (or below, if the trait being measured is negatively keyed) are flagged
as probable fakers. Depending on the specific confidence interval used, between 22 and
49 percent of applicants were flagged. Subsequent research has favored a confidence
interval using the standard error of measurement (SEM; the threshold is 1.96 x SEM).
Approximately 31 percent of applicants in Griffith et al.’s (2007) sample were flagged
using this cutoff. Using the same method, Griffith et al. (2013) estimated the prevalence
of faking at 35 percent and 21 percent in two additional samples. Similarly, Donovan,
Dwight and Schneider (2014) estimated faking prevalence at 14, 22, and 25 percent on
three goal orientation scales used for selection purposes. Nearly 50 percent of their
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participants were flagged on at least one of the scales, suggesting applicants did not
distort uniformly across different traits.
Another variant of the within-person applicant design has examined score changes
among repeat applicants for the same job, also with mixed results. Hogan, Barrett, and
Hogan (2007) examined changes in personality scores among a large sample of
previously rejected applicants. They found almost no evidence for systematic upward
distortion during the second application. However, it is possible that these applicants
were rejected precisely because they were less willing or able to fake in general (Landers,
Sackett, & Tuzinski, 2011). Thus, their failure to fake at a retest may simply be a
continuation of their initial honest responding.
Furthermore, similar research has failed to replicate Hogan and colleagues’ null
findings. Hausknecht (2010) found that repeat applicants moderately distorted their
scores on several personality scales, particularly when their initial scores on a scale were
low. These distortions were not observed among passing applicants who completed a
retest. One cause for concern is that regression toward the mean could at least partially
explain this pattern of findings. As one would expect, rejected applicants tended to have
worse initial personality scores than passing applicants. As such, they would also be more
likely to regress in a favorable direction on a retest, and the regression should be most
pronounced among particularly low scorers. In keeping with this explanation, rejected
applicants also showed substantially larger gains on two dimensions of cognitive ability.
Since cognitive ability tests are not readily fakable, an alternate explanation such as
regression toward the mean appears likely.
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Research by Dunlop and colleagues has provided additional clarification about the
nature of retest effects. Dunlop, Morrison, and Cordery (2011) studied gains on cognitive
ability tests among repeat applicants for firefighter positions (see also Dunlop, 2012).
Similar to Hausknecht (2010), they observed gains around two-fifths of a standard
deviation on measures of abstract reasoning and mechanical comprehension, along with
smaller gains on a test of numerical comprehension. Dunlop (2012) also reported retest
results on the HEXACO-PI (Lee & Ashton, 2004) from the same applicant population.
He found significant practice effects on three of the four hypothesized scales, although
the standardized mean differences were relatively small (.12 for Conscientiousness, .19
for Low Emotionality, and .20 for Agreeableness). He also found positive
intercorrelations between Time 1–Time 2 difference scores for all six dimensions,
suggesting that the same individuals were distorting their responses on multiple scales.
Furthermore, only 19.5 percent of applicants significantly increased their scores on more
than one scale. These findings suggest that mean retest differences are disproportionately
caused by a subset of applicants. These applicants may distort their scores considerably
more than an overall mean difference would suggest.
More extreme patterns of faking can also emerge when applicants learn more
effective faking strategies. Landers et al. (2011) documented this phenomenon in one of
the largest and most systematic within-person field studies to date. First, they found
evidence for large retest gains on extraversion and conscientiousness, as well as moderate
gains on cognitive ability. In response to rumors of test coaching within the organization,
they also examined changes in response patterns among internal applicants. They found
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that internal (but not external) applicants showed significant increases in blatant extreme
responding, or systematic endorsement of the most extreme item responses in the
positively keyed direction. Thus, it appears that some applicants are willing to engage in
extreme faking when they have been coached to do so. An important implication of this
finding is that faking could become more extreme over time as information about beating
selection measures becomes more widely disseminated. Given the increasing availability
of such information on the Internet, the worst may be yet to come.
Other researchers have studied the prevalence of faking using anonymous
surveys. For example, McDaniel, Douglas, and Snell (1997) surveyed job applicants who
had recently posted résumés online. Forty-two percent admitted to giving false opinions
during the application process, and 33 percent stated they had exaggerated their work
experience. Twenty-six percent attempted to appear more agreeable than they actually
were, and 14 percent attempted to appear more conscientious. However, Donovan et al.
(2003) argued that the low 19 percent response rate for this survey limited the
interpretability of these findings. In addition, the reliance on honest responses to sensitive
questions may lead to an underestimation of faking prevalence.
In order to investigate this underreporting issue, Donovan et al. (2003) explored
the prevalence of response distortion using both traditional and RRT-based surveys. As
expected, the RRT elicited far more admissions of undesirable behaviors during
respondents’ most recent job application, although the traditional survey also revealed
substantial response distortion. In the RRT survey, nearly 24 percent of respondents
admitted to completely fabricating at least a quarter of the personal information they
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provided. With regard to tests specifically, 32 percent admitted to exaggerating their
personal characteristics or traits to appear more desirable than they actually were; 15
percent admitted to giving answers that were completely false. The authors did note that
their survey did not explicitly instruct participants to focus on personality testing. Thus, it
is important to exercise caution when generalizing these results to personality measures.
However, it seems unlikely that personality measures are a significant exception to these
findings.
Donovan et al. (2003) also found that the prevalence of specific faking behaviors
was highly related to the perceived severity (r = -.82) and verifiability (r = -.67) of the
deception; perceptions of severity and verifiability were also highly interrelated (r = .71).
Given the RRT’s ability to elicit fairly candid responses, it seems unlikely that these
findings are due entirely to underreporting of more extreme deception. Thus, it appears
that applicants are much more likely to distort their responses in ways that are perceived
as only slightly deceptive and difficult to detect. The latter may be an issue for
personality testing, where the ability to detect faking remains a controversial issue even
among experts.
Taken as a whole, the results of empirical research suggest that response
distortion is fairly common in pre-employment screening and personality testing
specifically. Job applicants lie about verifiable information, claim fictitious skills and
experiences, and score higher on desirable personality traits than non-motivated samples.
They are also willing to admit to a variety of deceptive behaviors when the potential
consequences for doing so are removed. A significant proportion of applicants even
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admit to outright fabrication. It is unlikely that such behaviors are without consequence
for personnel selection.
Faking and the validity of personality measures. The validity of a measure is
central to its usefulness in pre-employment testing. In fact, validity itself can be defined
as the usefulness of scores on a measure for making specific inferences. As a result,
measures are not universally valid or invalid, and the evidence needed to establish
validity depends on the inferences of interest. For example, MMPI scores may be valid
for diagnosing certain mental disorders but invalid for measuring oral communication
skills. In the faking literature, three types of validity are frequently discussed: construct
validity, criterion-related validity, and response validity. Construct validity refers to the
degree to which a measure accurately reflects the construct or constructs it purports to
measure. Criterion-related validity refers to the ability of scores on a measure to predict
outcomes of interest, most commonly job performance. Response validity may be defined
as the degree to which participants’ responses to a measure are free of distortion.
Responses can be systematically biased by a variety of response sets, including faking
and self-deception. In contrast to construct and criterion-related validity, response
validity is not typically differentiated as a major type of validity. It can, however, be
viewed as a form of construct validity, since distorted scores are less reflective of the
underlying construct of interest.
However, evidence for response distortion does not in itself negate the validity of
a test for all inferences. The impact of any response set on validity depends on at least
three factors: the severity of distortion, the degree of between-person variance in
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distortion, and the specific inference being made. The first factor is fairly selfexplanatory: mild distortions are less likely to seriously hinder the use of a measure.
Response distortion is also less of an issue if everyone distorts equally. For example,
criterion-related validity will be unaffected, because the correlation coefficient is
unaffected by uniform shifts in scores (again, barring a ceiling effect). Finally, response
distortion hinders some inferences more than others. To illustrate, uniform distortion does
still pose a threat to inferences about the prevalence of a trait or an individual’s precise
trait level (as opposed to their standing relative to others). Hence, distortion-reducing
techniques such as the RRT are especially important when estimating the prevalence of
undesirable behaviors, including response distortion itself.
Does faking affect construct validity? With these issues in mind, I will first
discuss the impact of faking on construct validity. Some studies in this domain have
examined convergent validity between faked and honest responses. As previously
mentioned, Ellingson et al. (1999) found little relationship between honest and fake-good
responses to several personality scales. Caldwell-Andrews, Baer, and Berry (2000) found
somewhat larger relationships between honest and faked Big Five scores, but the
correlations were well below the test-retest reliabilities of the scales. Topping and
O’Gorman (1997) also found that directed faking reduced the convergent validity of Big
Five scores with other-report scores obtained from external judges. Self–other agreement
was reasonably high using honest self-reports (with r’s ranging from .49 to .60) but
dropped substantially using fake-good scores (r’s ranged from .09 to .32). Thus, extreme
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faking has the potential to severely decimate the construct validity of personality
measures.
Faking may also contaminate personality scores with variance from cognitive
ability. Christiansen, Burns, and Montgomery (2005) hypothesized that intelligent
individuals would fake more effectively due to their more accurate implicit theories of
what constitutes an ideal employee. They found support for this model in a large directed
faking study. Intelligent participants were more likely to identify conscientiousness as an
important predictor. Furthermore, cognitive ability was related to higher
conscientiousness scores under fake-good (but not honest) instructions. A path analysis
also supported implicit job theories as a mediator of this relationship.
However, the relationship between cognitive ability and faking in applied settings
may be more nuanced. Previous research has yielded conflicting results regarding the
direction of the intelligence–faking relationship (cf. Levashina, Morgeson, & Campion,
2009). Levashina et al. (2009) proposed that two mechanisms explain the apparently
contradictory findings: Intelligent individuals are less likely to fake because they do not
need to, but they are more successful at faking when they choose to do so. They found
support for this model in a large applicant sample. Verbal ability and job knowledge were
negatively related to endorsement of bogus items, suggesting that high-ability individuals
faked less frequently. However, the degree of faking also moderated the relationships
between biodata scores and ability scores. As faking became more severe, both verbal
ability and job knowledge showed substantially stronger relationships with scores on the
biodata predictor. This suggests that general ability and job-specific knowledge can be
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used to fake more effectively when there is sufficient motivation to do so. In other words,
cognitive ability may be negatively related to faking motivation but positively related to
faking ability.
An alternate explanation for the apparent decrease in motivation to fake is that
high-ability applicants are simply better at avoiding detection when they fake. Huang,
Wells, and Nguyen (2015) found that cognitive ability was negatively correlated with
self-presentation scores in a large applicant sample. High-ability individuals were also
less likely to be flagged for potential faking. However, high-ability individuals still
scored as well as or better than low-ability individuals on desirable personality traits
despite their apparent lack of response distortion. Huang et al. suggested that intelligent
applicants might have been more adept at avoiding items used to detect faking as opposed
to actually faking less. In a second study, they found that cognitive ability was positively
related to the ability to correctly identify faking items embedded in a personality scale.
Thus, it is difficult to determine whether intelligent individuals actually fake less or
merely succeed at avoiding detection. Regardless, faking may introduce unwanted
relationships with cognitive ability when personality measures are used in motivated
contexts.
Much of the research on faking and construct validity has compared the factor
structures of personality inventories among differentially motivated groups. For example,
Schmit and Ryan (1993) compared the factor structure of the NEO Five-Factor Inventory
(Costa & McCrae, 1989) in student and applicant samples. Using confirmatory factor
analysis (CFA), they were able to fit a five-factor model in the student sample. However,
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an additional “ideal employee” factor emerged as the first factor in the applicant sample,
suggesting that applicants distorted their responses to become more desirable candidates.
Items from every dimension except openness to experience loaded onto this factor,
particularly those associated with being a desirable employee or coworker. Even with this
general factor included in the model, the researchers found high intercorrelations and a
complex pattern of loadings among the substantive Big Five factors. Donovan et al.
(2014) also found that the factor structure of a goal orientation measure changed between
applicant and incumbent administrations, even though the same individuals were
measured in both cases. Findings of this kind are problematic because they suggest that
motivated distortion may fundamentally alter the constructs being measured by
personality scales.
However, there is reason to believe that faking does not destroy the factor
structure of personality inventories in applied settings. A large proportion of the evidence
for faking effects on factor structure has come from fake-good studies, which produce
unrealistically extreme distortion (Smith & Ellingson, 2002). In addition, other studies
using actual job applicants have failed to replicate findings of distorted factor structures
(Marshall et al., 2005; Smith & Ellingson, 2002; Weekley, Ployhart, & Harold, 2004).
Studies using social desirability scales to create high- and low-distortion groups have also
provided evidence for stable factor structures across groups (Ellingson, Smith, & Sackett,
2001; Marshall et al., 2005). Ultimately, the degree to which faking deteriorates the
factor structure of personality inventories is likely dependent on how much people fake
(Grabovac, Jerneić, & Galić, 2012).
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Another research stream has used IRT to examine the effects of faking on the
measurement of personality. In IRT-based faking research, a key outcome of interest is
differential item functioning (DIF), which assesses differences in the way individual
items function between two groups (e.g., fakers and non-fakers). More specifically, DIF
determines whether individuals with the same latent trait score, or theta, have different
probabilities of endorsing a given response option depending on group membership. In
the context of faking research, DIF occurs when the probability of selecting a response
option differs between members of motivated and non-motivated groups who have the
same estimated standing on the personality trait being assessed. A second metric,
differential test functioning (DTF), examines subgroup differences in the functioning of
the entire scale. Considering DTF is important because DIF produced by individual items
may cancel out (Stark, Chernyshenko, Chan, Lee, & Drasgow, 2001). Thus DIF, while
problematic, does not necessarily produce systematic bias at the scale level.
IRT-based faking research has produced more detailed descriptions of faking
behavior and its effects on the measurement of personality. Zickar and Robie (1999)
examined DIF and DTF between honest responders, uncoached fakers, and coached
fakers on three personality scales. Only 25 of 112 item-level tests indicated significant
DIF between honest responders and fakers, with the coached fakers accounting for 14
cases. An emotional stability scale did not show evidence of DTF, but nondelinquency
and work orientation scales produced DTF between honest responders and both faking
groups. Fakers also tended to have lower threshold parameters than honest responders
with identical thetas, suggesting that they were more likely to endorse the most positive
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response option in a given item. However, the probability of endorsing the least positive
response option was generally unaffected by faking. In other words, individuals who will
choose the least desirable option under honest instructions are also likely to choose that
option when directed to fake (Zickar, 2000).
Stark et al. (2001) conducted a large-scale IRT investigation of faking in which
they compared applicants and non-applicants, as well as high and low scorers on the
16PF Impression Management scale. They found substantial evidence for DIF between
applicants and non-applicants across all 15 substantive scales from the 16PF; all but two
scales also showed DTF. Stark and colleagues found less (but still substantial) DIF
between groups created based on Impression Management scores. They also found that a
different set of items showed DIF than in the applicant/non-applicant comparison,
providing additional evidence that response distortion scales may not be an adequate
proxy for comparing differentially motivated groups.
Other research has contradicted these somewhat dismal findings. Henry and Raju
(2006) attempted to replicate Stark et al. (2001) using six scales tapping different facets
of conscientiousness. Out of 56 items, only six showed applicant/non-applicant DIF in a
large sales sample, and only four showed DIF in an accounting sample. Evidence for
DTF was only found on one scale in the sales sample. Similar results were obtained by
comparing groups with high and low impression management scores. Thus, results from
traditional IRT-based studies of faking remain inconclusive.
The advent of mixed-model IRT (MM-IRT) has provided a new lens for
examining faking behavior. Whereas traditional DIF analysis compares item functioning
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across predefined groups (e.g., directed fakers and honest responders), MM-IRT
classifies people into groups based on their pattern of item responses (Zickar, Gibby, &
Robie, 2004). Zickar et al. (2004) used MM-IRT to explore patterns of faking behavior in
two studies. First, they used MM-IRT to model faking on a Big Five inventory in a large
pooled sample of applicants and incumbents. They found evidence for three main classes
of respondent, which they labeled honest responders, slight fakers, and extreme fakers. In
the honest group, option threshold parameters were correctly ordered for most items,
indicating that individuals with higher theta levels generally endorsed higher response
options. Slight fakers showed consistent inversions between response options 2 and 3 (the
middle options), suggesting that they were more likely to choose the somewhat above
average option but were otherwise similar to honest responders. Extreme fakers,
however, showed only small differences between option thresholds as well as frequent
inversions. These individuals did not show a consistent relationship between theta levels
and the response options they endorsed, suggesting that the construct validity of the
personality scales was compromised. Interestingly, class membership was not strongly
related to the applicant–incumbent distinction, although incumbents were somewhat more
likely to be classified as slight fakers rather than extreme fakers. This highlights the
limitations of using applicants and incumbents as a proxy for fakers and honest
responders, although it may also reflect the imperfection of the MM-IRT approach.
In a second study, Zickar et al. (2004) used MM-IRT to classify a large sample of
honest responders, uncoached fakers, and coached fakers. Across five work-related
dimensions of personality, they found evidence for only two classes of responder: honest
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responders and fakers. Once again, the faking group showed disordinal relationships
between theta and the response option endorsed. In addition, there was still substantial
disconnect between the experimental groups and the MM-IRT classes. For one
personality scale–work orientation–coached fakers were actually the most likely to be
classified as honest responders, while those instructed to respond honestly were the most
likely to be classified as fakers. Zickar et al. interpreted this as evidence that faking
instructions do not necessarily produce uniform faking behavior. On the other hand, the
failure to correctly classify honest responders and directed fakers is typically seen as
evidence against the validity of a faking measure such as MM-IRT. Indeed, Zickar and
Drasgow (1996) used identification of directed fakers to validate a similar IRT-based
faking indicator in the same dataset. As a result, the possibility remains that option
response patterns were simply an error-laden measure of faking behavior, leading to the
misclassification of some participants.
Ultimately, almost any form of response distortion introduces construct-irrelevant
variance to personality scores and must therefore be considered a threat to construct
validity. However, the magnitude of this threat in the context of personnel selection is
ambiguous. It is clear that extreme faking can severely degrade construct validity, but it is
less clear whether typical levels of response distortion are a major problem. Since
construct validity evidence includes relationships with external criteria, examining the
effects of faking on criterion-related validity can provide additional clues. If faking
attenuates theoretically expected relationships with important outcomes, then it is likely a
significant threat to construct validity as well.
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Does faking affect criterion-related validity and utility? Criterion-related
validity has long been the gold standard of a measure’s value for personnel selection. As
previously discussed, it is now abundantly clear that faking and other forms of distortion
have not destroyed the criterion-related validity of personality measures. On the other
hand, evidence for the amount of validity retained does not tell us much about the amount
of potential validity lost. Barrick and Mount’s (1991) validity generalization metaanalysis is often cited as a turning point for high-stakes personality testing and as
evidence that personality does predict important workplace behaviors. However, even
conscientiousness showed only modest criterion-related validity in this study, and the rest
of the Big Five fared worse. Even the combined predictive power of the Big Five does
not typically match that of cognitive ability alone for predicting overall job performance,
at least in medium and high complexity jobs (cf. Ones, Dilchert, Viswesvaran, & Judge,
2007; Schmidt & Hunter, 1998). One possibility is that ability is simply more important
than dispositions for predicting performance in complex jobs, but another possibility is
that we have failed to measure personality as well as we could.
Recent evidence suggests that there is indeed room for improvement. For
example, a quantitative synthesis by Connelly and Ones (2010) found that other-reports
of the Big Five were generally better predictors of academic and job performance than
self-reports. Another synthesis by Oh, Wang and Mount (2011) also found that otherreports were better predictors of job performance. One potential explanation both papers
gave was that other-reports could be less contaminated by response biases such as selfdeception and faking. A related possibility stems from Hogan’s socioanalytic theory of
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personality (Connelly & Ones, 2010). According to this line of thinking, self-reports of
personality are distorted by the individual’s conscious efforts to negotiate a particular
identity for themselves. As previously discussed, this might not be an issue if individuals
are successful in upholding that identity on the job. However, the meta-analytic findings
suggest that such an ideal scenario may not be realistic. Evidence for widespread
exaggeration and blatant lying also suggests that some applicants will distort for the sole
purpose of being hired, regardless of their ability to live up to the expectations they
create. Furthermore, this tendency does not appear to be uniform: Some applicants admit
to lying in surveys or claim to possess non-existent skills, but others do not. This withinperson variability in response distortion suggests that faking should be expected to at
least somewhat reduce validity.
At the outset, it is worth making explicit the distinction between criterion-related
validity and utility. Criterion-related validity refers to a predictor’s ability to predict any
number of valued outcomes, typically operationalized as the correlation between
predictor and criterion measures. Utility refers to the actual value derived from using a
selection measure, and it is therefore closely related to how well that measure predicts the
outcomes of interest. However, the utility of a selection system is also dependent on how
the predictors are used to select employees. Generally, the utility of a predictor is
maximized in the case of top-down selection, where applicants are rank ordered by their
predictor scores and the top applicants are selected. However, this scenario is rarely
reflected in practice. Cut scores are often set, effectively translating a continuous
predictor into dichotomous hire/do-not-hire decisions. Multiple predictors may be
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considered, either simultaneously or as successive hurdles, reducing the weight of any
one predictor in the selection decision. These choices can sometimes mitigate the
negative effects of faking (Berry & Sackett, 2009; Converse, Peterson, & Griffith, 2009).
However, they do so by restricting the use of personality measures rather than addressing
the underlying loss of validity.
As with other faking research, determining the effects of faking on criterionrelated validity requires evidence from a variety of research streams. In this case, the
question of interest is also counterfactual: How much higher would validity be among
applicant samples if faking did not occur? As a result, at least some inferential leaps are
necessary. Incentivized faking experiments, Monte Carlo simulations, and indirect
inferences based on faking-resistant tests can provide useful supplements to the
traditional faking methodologies I have already discussed.
Despite inherent limitations in their interpretability, these traditional
methodologies have provided at least some evidence for the impact of faking. For
example, laboratory studies typically show large decrements in criterion-related validity
under directed faking conditions (e.g., Christiansen et al., 2005; Douglas, McDaniel, &
Snell, 1996; Jackson, Wroblewski, & Ashton, 2000; Stanush, 1997). This suggests that
extreme faking, at least, can be problematic. Given the evidence that a significant
proportion of applicants do engage in fairly severe faking, there is reason to believe that
these findings may generalize beyond the laboratory.
However, comparisons of applicant and incumbent validity coefficients have
provided less conclusive results. Hough (1997) compared meta-analytic validity
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coefficients from predictive and concurrent studies for a variety of personality traits. She
found that concurrent validity coefficients were .07 higher than predictive coefficients, on
average. However, the delay between predictor and criterion measurement in predictive
studies may artificially reduce validity coefficients. In addition, many predictive studies
are conducted on incumbent samples, making the study design moderator a flawed
indicator of applicant–incumbent differences (e.g., Ones, Viswesvaran, & Schmidt,
1993). Weekley et al. (2004) directly compared validity coefficients from two large
applicant and incumbent samples. Although applicants scored much higher on measures
of conscientiousness, agreeableness, and extraversion, criterion-related validity did not
differ by group.
Meta-analyses of integrity test validity have also failed to find large differences
between applicant and incumbent groups. Ones et al. (1993) did report larger validity
coefficients in concurrent designs. However, this finding may have been influenced by
one or two large samples, leading the authors to deem their moderator analysis
inconclusive. In addition, predictive studies using incumbent samples actually produced
much lower validities than predictive studies of job applicants. A more recent metaanalysis of integrity test validities found only slightly higher validity coefficients in
concurrent studies (Van Iddekinge, Roth, Raymark, & Odle-Dusseau, 2012). Ultimately,
applicants and incumbents differ in ways other than their motivation to fake, including
their motivation to take personality measures seriously. Therefore, it is difficult to draw
definitive conclusions from these seemingly null results.
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A useful variation on the applicant–incumbent design is to conduct within-person
comparisons of the same individuals in applicant and non-applicant contexts. This
eliminates at least some of the confounding differences between applicants and
incumbents, allowing for stronger conclusions about the effects of faking on validity. In
addition, faking can be operationalized at an individual level based on differences
between motivated and non-motivated personality scores (although see Burns &
Christiansen, 2011, for a methodological critique). For example, Peterson et al. (2011)
followed up with a sample of job applicants and asked them to complete the same
selection measure a second time under honest response instructions. When measured in
the applicant context, conscientiousness did not predict counterproductive work behavior
(CWB; r = -.05). However, honest scores obtained from the same individuals did predict
CWB (r = -.22). Peterson et al. also flagged individuals who showed large elevations in
applicant conscientiousness scores compared to their honest responses. When these
fakers were removed from the sample, applicant conscientiousness did predict CWB (r =
-.18). Furthermore, replacing the fakers’ applicant scores with their honest scores was as
effective as simply using honest scores from all participants, producing a validity
coefficient of -.22. Thus, it appears that faking substantially attenuated the validity of
conscientiousness.
Griffith et al. (2013) attempted to replicate this research in another applicant pool.
They also found that conscientiousness predicted CWB better under honest instructions
than in the applicant context. However, removing flagged fakers did not significantly
increase the validity of the motivated conscientiousness measure. In another study,
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Griffith et al. used deception to induce realistic faking in a large student sample.
Participants first completed a conscientiousness measure for course credit. In a later
phase, participants completed the same measure under the belief that they were applying
for a customer service position. Personality scores were then validated against a variety
of academic and work criteria rated by instructors and supervisors. Validity was higher
for unmotivated scores than motivated scores in all cases, although the difference was
only significant for two of six criteria (academic dishonesty and task performance).
Removing flagged fakers increased the validity of applicant scores for predicting all
criteria, with three of the six increases reaching statistical significance. These results
provide partial support for the hypothesis that faking attenuates criterion-related validity.
Donovan et al. (2014) also provided partial support for this attenuation effect in
another within-subjects study. First, they found evidence that faking may attenuate the
reliability of predictor measures. Among job applicants, their goal orientation scales
produced unacceptably low coefficient alpha reliability estimates (the same measures
generally show much higher alphas in the published literature). However, reliability
estimates rose dramatically when the same individuals were retested as incumbents. Since
a measure’s ability to predict external criteria is limited by its reliability, reduced
reliability should result in reduced validity. Donovan et al. also found that fakers were
disproportionately selected in a simulation of top-down selection. Based on their
incumbent scores, the vast majority of these individuals would not have been selected.
Furthermore, fakers who would be hired at a .20 selection ratio provided significantly
worse training performance (d = .76) and marginally worse sales performance (d = .39)
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than their non-faking counterparts. A comparison of validity coefficients between fakers
and non-fakers was less conclusive, as the predictors did not show significant criterionrelated validity in either group. Further research using within-subjects designs is needed
to clarify these somewhat tentative findings.
Although I have discussed this elsewhere, it also bears repeating that research has
failed to support the use of social desirability scales to mitigate the effects of faking on
validity. While this finding may largely reflect the inadequacy of social desirability
scales, an alternate possibility is that typical levels of response distortion simply do not
have a large effect on operational validity. Put differently, corrections for response
distortion may fail because there is not much to correct to begin with. Once again,
inherent limitations in the measurement of faking make these results difficult to interpret.
Given the prevalence of substantial response distortion in operational settings, one
might expect more conclusive evidence that faking affects criterion-related validity. The
apparent failure to find such evidence has led some to claim that faking has minimal
effects on validity, while others blame deficiencies in the research methodologies used to
study faking. However, a third camp has questioned whether criterion-related validity is
itself an adequate indicator of a measure’s utility. The crux of this argument is that the
metric of criterion-related validity, the correlation coefficient, is relatively insensitive to
changes in rank ordering within a subset of a bivariate distribution (Drasgow & Kang,
1984; Rosse et al., 1998). In other words, fakers may attenuate validity in the upper
portion of the predictor distribution, where many hiring decisions occur, without
producing a large change in the overall predictor–criterion correlation.
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Simulation research has provided some support for this differentiation between
criterion-related validity and utility. For example, Zickar and his colleagues found that
fakers could cause distortions in parts of the bivariate distribution without producing
significant changes in the overall validity coefficient (Zickar, Rosse, Levin, & Hulin,
1997, as cited in Zickar, 2000). They manipulated three inputs: the percentage of fakers
in a sample, the severity of faking, and the validity of true scores on the predictor.
Validity decrements were largest when about 50 percent of the simulated applicants
engaged in extreme faking. However, even the most extreme conditions only reduced
validity coefficients by about 25 percent. By contrast, even small amounts of faking
produced substantial distortions in the predictor score distribution. For example, when
five percent of the sample engaged in slight faking, 15 percent of the simulees who
obtained the maximum predictor score were fakers. As one might expect, fakers with
high observed scores on the predictor also tended to have lower true scores compared to
honest responders with the same observed scores. This phenomenon occurs because
fakers’ observed scores are upwardly distorted and therefore overestimate their actual
trait standings. These results led Zickar (2000) to conclude that “in conditions of faking
combined with top-down selection, (a) fakers will be disproportionately hired, (b) the
fakers hired will be of lower quality than expected (i.e., they will have lower [true scores]
than honest people with the same score), and (c) the validity coefficient will not provide
an indication of these problems” (p. 100).
Simulation studies such as Zickar et al. (1997) are useful for determining what
should occur given a set of assumptions about faking behavior. A key benefit of
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simulation research is that it can examine the effects of faking under a variety of possible
scenarios, including scenarios that we cannot observe directly (e.g., an applicant pool in
which everyone responds honestly). However, critics have noted that the interpretability
of faking simulations depends on the accuracy of the researchers’ assumptions and inputs
(e.g., Ones & Viswesvaran, 1998). Simulations should ideally use empirically estimated
parameters (e.g., survey data on the prevalence of faking) to accurately model real-world
scenarios. Zickar et al. (1997) tested a wide range of inputs, but it is unclear which values
best represent real-world applicant faking. Depending on which condition best reflects
reality, we may draw different conclusions about the impact of faking or the
correspondence between validity and utility in applied settings.
Faking simulations can also be misleading if they fail to account for variables that
matter in the real world. For example, an extension by Zickar (1997, as cited in Zickar,
2000) found that increasing the standard deviation of faking extremity within a sample
also decreased validity, while allowing faking behavior to correlate with true predictor
scores had the opposite effect. Given that real-world faking exists on a continuum and
may correlate with substantive personality traits, ignoring these variables reduces the
external validity of simulation results. The complexity of modeling faking is well
demonstrated by other simulation research. Komar, Brown, Komar, and Robie (2008)
conducted an elaborate simulation to determine the effects of faking in 4,500 distinct
experimental conditions (produced by crossing six independent variables). Generally,
faking produced small to moderate decrements in the validity of conscientiousness, with
validity coefficients dropping between 10 and 30 percent in most cases. In keeping with
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past research, increasing the magnitude and variability of faking generally produced
larger decrements. However, faking actually increased validity when faking and
performance were positively correlated at r = .20 (see also Schmitt & Oswald, 2006). As
the authors discuss, research on the relationship between faking behavior and workplace
outcomes has produced mixed results, making this scenario at least somewhat plausible.
Ultimately, the uncertainty of these results highlights the need to supplement simulations
with data from real participants.
One of the more compelling real-world examinations of faking and validity came
from a faking experiment conducted by Mueller-Hanson, Heggestad, and Thornton
(2003). This experiment elicited motivated faking by providing a small incentive to the
faking group rather than explicit instructions to fake good. The goal was to induce more
realistic faking behavior, with participants choosing to fake or not fake based on their
individual tendencies toward faking. In keeping with this goal, Muller-Hanson et al.
found only a moderate honest–faking difference on their predictor measure (d = .41). As
the authors noted, this resembles effect sizes from applicant–incumbent comparisons
rather than the extreme effect sizes often associated with directed faking.
More importantly, Mueller-Hanson and her colleagues found compelling evidence
for the effects of realistic faking behavior on validity and utility. First, they found that
validity for predicting scores on a performance task was affected by faking, particularly
in the upper portion of the predictor distribution. Among the faking group, validity was
much lower for those who scored in the top third of the predictor distribution (r = .07)
compared to the bottom third (r = .45). As expected, this effect did not occur in the
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honest control group. This pattern of findings supports the hypothesis that fakers
primarily attenuate validity in the higher end of the predictor distribution, where
personnel selection ideally occurs.
Mueller-Hanson et al. also combined honest and incentivized participants in a
common ‘applicant pool’ to examine the effects of faking on utility at different selection
ratios. The results were striking: As the percentage of candidates who were selected fell,
participants from the incentive condition became increasingly overrepresented in the
selected group. This overrepresentation occurred despite the fact that incentivized
participants did not perform better on the criterion (actually scoring slightly lower on
average). As expected, the average criterion performance of selected participants
increased in tandem with selectivity. However, this increase only occurred for honest
participants; the average performance of participants selected from the incentive
condition remained essentially constant regardless of the selection ratio. In other words,
incentivized fakers infiltrated the selected group without actually providing more
criterion performance. Lower selection ratios only increased the proportion of extreme
fakers selected, resulting in suboptimal utility.
Although these results provide a good demonstration of faking effects, it is less
clear whether they unambiguously support the validity/utility distinction advanced by
Zickar and other researchers. Overall sample validity was actually somewhat higher in
the control group (r = .17) than in the incentive group (r = .05), which would suggest that
the lost utility due to faking was at least somewhat reflected by an attenuated validity
coefficient. On the other hand, the difference in correlations did not reach statistical
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significance despite sample sizes over 200 in both conditions. Thus, comparing overall
validity coefficients between honest and incentivized groups did not provide a clear
indication of diminished utility in the incentivized group, although the relative magnitude
of the coefficients was certainly suggestive.
It is also important to remember that validity coefficients for job applicants are
typically computed using only the selected group. As a result, localized attenuation in the
upper end of the predictor distribution may be captured by typical criterion-related
validity coefficients, even if the actual attenuation effect is not apparent without an
external standard of comparison. In Mueller Hanson et al.’s (2003) study, the honest
group yielded a validity coefficient of .20 in the upper third of the distribution, which
compares favorably to the .07 coefficient from the incentive group. As a result,
differences in utility at the upper end of the distribution were at least somewhat mirrored
by differences in validity. Thus, examining validity coefficients may or may not
adequately capture decrements in utility due to faking. What is less ambiguous is that
realistic levels of faking can distort the upper portion of the predictor distribution and
produce false positive hiring decisions, thereby decreasing the overall performance of the
selected group. Such conclusions are worrisome, but subsequent research has failed to
replicate this finding (Tryba, Christiansen, Griffith, Jackson, & Kopp, 2013). Further
research is needed before more definitive conclusions can be drawn.
In addition, some researchers have still questioned the generalizability of
incentivized faking experiments to actual personnel selection. Dilchert et al. (2006) argue
that the differentiation of criterion-related validity and utility, while plausible, has only
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been tested in controlled experiments such as Mueller-Hanson et al. (2003). They go on
to assert that the phenomenon “may very well be untestable in the field. Thus, we are left
with strong empirical evidence for substantial validities in high-stakes assessments and
the untestable hypothesis that some of those selected might have scored lower (and thus
potentially not obtained a job) had they not engaged in response distortion” (p. 214). This
once again highlights the counterfactual nature of research questions surrounding faking
and validity/utility.
However, it is arguably facile to dismiss concerns about faking by pointing out
that they are difficult to test directly. Similar issues have occurred in other scientific
domains, yet useful inferences have still been made from converging lines of evidence.
For example, it is widely accepted that smoking causes cancer in humans despite the lack
of long-term experimental studies on the subject. Such studies would of course be ideal
for establishing causation, but it would be impractical and unethical to instruct
participants to engage in a potentially deadly behavior. Instead, multiple streams of
evidence, including epidemiological research and animal studies, have coalesced to
support a conclusion that no individual study could justify. Similarly, understanding the
effects of faking on validity and utility will almost certainly require evidence from a
variety of research paradigms.
Although the faking–validity relationship is difficult to study directly in the field,
some inferences can be made based on the effects of interventions to reduce faking. If
such interventions demonstrably reduce faking and also increase criterion-related
validity, then it at least becomes more plausible that faking is related to validity in
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operational settings. In the following section, I will discuss several methods that have
attempted to reduce or detect faking. However, for the time being I will focus on one
method that has accumulated considerable evidence regarding its effects on both faking
and validity: the use of faking-resistant forced choice (FC) scales. In the past, high-stakes
personality testing has largely employed single stimulus (SS) formats, in which
applicants rate their agreement with a single statement (e.g., “I am a hard worker”). The
desirable response to SS items is often extremely obvious, making the format relatively
easy to fake. By contrast, a typical FC item requires applicants to choose which of two or
more statements best describes them. Each statement within a single item may represent a
different desirable personality dimension, and statements are often explicitly paired based
on their social desirability. These features make multidimensional forced choice (MFC)
items less transparent and are thought to reduce fakability.
When discussing the validity of MFC scales, it is important to distinguish
between three types of scoring: normative, ipsative, and quasi-ipsative (Salgado,
Anderson, & Táuriz, 2014). Most pre-employment tests produce normative scores, which
allow for rank order comparisons between individuals (e.g., “Applicant A is more
conscientious than Applicant B”). The key feature of normative inventories is that each
trait is measured independently of the others. Thus, statements representing different
personality traits cannot be paired in a single item. Single stimulus scales produce
normative scores, as do FC scales in which all statement pairs are unidimensional. By
contrast, ipsative scoring occurs when “each score for an individual is dependent on his
own scores on other variables, but is independent of, and not comparable with, the scores
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of other individuals” (Hicks, 1970, p. 167). In other words, the only way to obtain a
higher score on one trait is to obtain a lower score on another trait. In addition, fully
ipsative scores cannot be reliably used to make between-person comparisons on a given
trait (Hicks, 1970; Johnson, Wood, & Blinkhorn, 1988). Instead, they are primarily
limited to within-person comparisons across multiple traits (e.g., “Applicant A is more
conscientious than he is extraverted”). This limits the utility of ipsative measures for
personnel selection, where the goal is to compare applicants with each other.
Historically, MFC inventories were largely limited to producing ipsative scores.
However, some researchers have created quasi-ipsative hybrids, which allow for
between-person comparisons despite their use of multidimensional items. This can be
accomplished by including unscored response options representing personality
dimensions that do not predict performance (Christiansen et al., 2005). Alternately,
advances in IRT have also shown the potential to facilitate between-person comparisons
without the use of filler statements (e.g., Stark, 2002; Stark, Chernyshenko, & Drasgow,
2005). Thus, quasi-ipsative inventories have the potential to reduce fakability while still
retaining their usefulness for ranking multiple applicants.
Recent meta-analytic evidence has suggested that quasi-ipsative MFC scales have
higher criterion-related validity than their SS counterparts. Salgado et al. (2014) found
evidence for improved criterion-related validity on every Big Five dimension except
extraversion, which was consistent with past meta-analytic estimates. They estimated the
average validity of conscientiousness at .38, compared to an average of .22 from three
past meta-analyses using independent databases. The average validity of emotional
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stability measured using quasi-ipsative scales was .20, compared to an average of .11
from the past syntheses. Openness and agreeableness also showed substantial validity
gains, increasing from .05 to .22 and .08 to .16 respectively. Salgado and his colleagues
also found evidence for superior validity generalization across managerial, sales, and
skilled jobs. Quasi-ipsative MFC scales also demonstrated good validity across several
other occupational groups, although comparisons with past research were not available.
The overall strength of their findings led Salgado et al. to conclude that these scales “are
superior for predicting job performance for all occupational groups” (p. 1) and should
therefore be employed for personnel selection across all occupations.
While these results are encouraging, it is not necessarily clear that quasi-ipsative
scales derive their additional validity from improved resistance to faking. One way to
approach this question is to compare the performance of SS and MFC measures under
both faking and honest instructions. Jackson et al. (2000) compared SS and MFC
versions of an integrity measure as predictors of self-reported CWB in student samples.
Each participant completed one version of the integrity measure under both honest and
fake-good instructions. Under honest instructions, both SS and MFC formats showed
good validity (r’s = .48 and .41, respectively). However, participants scored an average of
.95 standard deviations higher when faking the SS scale, compared to only .32 standard
deviations on the MFC scale. Faking lowered the criterion-related validity of the SS scale
from .48 to .18, while the MFC scale’s validity did not significantly decline.
Hirsh and Peterson (2008) conducted a similar demonstration using a fakingresistant Big Five inventory that utilized three MFC measurement formats. Participants
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completed both Likert-type and MFC measures under either honest or fake-good
instructions. The SS inventory showed massive fakability on all Big Five dimensions,
particularly conscientiousness (d = 2.01) and emotional stability (d = 1.70)1. These
honest–faking differences were partially mitigated by the MFC format, which showed
gains of only .78 and .39, respectively. The overall faking effect size was close to zero for
the MFC inventory, as gains on conscientiousness and emotional stability were offset by
losses on the other Big Five dimensions. However, this may reflect the partial ipsativity
of Hirsh and Peterson’s inventory. Despite this potential limitation, the MFC inventory
predicted better than its fully normative counterpart. Under honest instructions, both
measures of conscientiousness were good predictors of grade point average, and both
openness measures predicted creative accomplishment. However, the validity of SS
measures decayed to non-significance under fake-good instructions, while the MFC
scales retained their validity. It therefore appears likely that the improved validity of
quasi-ipsative MFC scales is related to their resistance to faking.
More specifically, it has been proposed that MFC scales retain their criterionrelated validity in motivated contexts by preserving the construct validity of personality
scores. As previously discussed, extreme faking tends to decimate the construct validity
of SS scales, making it difficult or perhaps impossible to recover true personality scores
(e.g., Ellingson et al., 1999). Some research suggests that MFC scales resist this
degradation of construct validity. Christiansen et al. (2005) conducted two directed
faking studies comparing quasi-ipsative MFC and SS scales. In the first study, they
1

Hirsh and Peterson report a d-value of .76 in the text, while Figure 1 suggests that the correct value is
approximately 1.7. A calculation based on reported means and standard deviations supports the latter
conclusion. I also calculated values of Cohen’s d for the MFC scales.
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compared the construct validity of SS and MFC measures of conscientiousness and
extraversion. In keeping with other research, MFC scores showed significantly smaller
mean differences between standard and faking conditions. The SS measures also showed
much larger correlations with BIDR scores in both conditions, further suggesting that
they were more prone to distortion. The fact that this effect occurred even under standard
response instructions may indicate that the MFC scales were also resistant to more typical
levels of self and/or other deception. Finally, Christiansen et al. examined the convergent
validity of both formats with honest responses to a third (SS) inventory. The MFC scales
retained more convergent validity under fake-good instructions, suggesting that they
provided better information about the true trait scores of fakers. In a second sample,
Christiansen et al. examined the criterion-related validity of both formats for predicting
job performance ratings. Again, fake-good instructions produced larger score gains on an
SS measure of conscientiousness (d = .96, vs. .24 for the MFC measure). Both SS and
MFC scales were modestly predictive of performance in the standard instructions sample,
with validity coefficients of .21 and .17 respectively. However, validity coefficients
differed drastically in the fake-good group. The SS measure correlated only .08 with
overall performance ratings, while the MFC validity coefficient was .46.
Taken together, Christiansen et al.’s (2005) studies would seem to suggest that
MFC scales preserve criterion-related validity by preserving true personality variance.
However, there are a few reasons to question this conclusion. First, it is unclear whether
the finding of preserved construct validity will replicate. Heggestad, Morrison, Reeve,
and McCloy (2006) conducted a similar study, but they did not find that MFC scales had
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superior convergent validity under fake-good instructions (despite somewhat lower
honest–faking mean differences). There are also issues with this failed replication,
however. One significant concern is that both Heggestad et al. and Christiansen et al.
used an external SS inventory as the criterion for convergent validation. This arguably
produces an unfair comparison, as two SS inventories are more likely to share common
method variance than an MFC and SS inventory. Thus, the convergent validity estimates
for SS scales may be artificially inflated. Furthermore, Heggestad and colleagues tested
their hypotheses by simply comparing convergence metrics for MFC and SS measures
within the faking sample. This method is somewhat deceptive, because they also found
higher convergent correlations for the SS scales in their sample of honest responders.
Thus, it is not necessarily true that MFC scales failed to mitigate the effects of faking.
Instead, MFC and SS scales may have showed similar convergent validity in the faking
condition because the MFC scales were at a disadvantage to begin with.
Regardless, there are still at least two other potential explanations for the
improved criterion-related validity of quasi-ipsative MFC scales. One alternative to
consider is that quasi-ipsative MFC and SS scales differ on some other relevant
dimension besides fakability. Although it is unclear what this dimension might be, we
can at least eliminate general differences between the FC and SS response formats as a
likely option. Using an FC format in general is not enough to produce higher validity or
reduced fakability. Normative FC items are unlikely to resist faking, as they only pair
statements representing the same personality dimension. Thus, it remains relatively easy
to determine which response options will produce the most desirable trait profile.
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Furthermore, while pure ipsative measures can resist faking, any gains in validity are
likely to be offset by the limitations of ipsative scoring. As one might expect, metaanalytic validity evidence has not supported the superiority of normative or ipsative FC
scales. Although Salgado and colleagues reported higher validity coefficients for quasiipsative MFC measures, both ipsative and normative FC measures showed similar
validity to their SS counterparts (Salgado & Táuriz, 2014; Salgado et al., 2014). Thus, it
does not appear that general differences between FC and SS response formats account for
the validity advantage of quasi-ipsative scales.
However, it may still be the case that quasi-ipsative MFC scales increase validity
by some mechanism other than preventing response distortion. One argument is that these
scales introduce predictive variance from an external construct, such as cognitive ability.
This argument stems from the observation that MFC scales are more difficult to fake but
not completely impervious to faking. As such, the ability to fake effectively may be
restricted to applicants who are intelligent enough to perceive the more desirable
response even when items are less transparent (Vasilopoulos, Cucina, Dynomina,
Morewitz, & Reilly, 2006).
This hypothesis has received some limited empirical support. As previously
mentioned, Christiansen et al. (2005) found that intelligent individuals were more
effective fakers due to their more accurate implicit theories about what constitutes an
ideal employee in a given job. When participants responded honestly, cognitive ability
and implicit job theories were unrelated to scores on SS or MFC measures of
conscientiousness. However, both cognitive variables predicted personality scores under
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fake-good instructions. This effect was somewhat stronger for the MFC measure, which
correlated .25 with cognitive ability compared to only .15 for the SS measure. Since
cognitive ability is one of the strongest predictors of job performance (Schmidt & Hunter,
1998), increasing the cognitive loading of a personality measure should theoretically
inflate its criterion-related validity. On the other hand, it is not clear that such a small
difference in cognitive loadings would account for the observed validity advantage of
MFC measures.
Vasilopoulos et al. (2006) provided a more direct test of this question by also
gathering evidence for criterion-related validity under different response instructions.
Specifically, they compared the validity of SS and quasi-ipsative MFC measures of
openness and conscientiousness in a directed faking study. They found that performance
on the MFC scales was predicted by cognitive ability under fake-good instructions, while
cognitive ability did not account for SS scores regardless of response instructions. Highability participants produced similar fakability estimates regardless of response format,
but low-ability participants were only successful at faking the SS measures. In fact, lowability honest responders actually scored slightly higher than low-ability fakers on the
MFC scales.
Vasilopoulos et al. also found limited evidence that MFC scales derived some of
their validity from cognitive ability in the directed faking group. The criterion-related
validity of MFC scales for predicting GPA was actually higher among directed fakers
than honest responders, but this advantage dissipated after controlling for cognitive
ability. However, the MFC scales still demonstrated incremental validity over cognitive
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ability, whereas the SS scales did not even predict GPA to begin with. The overall pattern
of raw and semipartial correlations suggests that the MFC scales gained their validity
advantage in two ways: First, their faking resistance prevented large decrements in
validity under fake-good instructions, and second, they gained additional validity by
capturing variance in cognitive ability. However, the relatively small effects coupled with
fully between-person validity comparisons limit the interpretability of these results.
It is also questionable whether these findings would generalize to an actual
applicant population. Directed faking studies generally produce more extreme distortion
than occurs among typical job applicants. As a result, the effect of faking on cognitive
loadings may also be exaggerated. Given that the observed effects were relatively small
to begin with, it seems even less likely that these laboratory findings will generalize to
the field. Indeed, recent evidence from a large applicant study suggests that quasi-ipsative
MFC scales are not cognitively loaded. Across 15 dimensions of personality, Boyce,
Conway, and Caputo (2016) reported an average correlation of -.03 with cognitive
ability. In addition, both aspects of conscientiousness actually showed significant
negative relationships with ability (r’s = -.09 and -.11). Boyce et al. reported similar
relationships from an incumbent validation study, further suggesting that motivated
responding among applicants does not substantially affect cognitive loadings.
Thus, it seems likely that quasi-ipsative MFC scales derive at least some of their
increased validity from their ability to resist faking. Combined with evidence from other
research streams, this provides a plausible argument that real-world faking affects the
validity and utility of personality tests. Research on the prevalence of response distortion
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suggests that it is fairly common but also varies between individuals, creating conditions
where fakers are likely to become false positive hires. Furthermore, simulations suggest
that even relatively small amounts of faking can have a substantial impact on hiring
decisions, a conclusion that is also supported by incentivized faking research. Withinsubjects comparisons across applicant and incumbent settings have also suggested that
faking can attenuate validity.
The evidence is by no means conclusive or overly precise, however. Each of these
research designs has its limitations, and null evidence from applicant–incumbent studies
weighs against the conclusion that faking seriously impacts validity. Given the diversity
of methodologies employed in this literature, it is also difficult to provide a quantitative
synthesis of the findings. As such, a point estimate for the effects of faking on operational
validity remains (and likely will remain) elusive. However, these limitations do not
justify the conclusion that response distortion has minimal impact on validity. Rather,
they highlight the need for additional research to reconcile conflicting findings and
expand the use of promising methods. For now, it appears safe to say that if we dismiss
the threat of response distortion in pre-employment testing, we do so at our peril.
Theories and Models of Applicant Faking
An important step to combating applicant faking is determining how and why
applicants fake. Building theories about the determinants of faking and the actual process
of faking can lead to new hypotheses about detecting and preventing the behavior (e.g.,
Kuncel & Tellegen, 2009; Tett & Simonet, 2011). Researchers have articulated a variety
of theories and models to explain applicant faking. Rather than providing an exhaustive
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review of these theories, my goal is to explore commonalities and integrate key models.
This involves addressing at least two central questions. First, what are the determinants of
faking, and successful faking in particular? Second, how do people fake? In other words,
what are the processes by which test takers intentionally distort their responses?
Determining the why and how of applicant faking will have implications for future
responses to this problem.
Determinants of applicant faking. Researchers have studied a variety of
individual differences, including cognitive ability and personality traits, in terms of their
role in faking. However, there are some important focal points to consider when
modeling faking behavior. First, faking, like all behaviors, can be viewed as a function of
the person, the situation, and the interaction between person and situation (cf. Griffith,
Lee, Peterson, & Zickar, 2011). Any model that fails to account for these features is
likely deficient. Second, successful faking is a function of both the ability to fake and the
motivation to do so (Snell, Sydell, & Lueke, 1999). Although some models focus on one
determinant more than the other, it is generally agreed that both play a role (Tett &
Simonet, 2011).
Tett and Simonet (2011) also include a third primary determinant: the opportunity
to fake. This addition is based on Ability-Motivation-Opportunity (AMO) theory, which
posits that performance (generally job performance or organizational performance) is a
function of the ability to perform, the motivation to perform, and the opportunity to
perform (Applebaum, Bailey, Berg, & Kalleberg, 2000; Blumberg & Pringle, 1982). Tett
and Simonet argue that faking is a type of performance behavior, since fakable
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personality tests have “right” and “wrong” answers in a selection context. Put differently,
applicants can be said to perform effectively at faking to the extent that they distort their
scores in a favorable direction.
It is worth noting that the inclusion of opportunity refines rather than contradicts
other models of faking. For example, Snell et al.’s (1999) interactional model includes
characteristics of the test itself (including fakability) as indirect determinants of
successful faking that are mediated by the ability to fake. Under Tett and Simonet’s
(2011) model, some test characteristics are simply reclassified as determinants of
opportunity rather than ability. To illustrate the distinction, a person who is generally
adept at faking may still lack the opportunity to fake if they are given a non-fakable
measure, such as a job knowledge test. Individual differences, situational factors, and the
interaction between them can be modeled as indirect determinants of faking that impact
the ability, motivation, or opportunity to fake (Sackett, 2011). Certain variables may
affect multiple direct determinants. For example, recall that high cognitive ability may
increase the ability to fake but reduce the motivation to do so (Levashina et al., 2009).
Each of the three proximal determinants–along with the distal determinants they
mediate–merits further elaboration.
Compared to motivation, the ability and opportunity to fake have arguably
received less theoretical attention. The ability to fake has largely been discussed in terms
of cognitive ability, and to a lesser extent job knowledge (Christiansen et al., 2005;
Huang et al., 2015; Levashina et al., 2009; Tett & Simonet, 2011). As Tett and Simonet
(2011) put it, “faking is a cognitively demanding task, and we should expect higher-g
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respondents to be better at it” (p. 307). They go on to suggest methods to make faking
more difficult or cognitively demanding, thus decreasing the situational ability to fake
across the board. These methods include the use of subtle items and FC scales with
statements matched on their social desirability. The authors also suggest that lie scales
may increase the cognitive load of faking since they impose the additional burden of
avoiding detection.
Tett and Simonet (2011) argue that there are two sources of opportunity to fake: a
fakable measure, and a less-than-perfect true score on that measure. Both of these sources
present a significant problem for high-stakes personality testing. At present, fakability is
a limitation of all personality measures; even faking-resistant MFC inventories are still
prone to some degree of deception. Compounding the problem, the second source of
opportunity creates a situation in which the opportunity to fake is inversely related to an
applicant’s actual desirability as an employee. Applicants who have a legitimately high
standing on positively keyed traits of interest have little opportunity to raise their scores
further, while those with low true scores have more room to improve through deception
(and vice-versa for negatively keyed traits). Unfortunately, this is a mathematical
property of test scores and therefore is not readily amenable to intervention.
Given such limitations, it is perhaps unsurprising that many theories and models
of faking behavior have focused on the motivation to fake when given the opportunity to
do so. For example, Kuncel and his colleagues have argued that understanding the goals
of test-takers is an important piece of the faking puzzle (Kuncel et al., 2011a; Kuncel,
Goldberg, & Kiger, 2011b). Kuncel et al. (2011a) articulate three primary goals of job
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applicants: to be impressive, to be credible, and to be true to oneself. The first goal, being
impressive, motivates examinees to provide item responses that are perceived as desirable
to the prospective employer, while the second and third goals provide a check on this
tendency. Kuncel et al. also distinguish between short-term and long-term credibility
goals. Short-term credibility extends only as far as the hiring decision and focuses on
whether an item response will be seen as credible in itself and based on previous
responses. Long-term credibility is defined in terms of presenting an impression of
oneself that can be maintained in the future. The main long-term goal is to avoid
interpersonal issues due to a discrepancy between initial expectations and reality.
The desire to maintain credibility and some level of accuracy may be quite strong,
as even research participants who are explicitly directed to fake often fail to select the
most desirable item responses. Jenson and Sackett (2012) meta-analyzed directed faking
studies to determine if faking good produced ceiling effects. Average faked scores on Big
Five and social desirability scales ranged from 50 to 88 percent of the maximum possible
score, depending on the trait and specific study design. Jenson and Sackett also estimated
these percentages for fakers who scored two standard deviations above the mean. These
estimates ranged from 69 to 106 percent, suggesting that even the most extreme directed
fakers rarely maximize their scores. As such, typical directed faking does not seem to
produce ceiling effects.
Kuncel and Tellegen (2009) followed up with participants in a directed faking
experiment to determine their rationales for choosing suboptimal response options, even
in spite of explicit instructions to obtain the best possible score (using deception if
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necessary). Ten percent of explanations indicated that the extreme response option was
not believable, while another eight percent suggested that it would be too arrogant.
Another 25 percent indicated that the extreme response option would be too inaccurate,
suggesting that even participants instructed to lie are only willing to deviate from their
true personality to a certain degree.
Jenson and Sackett (2013) attempted to produce more extreme directed faking by
telling some participants the correct response options to maximize their Big Five scores.
Twenty-four percent of coached participants did maximize their scores, but the remaining
76 percent still fell short. The authors also included a manipulation to enhance credibility
and true-to-self goals (i.e., telling participants there would be a follow-up interview), and
they measured concerns for impressiveness, credibility, and being true to oneself as
individual differences. The interview manipulation reduced faking, but only among
participants who were not told the correct responses. Impressiveness and credibility goals
influenced faking as expected after controlling for experimental condition and trait selfmonitoring, but true-to-self goals did not. Thus, this study provided partial support for the
Kuncel et al. goal model.
Other theories have framed the goals of applicants more narrowly in terms of the
social relationship between applicants and prospective employers. Griffith, Lee, Peterson,
and Zickar (2011) frame the situational motivation to fake in terms of the anticipatory
psychological contract (APC), or “an applicant’s beliefs, expectations, and perceptions of
reciprocal obligations between himself or herself and the organization that predate the
formal employment relationship” (p. 339; see also De Vos, De Stobbelier, & Meganck,
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2009). In practical terms, applicants make judgments about whether their employment
relationship is transactional, focusing on the exchange of labor for wages and benefits, or
relational, focusing on loyalty and trust, and behave accordingly. According to Griffith et
al., applicants expecting a short-term transactional relationship should be more motivated
to fake. As Sackett (2011) notes, the APC also ties in well with Kuncel et al.’s (2011a,
2011b) credibility goal, which also differentiates between short-term and long-term
thinking. Individuals with a short-term transactional orientation may be more focused on
the short-term goal of passing the personality test, while those with a long-term focus are
more likely to be concerned about how their personality scores will represent their future
behavior on the job.
Hogan’s socioanalytic theory is another prominent theory that frames faking in
terms of social relationships and goals. In keeping with other goal-driven perspectives,
Hogan and Hogan (1998) assert that people are motivated to pursue a universal set of
commodities through social interaction, including status, acceptance, and predictability or
meaning. However, they also reframe impression management as a universal process by
which people convey their identities to others in all social interactions. Responding to a
personality inventory is treated as one specific instance of this largely benign process.
Therefore, Hogan and Hogan conclude that personality responses should be viewed as
self-presentations rather than self-reports. That is, responses to personality items reflect
the identity applicants wish to portray rather than their standing on a latent trait. As a
result, “[t]here is no faking; there is only impression management during an interaction,
followed by an interpretation of that effort by the other participants in the interaction”
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(Hogan & Hogan, 1998, p. 39). Under this paradigm, the goal of personality testing is to
elicit responses that are consistent with applicants’ reputations rather than to elicit literal
truth (Johnson & Hogan, 2006).
Socioanalytic theory has fueled assertions that faking is not a major concern in
pre-employment testing. For example, Johnson and Hogan (2006) suggest that effective
self-presentation on personality tests reflects skills that are also useful on the job. Tett
and Simonet (2011) highlight several issues with this perspective. First, as previously
discussed, the individuals with the most opportunity to fake are those with the largest
deficits on job-relevant traits. Thus, the potential advantage of hiring effective selfpresenters is likely to be offset by the disadvantage of hiring otherwise undesirable
employees. Second, while faking may be associated with some positive traits (e.g.,
ambition), fakers may also be prone to negative traits such as dishonesty, narcissism and
Machiavellianism. As such, the potential impact of faking on the prediction of job
performance is unclear at best. Certainly, the previously reviewed empirical evidence
paints a more troubling picture than the one advanced by Hogan and colleagues.
Regardless, a larger issue is that impression management erodes the construct
validity of personality scales. Although faking may sometimes introduce predictive
variance, it also contaminates the measurement of applicants’ actual personality traits.
Even if the ability or motivation to present an attractive self-portrayal is useful from a
prediction standpoint, the aim of a personality scale is not to measure these constructs. As
Tett and Simonet (2011) put it, “One simply cannot have criterion ‘validity’ without
construct validity, and accepting a lie in place of an honest self-description, regardless of
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the empirically predictive merits of the lie, is a surrender to construct misspecification. It
is better to get things right; relying on lies is, by definition, getting things wrong” (p.
317).
Although goal theories and social relationship frameworks have played a
prominent role in the faking literature, some researchers have also turned to classic
models of motivation to explain faking behavior. For example, McFarland and Ryan
(2006) modeled faking using the theory of planned behavior (TPB; Ajzen, 1991). The
TPB suggests that behavioral intentions (and in turn actual behavior) are a function of
three variables: (1) attitudes toward the behavior, (2) subjective norms, or the individual’s
perceptions about how the behavior is regarded by others, and (3) perceived behavioral
control, or the individual’s perceptions about how easily they can perform the behavior.
McFarland and Ryan’s model of faking also incorporates the ability to fake as a
moderator of the relationship between intentions to fake and successful faking behavior.
McFarland and Ryan found support for the TPB as a model of faking in two large student
samples. First, they demonstrated that the TPB predicted intention to fake on future
selection tests using a questionnaire-based methodology. Second, they found that the
TPB predicted faking intentions and actual faking in an incentivized faking experiment.
Recently, Vroom’s (1964) Valence-Instrumentality-Expectancy (VIE) theory of
motivation has also been used to explain faking behavior. VIE theory suggests that there
are three factors that influence the motivation to engage in one behavior over another: (1)
valence, or the subjective value of a behavior’s potential outcome, (2) instrumentality, or
the perceived relationship between successful performance of the behavior and the
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desired outcome, and (3) expectancy, or the perceived relationship between effort and
successful performance. Ellingson and McFarland (2011) argue that applicants will be
more likely to fake when they highly value obtaining a particular job relative to other
options, believe faking is necessary to obtain the job, and believe they can fake
effectively. Ellingson and McFarland’s VIE-based model suggests that a variety of
dispositional and situational factors may influence the decision to fake. The valence of
faking can depend on individual differences such as perceived job desirability and
personal integrity. Instrumentality may depend on subjective norms (e.g., faking may be
seen as more essential if others are doing it as well) and an applicant’s true score on the
personality measure, with low scores increasing the need to compensate by faking. The
expectancy of successful faking incorporates similar determinants to faking ability in the
AMO model, since perceived ability to fake should be at least somewhat related to actual
ability to fake. As in McFarland and Ryan’s TPB model, Ellingson and McFarland
(2011) also include the actual ability to fake as a moderator of the relationship between
faking motivation and successful faking.
Although faking behavior has been examined through several lenses, there are
clear commonalities underlying most of these viewpoints. For example, the VIE
perspective can help explain how applicants choose between competing goals, such as
being impressive, credible, and true to oneself (Sackett, 2011). While some theories focus
primarily on the motivation to fake, most implicitly or explicitly acknowledge the
importance of ability and opportunity as well. Regardless of the organizing framework, it
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seems that faking, like most human behaviors, is determined by a complex interaction of
dispositional and situational influences.
The process of applicant faking. Much attention has been devoted to explaining
when and why applicants fake. However, it is perhaps equally important to understand
how they do so. Kuncel et al. (2011b) argue that focusing on the item response process
will produce a deeper understanding of the heuristics used by fakers and clarify the frame
of reference employed by typical test-takers. Such insights should ultimately lead to
better methods for mitigating faking and explain why many existing methods have been
relatively ineffective.
An initial challenge is understanding how test-takers view personality measures in
general. In the past, a common pitfall was to view test-takers as rational economic beings
with an implicit understanding of classical test theory (Kuncel et al., 2011b). Using this
frame of reference, the logical course of action in a selection context would be to select
item responses that maximize the desirability of one’s overall test score. However, it is
clear that the vast majority of applicants deviate substantially from this strategy. Directed
fakers cite a variety of reasons for choosing suboptimal item responses (Kuncel &
Tellegen, 2009), and most applicants appear to avoid blatant extreme responding even
when they have a clear incentive to use it (Landers et al., 2011). Thus, typical test-takers
do not seem to think in terms of maximizing their test scores.
This finding may explain in part why social desirability scales do not accurately
reflect applicant faking behavior. Typical distortion scales assume a monotonic (if not
linear) relationship between the trait level of an item response and its perceived
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desirability. In other words, more of a good trait should always be seen as better than
less. For example, responding “Strongly Agree” to a positively keyed item would always
be seen as more desirable than merely responding “Agree.” Kuncel and Tellegen (2009)
argue that the actual relationship between social desirability and trait level is often
nonmonotonic. Certain traits (such as talkativeness) may be seen as desirable up to a
certain threshold, after which desirability actually decreases.
Kuncel and Tellegen (2009) found support for this hypothesis in two studies.
First, they asked student participants to rate the desirability of different levels of several
traits for the workplace or for life in general (e.g., scoring in the top 30 percent or the top
one percent of people on a given trait). Many traits showed at least a weakly monotonic
relationship between trait level and desirability. However, several others followed an
inverted-u pattern, with extremely low or high trait levels receiving lower desirability
ratings than middling levels. In a second study, Kuncel and Tellegen found that directed
fakers also preferred less extreme response options for many items. In addition to
previously discussed concerns about credibility and accuracy, many participants claimed
that they chose suboptimal responses because they felt the extreme response option was
actually less desirable. In fact, variants of this issue accounted for nearly half of all
explanations given.
Other research has also supported the existence of nonlinear relationships between
trait level and perceived desirability. Borkenau, Zaltauskas, and Leising (2009) asked
participants to indicate optimally desirable responses to Big Five adjective items on a sixpoint bipolar rating scale. Across all Big Five traits, participants generally preferred the
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second most extreme response options in the positively keyed direction, followed by the
least extreme positive options. Dunlop, Telford, and Morrison (2012) found similar
results using HEXACO items on a five-point Likert scale. In this case, participants rated
the desirability of each response option for a hypothetical job candidate. Dunlop et al. did
generally find that the most extreme option was rated the highest. However, in most cases
the second most extreme option received similarly high ratings, producing an asymptotic
relationship between trait level and desirability. Taken together, these findings suggest
that response distortion should be examined at the item response level rather than the
item level. For example, Dunlop (2012) argued that typical faking involves avoiding
neutral responses rather than choosing the most extreme positive response.
In practical terms, social desirability scales should be refined to reflect a more
nuanced view of item responding. Kuncel and Borneman (2007) pioneered a new method
of faking detection based on idiosyncratic item response patterns. Rather than selecting
entire items that differentiated directed fakers from honest responders, they looked for
items that produced unusual response patterns among fakers. Typical distortion scales are
composed of items where fakers gravitate toward one extreme. By contrast, the
idiosyncratic item response method favors items that produce disagreement among
fakers. For example, Kuncel and Borneman found that fakers disproportionately selected
both the highest and lowest response options for the trait ‘Imperturbable,’ suggesting they
were split on whether the trait was desirable or not. Thus, examinees are flagged as fakers
based on their endorsement of specific faking-prone response options rather than their
overall item scores. Because both high and low response options can indicate faking, the
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resulting distortion scale is less likely to correlate with true personality scores. As a
result, it is easier to distinguish fakers from legitimately exceptional applicants.
Kuncel and Borneman (2007) demonstrated their method using an 11-item scale
developed using idiosyncratic item responses from a directed faking study. Although both
authors used a separate development sample to produce a unique scoring key, the two
scoring keys produced similar overall response distortion scores. Both scales provided
good differentiation between fakers and honest responders in a cross-validation sample,
with false positive rates less than one percent. Recently, Wolfe, Ipsas, Ilie, and Iliescu
(2015) found additional support for Kuncel and Borneman’s method using a sample of
job applicants. Although more research is needed, these initial findings represent a
promising faking detection method that arose from studying the item response process of
fakers.
Another line of research has focused on the cognitive processes underlying
faking. Holden, Fekken, and Cotton (1991) proposed that examinees respond to
personality items by accessing relevant self-schemas. According to this model,
individuals should respond to items faster when they are congruent with their selfschema, whereas incongruent items require additional consideration. Extended to faking,
individuals who have adopted a temporary “fake good” schema should respond more
quickly to socially desirable items than undesirable items (Holden, Kroner, Fekken, &
Popham, 1992). The use of response latencies to detect faking has received some
empirical support (Holden & Hibbs, 1995; Holden et al., 1992; Robie et al., 2000).
However, there have been conflicting findings regarding the interpretation of response
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latencies, as well as conflicting predictions from different models (Shoss & Strube, 2011;
Vasilopoulos, Reilly, & Leaman, 2000). For example, Vasilopoulos et al. (2000) found
that job familiarity moderated the relationship between BIDR scores and overall response
latencies. Impression management was associated with faster responses among
individuals with high job familiarity, but the reverse was true for individuals with low job
familiarity.
Further theoretical refinement may be needed to reconcile inconsistent findings
regarding the use of response latencies. Shoss and Strube (2011) tested three competing
cognitive models in order to clarify conflicting results in the literature. They determined
that examinees used a schema of an ideal respondent to fake good. This finding is also
supported by other research suggesting fakers imitate stereotypes of ideal job candidates
(Dalen, Stanton, & Roberts, 2001; Furnham, 1990; Mahar, Cologon, & Duck, 1995;
Mahar et al., 2006). Shoss and Strube’s (2011) findings suggest that the ideal respondent
schema is easily accessible, making it impractical to distinguish fakers from honest
responders using response latency. Furthermore, Shoss and Strube suggest that response
latency is affected by a variety of extraneous factors, such as reading speed, speed of
information search, test anxiety, and familiarity with the items. Response latency also
appears to be g-loaded, with higher ability individuals responding faster (Vasilopoulos,
Cucina, & McElreath, 2005). Given these limitations, it appears that response latency
cannot be interpreted as a reliable measure of faking.
In a similar vein, some researchers have used time limits to restrict the ability to
fake rather than attempting to detect faking. Komar, Komar, Robie, and Taggar (2010)
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hypothesized that time limits would reduce faking based on a self-regulatory model of
response distortion. Drawing from resource allocation theory (Ackerman, 1986), they
suggested that test-takers have a limited pool of attention and effort to expend on selfregulation. Faking should require effortful self-regulation since it requires applicants to
strategically deviate from the more familiar activity of honest self-disclosure. Similar to
Tett and Simonet (2011), Komar et al. argued that increasing the cognitive demands of
self-regulation could overwhelm examinees, making it difficult to fake successfully. They
hypothesized that setting time limits on personality tests would have this effect, since
speeded tests impose the added burden of controlling the amount of time spent on each
item.
However, the use of time limits to reduce faking has received limited support.
Holden, Wood, and Tomashewski (2001) studied speeding as a method to reduce the
negative effects of faking on validity, but they did not find an effect. Komar et al. (2010)
did find that speeding decreased impression management scores among directed fakers,
but only for individuals with low cognitive ability. This suggests that the added cognitive
demand of time limits is insufficient to prevent faking unless cognitive resources are
already limited.
Another potential method for increasing the cognitive load of faking is to include
or insinuate a faking detection method that must be avoided. Robie et al. (2000) found
that directed fakers could be coached to beat a response latency measure of faking, but
the coached group was unable to simultaneously increase their personality scores above
those of honest responders. Vasilopoulos et al. (2005) found that warning test-takers that
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their responses could be verified tended to increase the g-loading of personality measures
in both applicant and research samples. Warnings tended to be relatively ineffective at
reducing personality scores among high-ability participants but were more effective for
low-ability participants. Limited meta-analytic evidence suggests that detection warnings
tend to be ineffective, although warnings that stress the consequences of faking appear to
be moderately effective (Dwight & Donovan, 2003). One possible explanation is that
different types of warnings target different aspects of the response process. Detection
warnings, like time limits, may somewhat increase the cognitive load of responding, but
not enough to have a large impact on faking. By contrast, consequence-based warnings
may reduce the motivation to fake by making a potential negative outcome more salient.
However, further research is needed to understand this phenomenon.
These initial findings demonstrate the importance of understanding the process by
which applicants fake and what affects their motivation to do so. Although previous
attempts to combat faking have seen limited success, understanding their shortcomings
should lead to refined methods and better recognition of dead ends. With theoretical
advances and improvements in measurement methods, the prospects for mitigating the
faking problem remain promising.
A Fresh Look at Forced Choice Scales
Ipsativity has long been considered the Achilles’ heel of MFC measurement
formats in organizational research. When total test scores are constrained to be constant,
it is impossible for test-takers to score higher on one scale without lowering their scores
on other scales. Construct validity is diminished, as the covariances between scales are
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artificially forced to sum to zero (Brown & Maydeu-Olivares, 2013). The same restriction
applies to criterion-related validity coefficients, leading to distorted validity estimates and
limiting the utility of ipsative scores for personnel selection. However, as I have already
alluded to, the ipsativity problem has not proved insurmountable. In this section, I will
discuss advances in measurement theory that have revived the use of MFC scales, with a
focus on Stark’s (2002) groundbreaking work on binary forced choice items. Broadly
speaking, recent progress in this domain can be attributed to two factors: a return to
Thurstonian models of the item response process, and the development of more advanced
methods for latent variable modeling.
Ipsativity and the limitations of classical test theory. From the traditional
perspective of classical test theory (CTT), the idea of translating ipsative scores to
normative comparisons is at best counter-intuitive. CTT employs a sum score framework
in which an individual’s score on a scale is computed by adding up scores on the
component items. Using sum scores, FC comparisons of multiple personality dimensions
are a zero-sum game. For any given item, endorsing the response option for Dimension A
means not endorsing the response option for Dimension B. Since total scores are additive,
the decrease in the total score on Dimension B is commensurate with the increase on
Dimension A.
Using an IRT framework, this constraint is relaxed to a certain degree. In IRT, the
amount of information gained from each item about an individual’s latent trait standing,
or theta, is not a constant. Instead, the amount of information varies according to the
slope of the item response function (IRF), which describes the relationship between theta
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and the probability of endorsing an item. An important determinant of item information is
the distance between theta and delta, or the location of the item on the latent trait
continuum. To give an extreme illustration, consider a hypothetical measure of
mathematics ability. Items measuring the ability to solve simple arithmetic problems
might discriminate quite well among examinees at a first grade level. However,
arithmetic items will not provide much information about the ability of calculus students;
the distance between theta and delta is simply too large (although note that information
can also be very low where theta = delta; Stark et al., 2005).
Another related limitation of CTT is that it assumes a dominance model for item
responding. In a dominance response process, the probability of endorsing a positively
keyed item increases monotonically as a person’s standing on the latent trait increases.
This contrasts with the response model proposed by Thurstone (1927, 1928, 1929) for
measuring attitudes, which has since been refined using IRT and extended to personality
measurement. Thurstone posited what is now referred to as an ideal point response
process, in which people are most likely to endorse items that fall close to them on the
latent trait continuum. Using an ideal point model, it is possible to disagree with an item
from either above or below its location on the continuum.
To illustrate, consider the emotional stability item “I have good control over my
emotions except when I am tired,” which suggests a moderate level of emotional stability
(Conway, Boyce, Caputo, & Huber, 2015). Individuals who are low on emotional
stability may be less likely to endorse the item because they never have good control over
their emotions. However, individuals who are high on emotional stability may also
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disagree because they are almost always in control of their emotions, even when they are
tired. Thus, those who have moderate levels of emotional stability would be most likely
to endorse the item. The resulting IRF is bell-shaped rather than S-shaped, indicating that
the probability of endorsing the item peaks where theta equals delta and actually
decreases at higher levels of theta (see Figure 1). Ideal point models can also fit the Sshaped IRFs commonly associated with dominance models by allowing the ideal point to
be extremely high, making these models very flexible (Stark, Chernyshenko, Drasgow, &
Williams, 2006). In other words, the bell-shaped IRF can technically peak at some
theoretical point well beyond the actual range of theta. Since values to the right of this
peak are beyond the range of the scale, the IRF effectively increases monotonically. For
example, the IRF in Figure 1 would resemble a dominance IRF if the ideal point was
located at three instead of zero.
Dominance models perform well in certain domains, such as cognitive ability
testing, but there is evidence that ideal point models may sometimes be superior for
measuring personality. Stark et al. (2006) demonstrated some advantages of ideal point
models using the 16PF. They found that ideal point IRT models generally fit 16PF items
as well as or better than dominance models due to their ability to fit nonmonotonic IRFs
when appropriate. This finding is especially telling since the 16PF was constructed using
CTT. Using CTT procedures for test construction, such as deleting items with low itemtotal correlations, can result in the exclusion of the very items that would benefit most
from an ideal point model. This process may artificially increase the fit of dominance
models at the cost of construct validity and measurement accuracy (Drasgow,
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Chernyshenko, & Stark, 2010; Stark et al., 2006). Later replications using different scales
have also found that certain personality items elicited an ideal point response process,
even when those items were selected using dominance procedures (Weekers & Meijer,
2008; Zampetakis, 2010). However, it is also important to note that these studies have
relied on scales that use a dichotomous response format (e.g., agree or disagree). This
limits the generalizability of their findings, especially since dominance-based Likert
scales tend to benefit from a wider range of response options (Waples, Weyhrauch,
Connell, & Culbertson, 2010). For example, Waples et al. (2010) argue that the inclusion
of additional intermediate response options could offset the loss of measurement
accuracy due to item deletion. Thus, the advantages of ideal point models may apply
primarily to formats such as FC that benefit from the accurate modeling of dichotomous
decisions.
Regardless of their other potential benefits, it should be noted that ideal point
models do not necessarily produce higher criterion-related validity. For example,
Cherynshenko, Stark, Drasgow and Roberts (2007) found that measures of Order
constructed using ideal point and dominance IRT models produced similar validity
coefficients for predicting health and safety behaviors (as did a second dominance scale
constructed using CTT). They also found a correlation of .92 between the ideal point and
dominance IRT scales despite the use of different items in each scale. This correlation
rose to .97 when the dominance scale items were simply rescored to form a more similar
ideal point scale.
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Some researchers have argued that validity coefficients may not capture
differences in utility across models, citing their insensitivity to localized changes in rank
order at the high and low ends of the distribution (Dalal, Withrow, Gibby, & Zickar,
2010; Stark et al., 2006). Using both real and simulated attitudinal data, Roberts,
Laughlin, and Wedell (1999) demonstrated that the relationship between Thurstone and
Likert scores can become nonmonotonic at extreme locations on the trait continuum. As
true attitude scores become highly positive, the endorsement of moderately positive ideal
point items declines. Using dominance scoring, this lower endorsement rate results in
artificially deflated total scores. Thus, individuals with extremely high true scores can be
incorrectly classified as less extreme than individuals with moderately high true scores (a
similar pattern occurs at the low end of the continuum).
To the extent that personality responses follow an ideal point process, similar
local divergences can be expected. For example, Chernyshenko et al. (2007) found
substantial rank order differences among individuals in the upper and lower portions of
the Order distribution despite the overall correlation of .97 between ideal point and
dominance scores. The correlation between methods remained high (r = .94) among those
with middling thetas between -1 and 1, but it was substantially lower in both the lower (r
= .57) and upper (r = .67) regions of the trait continuum. Similarly, Stark et al. (2006)
found that the close correspondence between ideal point and dominance scores collapsed
near the top of the distribution. Specifically, they simulated selection scenarios in which
different proportions of 2000 participants were selected using an Apprehension scale. The
correlation between scoring methods was .99 in the full sample, but it steadily decreased
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as the selection ratio declined. Among the top 200 participants, the correlation between
ideal point and dominance scores was only .40. Among the top 100, the correlation was
actually negative (-.46). This pattern of findings is consistent with the nonmonotonic
relationships found by Roberts et al. (1999). Furthermore, the effect only appears to occur
for scales where an ideal point response process is at work. For Emotional Stability,
which largely followed a dominance response process, the correlation between ideal point
and dominance scores was .99 regardless of the proportion of participants selected.
In cases where an ideal point response process produces better fit, the use of
suboptimal dominance models may produce worse selection decisions and reduce the
construct validity of personality measures. Carter et al. (2014) provided an empirical
example of this phenomenon by examining relationships between conscientiousness and
job performance. Recent theorizing has suggested a curvilinear relationship between
these variables, with extremely high levels of conscientiousness producing worse
performance outcomes. However, the empirical research on this question has produced
mixed results. Carter et al. suggested that mixed findings could be due to the use of
dominance-based conscientiousness measures. By systematically underestimating the
trait standing of individuals with extremely high true scores, such measures could
obscure a nonmonotonic relationship at the high extreme. The authors found substantial
support for this hypothesis across three large employee samples. An ideal point measure
of conscientiousness consistently showed the hypothesized curvilinear relationship 100
percent of the time using a variety of performance criteria, while dominance measures
produced inconsistent findings. Carter et al. also simulated selection in a cross-validation
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sample, using conscientiousness to select the top 100 employees from a sample of 1,737.
With the curvilinear effect included, ideal point scoring produced better performance
outcomes among the selected group than three alternate methods using dominance
assumptions.
Given these results, it might be tempting to assume that ideal point models will
typically produce better selection decisions. However, it appears that the benefits of ideal
point models are somewhat situational. For many personality items, a dominance model
may be a close representation of the response process. In addition, the evidence I have
reviewed only suggests that dominance and ideal point models diverge at fairly extreme
values of theta. Thus, ideal point models are most likely to be beneficial when the
selection ratio is small. When selection decisions occur closer to the middle of the trait
continuum, it is not clear that ideal point models will produce a substantial increase in
utility.
Regardless, ideal point models are important because of the role they have played
in the refinement of MFC personality measures. Using the logic of IRT and ideal point
modeling, it is easier to intuitively understand how the ipsativity problem is due in part to
the limitations of CTT. Using a classical framework, choosing one positively keyed
response option always results in an increased score on the selected dimension and a
commensurate reduction on the alternative(s). However, this is not the case using an ideal
point framework, which eschews the very notion of positive and negative keying.
Rejecting a given response option can indicate a particularly high or low theta value
depending on the reason for rejection. Endorsing an option suggests that one’s true theta
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is at least somewhat close to that option’s location on the latent trait continuum, which
may either raise or lower the overall theta estimate depending on the responses to other
items.
On a conceptual level, these advances in IRT demonstrate that the limitations of
ipsativity are not absolute, but rather a product of the measurement model we use. It
should be noted that ideal point modeling is not necessary to overcome ipsativity (as I
will discuss in detail later), but it has provided the foundation for considerable progress in
this arena. Furthermore, merely showing the limitations of CTT does not demonstrate that
IRT-based models can solve the ipsativity problem. However, understanding these
limitations has sparked the advances needed to do exactly that.
Measurement-based solutions to the ipsativity problem. Recent advances have
extended the benefits of IRT to multidimensional items, allowing MFC inventories to
produce non-ipsative scores. Of the three methods that have been developed for this
purpose, the first two are grounded in ideal point IRT models (Brown & MaydeuOlivares, 2013). McCloy, Heggestad and Reeve (2005) developed one such method based
on Coombs’s (1964) multidimensional unfolding model. The basic premise of the
unfolding model is that examinees rank order response options within an FC item
according to their absolute distance from theta, with closer options (i.e., those most
congruent with the respondent’s personality) receiving higher ranks. As McCloy et al.
(2005) put it, “the preference ordering between any two stimuli reflects the relative
distance from an individual’s ideal point on each dimension” (p. 299). In addition, all
individuals and items are assumed to exist in a common k-dimensional space, where k is
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the number of traits being assessed. As a result, it is possible to compare |theta – delta|
values for response options representing entirely different dimensions of personality
using Euclidean distances.
Using this framework, one can extract information about trait standings that is not
accounted for by a CTT model. Instead of merely indicating a binary preference between
dimensions, each paired comparison provides information about the relative distances
between the option locations (which are pre-estimated using unidimensional IRT) and
their respective thetas. The key, then, is to present multiple items that compare the same
dimensions of personality but represent different levels of the underlying traits. When
two items produce different observed preferences between the same dimensions, we can
calculate an upper bound for one theta and a lower bound for the other based on the
midpoint between delta values. The number of boundaries that can be calculated is
limited to k – 1 (in this case, k represents the number of traits represented in an item). As
a result, it is necessary to include at least three traits per item to establish both upper and
lower bounds for theta, and adding more traits is actually expected to produce more
accurate estimates. Thus, this method requires MFC items with three or more response
options. McCloy et al. (2005) presented simulation results that suggested their method
could produce reasonably accurate theta estimates. These results were some of the first to
suggest that the ipsativity problem could be overcome through a more nuanced
understanding of the response process and the estimation of latent traits.
The work of Stark and colleagues has provided additional evidence that ipsativity
can be overcome using better item response models. Stark (2002) developed the multi88

unidimensional pairwise preference model (MUPP), an IRT model for scoring MFC
inventories consisting of binary items (which are referred to as multidimensional pairwise
preference, or MDPP, items; see also Stark et al., 2005). Like the method developed by
McCloy and colleagues, MUPP relies on a unidimensional ideal point IRT model to
estimate the locations of response options. In particular, MUPP estimates deltas using the
generalized graded unfolding model (Roberts, Donoghue, & Laughlin, 2000), which is
also recommended by McCloy et al. (2005).
Much like the McCloy et al. (2005) method, MUPP works in large part by
rejecting CTT assumptions about the item response process. Although Stark and
colleagues frame their method primarily in IRT terms, it is helpful to consider its
relationship to a Thurstonian latent trait model. Thurstone (1927, 1929) suggested that
people make preference choices between paired stimuli by comparing their underlying
psychological values. Thurstone’s (1929) concept of psychological value referred to “the
degree or intensity with which we desire to realize, maintain, or protect the object or
idea” (p. 160). In personality measurement, the psychological value or utility of a
response option can be defined as the perceived similarity of that option to the
respondent’s actual personality (Brown & Maydeu-Olivares, 2013). The key insight is
that observed preferences on binary FC items actually arise from a comparison of two
latent utility variables (Maydeu-Olivares & Bockenholt, 2005). Respondents are expected
to choose the option with the highest utility at the time the comparison is made; one
option should always be preferred since latent utilities are assumed to be continuous
(Maydeu-Olivares & Bockenholt, 2005; Thurstone, 1927). Stark’s MUPP model relies on
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the assumption that test-takers evaluate these latent utility variables independently. The
argument goes that each observed decision (e.g., endorse option s over option t) is
actually the combination of two decisions (endorse option s and do not endorse option t).
The hypothesized response process can be summarized as follows: If your preference is
to endorse one option and not the other, then do so. If your preference is to endorse both
options or neither option, independently re-evaluate both options. Repeat this process
until one option is preferred.
By modeling each response option as an independent event, it is possible to
extract new information about latent person parameters from binary MFC items. This is
done using a general model for the probability of person j preferring stimulus s to
stimulus t (Stark et al., 2005, p. 186):

P(s>t )i (Θd s ,Θd t ) =

Pst {1,0}
P s{1}Pt {0}
≈
,
Pst {1,0} + Pst {0,1} P s{1}Pt {0} +P s{0}Pt {1}

(1)

where
i = index for items (pairings), where i = 1 to I;
d = index for dimensions, where d = 1, . . . , D;
s, t = indices for first and second stimuli, respectively, in a pairing;

Θd s ,Θd t = latent trait values for a respondent on dimensions ds and dt,
respectively;
Ps{1}, Ps{0} = probability of endorsing/not endorsing stimulus s at Θd s ;
Pt{1}, Pt{0} = probability of endorsing/not endorsing stimulus t at Θd t ;
Pst{1,0} = joint probability of endorsing stimulus s and not endorsing stimulus
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t at (Θd s ,Θd t );
Pst{0,1} = joint probability of not endorsing stimulus s and endorsing stimulus t at

(Θd s ,Θd t ); and
P(s>t )i (Θd s ,Θd t ) = probability of respondent j preferring stimulus s to stimulus t in
pairing i.
Without the independence assumption, only the first equality holds. Since the
probabilities in the right-hand denominator sum to 1, this equality simply states that the
probability of respondent j preferring stimulus s to stimulus t is equal to the joint
probability of respondent j endorsing s and not endorsing t. In other words, respondent j
is expected to endorse the preferred response option. Clearly this alone is not particularly
useful information. However, the joint probability of two independent events occurring is
also equal to the product of their individual probabilities. Thus, to the extent that the
independence assumption holds, so does the approximation

Pst {1,0}
Ps {1}Pt {0}
≈
.
Pst {1,0} + Pst {0,1} Ps{1}Pt {0} + Ps{0}Pt {1}

(2)

As previously mentioned, the probability of endorsing either option in isolation at a given
level of theta can be estimated using unidimensional IRT. Thus, the benefit of this
approximation is that it relates observed preferences from MDPP pairs to known
conditional probabilities. Since these probabilities are conditional on the values of theta,
this links the binary observed response to both theta estimates.
Ultimately, the ability of MUPP to produce valid non-ipsative scores hinges on its
assumptions about the response process. Thus far, empirical research has suggested that
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MUPP can approximate normative scores quite well. An important caveat is that at least
some unidimensional statement pairs are needed to identify the latent metric (Stark et al.,
2005). However, this requirement does not appear to be overly restrictive. For example,
Stark et al. (2005) conducted a Monte Carlo simulation to test the ability of MUPP to
approximate known values of theta. They found that making even 10 percent of pairings
unidimensional produced good true score recovery, with correlations between estimated
and true thetas ranging from .77 to .93 across experimental conditions. Increasing the
proportion of unidimensional pairs to 40 percent produced only slight increases in these
correlations (approximately .02 to .03 in all but one condition). Test length, rather than
the number of unidimensional pairings, was the primary driver of estimation accuracy.
Stark, Chernyshenko, Drasgow, and White (2012) replicated these findings in a broader
array of simulations. They also found that the use of adaptive testing produced substantial
gains in accuracy rivaling those seen in unidimensional IRT measures. Using an adaptive
method generally allowed for good true score recovery even when only five percent of
items were unidimensional.
In addition to simulation evidence, MDPP measures have demonstrated good
construct validity in initial research using real participants. Chernyshenko et al. (2009)
provided the first empirical validation of the MUPP model using actual examinees. Using
a large undergraduate sample, they examined multitrait-multimethod correlations
between three personality dimensions measured using three formats: SS, unidimensional
pairwise preference, and MDPP. Monotrait-heteromethod correlations were uniformly
high, approaching the estimated reliabilities of the measures in all cases. As a result, the
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authors concluded that the three measurement formats could be treated as alternate forms.
The pattern of heterotrait-monomethod correlations was also consistent across
measurement formats, providing additional evidence for their similarity. These findings
were replicated in a second sample using other ratings of personality instead of selfreports. Chernyshenko et al. also validated all three measurement formats against a health
behavior checklist in the self-report sample. All three measurement formats produced
similar validity estimates, suggesting that MUPP scoring did not affect criterion-related
validity.
Recent military research has provided additional support for the MUPP model.
Using this model, the U.S. Army developed the Tailored Adaptive Personality System
(TAPAS) in an effort to measure the personality of applicants in a way that resisted
faking. Drasgow et al. (2012) found substantial support for the construct validity of
TAPAS in two large samples (N’s = 3,362 and 120,356). In both cases, TAPAS
dimensions showed theoretically expected correlations with cognitive ability and
established personality measures. For example, facets of openness to experience showed
moderate positive correlations with cognitive ability, while other dimensions were largely
unrelated to ability. Stark et al. (2012) also reported similar results from a sample of 422
military applicants, lending further support to the construct validity of TAPAS. These
findings suggest that MUPP’s assumptions hold well enough to produce viable
personality measures for personnel selection.
Although early findings suggest that MUPP is a viable solution to the ipsativity
problem, both MUPP and the McCloy et al. (2005) method are somewhat restricted in
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their scope. The former is designed only for binary FC items, while the latter requires
three or (ideally) more dimensions per item. Furthermore, both methods were designed
for creating new MFC inventories, but neither is intended for rescoring existing
measures. A method recently developed by Brown and Maydeu-Olivares has shown
promise for overcoming these limitations (Brown & Maydeu-Olivares, 2011; MaydeuOlivares & Brown, 2010). This method explicitly embraces a Thurstonian framework, but
it is designed to fit FC questionnaires using a dominance response model.
Once again, the key to extracting non-ipsative scores is an understanding of latent
utility variables. In particular, the method is derived from a Thurstonian factor model in
which binary preference outcomes are the result of latent utilities (first-order factors),
which in turn depend on psychological attributes (e.g., personality traits) represented as
second-order factors (Brown & Maydeu-Olivares, 2013). Previously, it was not possible
to actually obtain scores on the second-order factors, which represent the traits of
substantive interest, from ranking data. However, Brown and Maydeu-Olivares
reparameterized the Thurstonian model by replacing latent option utilities with linear
functions that describe their relationships with the underlying traits of interest (Brown &
Maydeu-Olivares, 2011; Maydeu-Olivares & Brown, 2010). The result is a
mathematically equivalent first-order factor model in which binary choice outcomes are
directly linked to psychological traits. This model can be estimated using IRT, resulting
in a so-called “Thurstonian IRT model” for MFC data. Thus far, it has demonstrated the
ability to recover true latent traits in simulation research (Brown & Maydeu-Olivares,
2011), as well as convergent validity with SS scores among actual participants (Brown &
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Maydeu-Olivares, 2013). Although the factor model describes binary comparisons, it
allows for multiple comparisons per item. Thus, it can also incorporate rankings of three
or more response options.
Such advances in measurement theory and latent variable modeling have provided
new hope for overcoming the ipsativity problem in MFC personality measurement. There
are now at least three distinct methods that show promise in this regard, providing a
variety of options for creating new MFC measures and improving old ones. Given the
novelty of these approaches, additional research should help to clarify their potential
benefits, including reduced fakability and increased utility for personnel selection.
The Present Study
In the first section, I reviewed evidence that quasi-ipsative MFC scales tend to be
less fakable and produce higher criterion-related validity compared to other measurement
formats. In addition, simultaneous analyses of faking and validity have suggested that the
increased validity of these scales may be partially or wholly due to their resistance to
faking. However, a large proportion of this evidence relies on less advanced MFC scales,
which rely on methods such as including unscored dimensions to produce non-ipsative
scores. Therefore, the IRT-based scoring methods discussed above offer a new venue for
studying relationships between faking and validity.
Some research has already suggested that Stark’s MUPP model can produce
faking-resistant scales. Drasgow et al. (2012) examined the faking issue by comparing the
scores of Regular Army applicants, who took TAPAS as part of the selection process,
with those of Air Force applicants who took TAPAS for research purposes. Mean
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differences between the groups were minimal across all 15 TAPAS scales, suggesting
that motivated responding did not produce higher scores among Army applicants. On the
other hand, it is possible that true personality differences between the two groups
obscured the effects of faking. The authors did exclude National Guard and Reserves
applicants in order to increase the comparability of the two samples. However, it is quite
possible that this exclusion was insufficient to resolve all confounding differences. The
present research should help to clarify the faking resistance of MDPP scales. Regardless,
past research on other MFC scales suggests that MDPP scales should be less fakable than
their SS counterparts. This leads to

Hypothesis 1: MDPP scales will show smaller mean differences between honest
and faked responses than SS measures of the same dimensions.

Although previous research has largely focused on comparing different test
formats, there may also be substantial differences in fakability among MDPP scales with
different properties. For example, limiting the number of unidimensional items should
reduce fakability (Stark et al., 2005). Another likely determinant of fakability is the
degree to which statements paired in a single item share similar social desirability values.
When both statements in an FC pair appear about equally desirable, it should be difficult
to determine which option will produce a more attractive applicant profile. By contrast, if
one option is clearly more desirable than the other, fakers are more likely to know which
option they should choose. Boyce et al. (2016) investigated this possibility in a directed
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faking study. Across 15 personality dimensions, they found that an MDPP computer
adaptive test (CAT) generally produced substantially less response distortion than Likerttype measures of similar constructs. However, they also varied the degree to which paired
MDPP statements were allowed to differ on social desirability. They found that the
MDPP inventory produced even smaller faking effects when a strict social desirability
matching (SDM) rule was used compared to moderate or liberal matching rules. This
initial research suggests that not all MDPP measures are created equal when it comes to
faking resistance. By improving our understanding of the determinants of fakability, we
may be able to further mitigate the faking problem. The present study attempted to
replicate and extend these initial findings by Boyce and colleagues, leading to

Hypothesis 2: Using a stricter SDM rule will reduce mean differences between
honest and faked responses.

The ability to manipulate a key determinant of fakability can also improve our
understanding of how faking affects validity. As I have discussed elsewhere, merely
showing that quasi-ipsative MFC scales are less fakable and more valid does not
necessarily mean that the former property causes the latter. FC and SS measures differ in
ways other than their fakability, introducing a variety of possible confounds. However,
by comparing versions of the same MDPP scale that differ only on one dimension that is
closely linked to fakability, we can make stronger inferences about the causal relationship
between faking and validity. If less fakable MDPP measures produce higher criterion97

related validity, then it becomes more plausible that faking deteriorates validity. This is
especially true if the validity advantage occurs primarily for faked responses rather than
honest responses. This leads to

Hypothesis 3: MDPP scales will produce higher criterion-related validity than SS
measures of the same dimensions, but only when respondents are instructed to
fake.
Hypothesis 4: Using a stricter SDM rule will produce higher criterion-related
validity, but only when respondents are instructed to fake.

One limitation of the study described thus far is that it employs a directed faking
design. Directed faking is useful for estimating the fakability of a measure, and it can also
demonstrate what may occur in the case of extreme faking. However, it also produces
more extreme and perhaps qualitatively different distortions than those found in typical
applicant settings. Thus, it is also useful to compare directed faking scenarios to
situations in which there is a less blatant incentive to fake. Incentivized faking studies
still show faking effects, but the effect sizes are more likely to resemble those found in an
applicant sample (e.g., Mueller-Hanson et al., 2003). Validity may be reduced but not
obliterated, and mean scores may be moderately rather than severely inflated. Including
an incentivized faking manipulation allowed for comparisons between directed and
incentivized faking, in addition to increasing the generalizability of results. I propose that
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Hypothesis 5: Directed faking results will replicate using an incentivized faking
manipulation.

To the extent that incentivized faking is less extreme, it is also possible that the effects of
faking prevention methods will also be less extreme. In other words, using a fakingresistant scale may be less beneficial if there is less faking to resist in the first place. On
the other hand, incentivized faking may still be severe enough to produce similar effect
sizes to directed faking. For example, using an MDPP measure instead of an SS measure
might reduce the honest–directed faking d from 1 to .6 and the honest–incentivized
faking d from .4 to 0. In this hypothetical scenario, type of faking manipulation and type
of measure have separate main effects on mean scores but no interaction. Understanding
which scenario is more accurate will allow future researchers to draw more informed
inferences from directed faking designs. This leads to

Research Question 1: Do directed faking manipulations overestimate the benefits
of faking reduction techniques relative to incentivized faking manipulations?

The inclusion of incentivized fakers also offers an opportunity to revisit possible
distinctions between criterion-related validity and utility. Mueller-Hanson et al. (2003)
and others have suggested that validity coefficients may not reflect the loss of utility due
to faking in the upper portion of the predictor distribution. However, it remains unclear
whether this phenomenon actually occurs in typical selection scenarios. Mueller-Hanson
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et al. (2003) partially explored the question by creating an applicant pool consisting of
honest responders and incentivized fakers and examining the effects of faking on
selection decisions. Although they found that fakers diminished utility, particularly at
lower selection ratios, it is not clear that using criterion-related validity rather than
average performance of the selected group would yield different conclusions. In order to
test this possibility, it is also necessary to estimate validity coefficients among the
selected group at each selection ratio. By including these estimates, the present study
provides a more thorough answer to

Research Question 2: Do criterion-related validity coefficients accurately reflect
decrements in utility due to faking?

In summary, the present research should help address lingering questions about
the effects of faking and how best to measure them. In addition, it should provide
valuable information about the faking-resistance and validity of MDPP scales,
contributing to a small but growing literature studying their properties. The potential of
these scales is increasingly apparent, given recent evidence that the MFC format can
substantially improve the validity of personality measures for pre-employment testing.
The significance of this revelation should not be underestimated: In a field where the
low-hanging fruits of conscientiousness and cognitive ability have long since been
picked, incremental advances in the measurement of existing constructs represent a new
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way forward (Murphy, 2009; Steel et al., 2010). Refinements to MFC scoring and our
understanding of applicant faking may be the next big steps.
Method
Participants
I recruited participants through Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk), a website that
allows researchers to recruit participants for online human intelligence tasks (HITs).
Research has generally supported the use of MTurk samples for psychological research.
Buhrmester, Kwang, and Gosling (2011) found that MTurk workers provided reliable
personality data for minimal compensation. Internal consistency reliability estimates were
similar to those from traditional samples, and test-retest reliability was generally superior
in MTurk samples. MTurk workers also appear to behave similarly to participants in
other contexts, including traditional laboratory and field experiments (Casler, Bickel, &
Hackett, 2013; Horton, Rand, & Zeckhauser, 2011).
In order to ensure the internal and external validity of results, participants were
screened using a few criteria. First, I restricted the eligible sample to American MTurk
workers over the age of 18. Second, I only accepted participants with a prior HIT
approval rate of 90 percent or higher and at least 100 approved HITs (the lowest option
that enabled screening on approval rate). The purpose of these restrictions was to increase
data quality and reduce the number of dropouts. Third, participants had to be employed at
some point within the past year in a position where they interacted with coworkers on a
regular basis (i.e., at least 1-2 days per week). This was necessary so they could provide
ratings of behaviors they performed at work, particularly in relation to coworkers. Fourth,
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the duration of this employment had to be at least three months in order to ensure an
adequate sample of on-the-job behaviors. Finally, it should be noted that participants
from my pilot study (discussed below) were not allowed to participate in the main data
collection.
Participants could receive two forms of compensation for completing this study.
First, all participants were paid $3 for their voluntary participation. In addition, some
participants were given a chance to win an additional monetary incentive, ostensibly
based on their performance in the study. Specifically, participants in incentivized faking
conditions were offered the chance to win one of ten $10 bonuses if their personality
profile was sufficiently desirable. In reality, all participants who completed the study
were entered in the drawing.
A total of 855 participants completed the study. However, 77 of these failed at
least one of two embedded attention checks and were omitted from the final sample. This
resulted in a final sample size of 777. See Table 1 for sample sizes by experimental
condition before and after the attention check filter was applied. The final sample was
predominantly White (72%), female (56%), and currently employed (97%).
Approximately 90 percent had completed at least some college, and approximately 66
percent had completed an associate’s or bachelor’s degree. Participants ranged from 19 to
70 years of age with a mean age of 35.55. The overall response rates for optional
demographic items ranged from 98.5 to 100 percent.
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Measures
MDPP personality inventory. Participants assigned to MDPP conditions
(Conditions 2, 3, 5, and 6 in Table 1) completed a proprietary CAT developed for
personnel selection and development using Stark et al.’s (2005) MUPP model. This
MDPP inventory measures 15 dimensions of personality related to workplace outcomes
(Boyce et al., 2016; see Figure 2 for example items). In the present study, each MDPP
administration consisted of 100 items, or approximately 13 statements per dimension
(since each item contains two statements).
Ten of the 15 personality dimensions are based on the Big Five Aspects Scales
(BFAS) developed by DeYoung, Quilty, and Peterson (2007). The BFAS divides each
Big Five trait into two lower-level aspects, which were derived empirically using factor
analysis. The remaining five dimensions are intended to capture other work-relevant traits
beyond the Five Factor Model: Ambition, Power, Humility, Mastery, and Awareness
(Huber, Conway, & Boyce, 2015a). The Ambition and Power dimensions are based on
research on social needs in the workplace. Ambition is based on the need for
achievement, while Power is based on the need for dominance (Steers & Braunstein,
1976). The Humility dimension is rooted in the HEXACO model of personality (Lee &
Ashton, 2004). The Mastery dimension is based on VandeWalle’s learning goal
orientation construct (e.g., VandeWalle, 1997; VandeWalle, Brown, Cron, & Slocum Jr.,
1999). Finally, the Awareness dimension was developed based on research examining
social effectiveness (e.g., Heggestad & Morrison, 2008) and emotional intelligence (e.g.,
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Joseph & Newman, 2010). See Table 2 for a list of the MDPP dimensions and their
theoretical mappings.
Thus far, this MDPP inventory has demonstrated considerable promise as a
selection tool. Boyce et al. (2016) summarized the results of several empirical studies
detailing its properties. In keeping with previous MDPP research, they reported good
recovery of true thetas among simulated examinees. They also presented evidence for
reduced fakability compared to Likert-type measures of the same constructs, particularly
when a strict SDM rule was used. The inventory also showed the ability to predict
important work outcomes, including overall job performance, across nine criterionrelated validity studies. Huber et al. (2015a) also generally found evidence for good
convergent and divergent validity with other established personality measures, including
those on which the dimensions were based.
Scores on the MDPP dimensions also show minimal correlations with cognitive
ability. Boyce et al. (2016) reported uniformly small correlations with three cognitive
ability tests in a sample of job incumbents (mean r = -.01). Importantly, this finding also
held in a large applicant sample (mean r = -.03). Thus, the inventory appears to resist
contamination by cognitive ability even when examinees have some motivation to fake.
This property is particularly useful given the possibility that MFC scales may derive
some of their validity from unintended cognitive loadings.
SS personality scales. Participants assigned to the SS conditions (Conditions 1
and 4 in Table 1) completed Likert-type measures of the 15 constructs assessed by the
MDPP inventory. In order to facilitate comparisons between the two measurement
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formats, the SS scales needed to be as similar as possible in content to their MDPP
counterparts. Thus, using existing measures would not be ideal for this purpose. For
example, Huber et al. (2015a) found an average correlation of .44 between the MDPP
dimensions and Likert scales chosen for their conceptual similarity. While correlations of
this magnitude demonstrate substantial convergent validity, they do not necessarily
suggest that both measures assess the same construct. Furthermore, five of the 15
correlations were less than .40, making it particularly difficult to justify the use of the
corresponding Likert scales for those dimensions. To address this issue, I created and
pilot tested new Likert scales based on the MDPP inventory’s statement pool. Using the
same statements that are used to measure the MDPP dimensions should result in scales
with a high degree of conceptual and empirical overlap.
Because the MDPP statement pool is too large to administer in its entirety, it was
necessary to select a subset of items to pilot test. I chose these items based on two
empirical criteria with the goal of creating reliable scales that were representative of the
MDPP dimensions. First, I chose statements with high item–total correlations (excluding
the statement of interest from the total) in order to produce scales with acceptable
coefficient alpha reliability. My goal was to develop scales with alphas of at least .70,
although higher alphas were preferred when possible. Since only a subset of the pilot
items would be included in the final measures, I used the Spearman-Brown prophecy
formula to ensure that adequate reliability could be achieved with as few as six items per
dimension. I also conducted a CFA for each dimension and looked for items with large
loadings on the general factor. The purpose of this criterion was to produce scales that
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strongly measured the underlying construct of interest. However, the magnitude of an
item’s factor loading was strongly related to its item–total correlation (r’s ranged from
.92 to .97 across dimensions), suggesting the two metrics provided similar information.
This makes sense conceptually, since both metrics are driven by the covariances between
items. Thus, I chose to focus on item–total correlations for the sake of simplicity and
interpretability. Finally, I attempted to select groups of items that represented the full
latent trait continuum. In other words, each dimension’s item pool included statements
representing low, moderate, and high levels of the underlying construct.
To accomplish these objectives, I drew from two sources of information: an
existing statement calibration dataset, and previously estimated item location parameters.
The existing dataset consisted of responses to 1,959 personality statements on a fourpoint Likert scale, which were collected from 6,333 MTurk workers. Given the large
number of statements, each participant completed only a subset of the total items (M =
337.72). As a result, the average statement received about 1,092 ratings. For my analyses,
I created a reduced dataset consisting of the 1,470 statements that were selected for the
final statement pool. All participants rated at least some of these statements, and the
average number of ratings per statement increased only slightly to 1,100. I used these
data to calculate factor loadings and item-level reliability statistics.
Since these statistics were based on item covariances drawn from incomplete data,
sample sizes varied depending on the specific pair of items being compared. Ideally,
missing data imputation could be used to overcome this issue. Unfortunately, preliminary
attempts at multiple imputation failed to converge, likely due to the large proportion of
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missing data. As a result, I used pairwise deletion to estimate item intercorrelations for
reliability and factor analyses. Calculating all possible pairwise sample sizes for the
entire dataset was computationally prohibitive. Therefore, I calculated pairwise sample
sizes for all combinations of the first 100 items in order to provide an estimate of the
available sample. The minimum N available for comparing any two items was 139, and
the maximum was 1,526 (M = 336.69). The large min–max discrepancy was likely due to
the inclusion of anchor items for IRT linking, which must be administered to a larger
subset of participants.
In order to ensure a representative sample of items, I also attempted to incorporate
items that covered the full range of each latent trait continuum. To do so, I used
previously estimated item location parameters for the MDPP inventory, which were
estimated using the generalized graded unfolding model. I also inspected the actual item
content to limit the inclusion of conceptually redundant items. For example, several
Structure items reference the extent to which a person is organized or disorganized, while
others capture attention to detail, rule-following, etc. Including too many items from any
one of these categories could result in an overly homogeneous measure.
Using the above criteria, I selected 180 items–12 per dimension–from the pool of
1,470 statements. Coefficient alpha reliability estimates for each dimension are listed in
Table 3. Reliabilities of the 12-item composites ranged from .83 to .94. I also estimated
the reliability of a six-item parallel measure for each dimension using the SpearmanBrown prophecy formula. These estimates ranged from .71 to .89, suggesting that
adequate reliability could potentially be achieved with only six items per dimension.
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However, it is important to note that these reliability estimates are likely inflated, since I
explicitly selected items with high item–total correlations in the same sample. These
correlations might be expected to regress downward in a cross-validation sample,
resulting in lower internal consistency estimates.
In order to cross-validate and further refine my item pool, I administered the
selected items to a sample of MTurk workers who received $2 for their participation. I
limited the sample to workers with a HIT approval rate of at least 90 percent and at least
50 approved HITs (the minimum option at the time of pilot testing), although I did not
exclude workers based on employment status. Of the 298 participants who completed the
study, 269 passed both attention checks and were included in the analyses. These
participants were predominantly White (69%), female (52%), and employed (83%). Over
91 percent had completed at least some college, and approximately 64 percent had
completed an associate’s or bachelor’s degree. Participants ranged from 19 to 74 years of
age with a mean age of 35.64. The response rates for these optional demographic items
ranged from 98 to 100 percent. After completing the consent form and background
information, pilot participants completed selected criterion measures to gauge their
usefulness for the main study. Participants then completed the test SS items, which were
randomly arranged prior to the study. Finally, they completed the MDPP inventory.
Next, I used the pilot data to construct six-item SS measures of all 15 personality
dimensions. In creating the final measures, I considered two criteria: internal consistency
reliability and convergent validity. Thus, I chose items with high item–total correlations
and high correlations (in the keyed direction) with their corresponding MDPP
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dimensions. Intercorrelations and descriptive statistics for the final scales and all criterion
measures are presented in Table 4. As shown in Table 5, all 15 scales showed acceptable
levels of internal consistency reliability. Coefficient alphas ranged from .74 to .90 with a
mean of .82. This was comparable to the average Spearman-Brown reliability estimate of
.80 from the calibration dataset, suggesting the initial projections were fairly accurate.
The average reliability for all 12 items in each dimension was .86 in the pilot data,
compared to .89 in the calibration data.
As shown in Table 5, the six-item scales also showed good convergent validity
with their MDPP counterparts. Monotrait-heteromethod correlations ranged from .42 to
.74 with a mean of .58. This was slightly higher than the mean of .56 for the full 12 items,
which can be attributed to my selection of items with high convergent validity. By way of
comparison, the average heterotrait-heteromethod correlation was only .18 for both the
six-item and 12-item composites. Thus, the MDPP and SS formats showed both
convergent and divergent validity.
Since the monotrait-heteromethod correlations were not corrected for unreliability
in either measure, it can be assumed that the actual convergence between the latent
constructs was substantially higher than the observed correlations. In order to disattenuate
the correlations, it would be necessary to know the reliability of both sets of measures.
Unfortunately, classical reliability estimates were not available for the IRT-based MDPP
scales. However, I obtained a rough estimate by assuming that the MDPP measures had
the same reliability as their SS counterparts. Corrected correlations for the six-item scales
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ranged from .53 to .86 with a mean of .70. This suggests that the SS and MDPP
inventories captured similar, albeit not perfectly identical, constructs.
Self-reported job performance. Participants completed several criterion
measures to establish the criterion-related validity of the personality scales (see Appendix
A for the complete criterion measures). Two of these criteria were self-report measures of
CWB and organizational citizenship behavior (OCB) at participants’ current jobs. At a
broad level, job performance can be broken down into three dimensions: task
performance, CWB, and OCB (Viswesvaran & Ones, 2000). Task performance refers to
the execution of effective behaviors related to one’s core job tasks. Thus, the specific
components of successful task performance vary widely across jobs. For example, the inrole behaviors required of a surgeon are very different than those required of a teacher.
As a result, it is impractical to construct a single measure of task performance that applies
across a wide variety of jobs. However, CWB and OCB share common elements across
jobs, making it possible to construct general measures of these constructs.
Counterproductive work behavior can be defined as “intentional behavior that harms or
intends to harm organizations and [their] members” (Spector et al., 2006, p. 447).
Organizational citizenship behavior refers to helpful discretionary behaviors that fall
outside of the core job requirements (Organ & Ryan, 1995).
Meta-analytic evidence suggests that both CWB and OCB are related to
personality, making them useful criteria for the present study (Borman, Penner, Allen, &
Motowidlo, 2001; Chiaburu, Oh, Berry, Li, & Gardner, 2011; Salgado, 2002). A metaanalytic synthesis by Berry, Carpenter, and Barratt (2012) also compared the properties
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of self-reported and other-reported CWB. Berry et al. found that self-reports revealed
more CWBs than other-reports and showed similar correlations with other self-reported
constructs. However, self-reported CWB did show somewhat larger relationships with
variables that have been linked to socially desirable responding, including emotional
stability, agreeableness, and conscientiousness. Organ and Ryan (1995) also found larger
correlations between OCB and personality when self-reports were used, raising concerns
about common method bias.
On the other hand, contamination of OCB and CWB ratings is likely due in part to
flaws in the way these constructs have been measured. First, some measures employ an
agree–disagree or characteristic–uncharacteristic of me response format similar to many
personality and attitude scales. This may result in criterion measures that assess attitudes
toward behaviors or behavioral intentions rather than actual behaviors (Dalal, 2005). One
way to mitigate this issue is to instead ask respondents about the frequencies of specific
behaviors they perform. Since job performance refers to actual behaviors performed at
work (Campbell, McHenry, & Wise, 1990), using this format also makes sense from a
theoretical standpoint.
Assessing behaviors instead of attitudes can also reduce cross-contamination
between OCB and CWB themselves. For example, a meta-analysis by Dalal (2005) found
that using an agree–disagree or characteristic–uncharacteristic response format produced
an average correlation of -.68 between OCB and CWB. This correlation dropped to -.27
in studies that used a behavioral frequency response format. Spector, Bauer, and Fox
(2010) also replicated this finding in an experimental study comparing agree–disagree
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and behavioral frequency response formats. One possible explanation is that attitudes
toward OCB and CWB are strongly related, while the relationship between actual OCB
and CWB might be attenuated by a variety of situational factors (Dalal, 2005).
A second likely cause of negative OCB–CWB relationships is the use of
negatively keyed CWB items in OCB scales (the reverse also occurs to a lesser extent;
see Dalal, 2005). The use of these “antithetical” items is problematic because it can lead
to overly negative correlations between OCB and CWB. Dalal (2005) found an average
OCB–CWB correlation of -.66 in studies where at least one measure included antithetical
items, compared to -.19 when neither did. Recent experimental studies have even found
positive relationships between OCB and CWB when antithetical items are omitted and a
behavioral frequency response format is used (Fox, Spector, Goh, Bruursema, & Kessler,
2012; Spector et al., 2010). This is particularly interesting since common rater biases
such as social desirability should produce negative relationships between OCB and CWB.
It is possible that these biases still reduce the magnitude of observed positive correlations.
However, it does appear that using the correct measurement format can minimize the
problem.
In order to mitigate common rater biases, I administered Spector and Fox’s 20item OCB checklist (OCB-C; Fox et al., 2012) and 10-item CWB checklist (CWB-C;
Spector et al., 2010) as criterion measures. Both of these checklists ask respondents to
report the frequencies of various work behaviors on a five-point scale ranging from
“Never” to “Every day.” In addition, the checklists are designed to avoid the use of
antithetical items (Fox et al., 2012). The OCB and CWB checklists have also shown
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acceptable reliability. Fox et al. (2012) reported coefficient alphas of .89 and .94 for selfreported OCB-C in two samples. Spector et al. (2010) reported an alpha of .79 for the 10item CWB-C in a self-report sample and an alpha of .89 for ratings obtained from
supervisors.
Self-reported academic performance. Participants completed three criterion
items assessing their academic performance and achievement. First, they reported their
highest academic degree completed, which ranged from high school to doctoral degrees.
This was treated as a seven-point ordinal variable in subsequent data analysis. Second,
participants reported their cumulative grade point average at that degree level (highest
degree GPA, or HDGPA) on an 11-point scale ranging from A+ to E or F (Freeberg,
Rock, & Pollack, 1989). Finally, they reported their high school GPA (HSGPA) using the
same scale. Self-reported HSGPA assessed on this scale has shown strong and
generalizable validity for predicting college-reported freshman GPA (Huber, Kuncel,
Sackett, & Beatty, 2015b).
Academic performance is a useful criterion for the present study due to its
empirical relationships with a variety of personality traits. A meta-analysis by Poropat
(2009) found relationships between academic performance (as measured by grades or
assessments) and conscientiousness (r = .19), openness (r = .10), and agreeableness (r =
.07), although the latter two relationships declined at higher academic levels. Richardson,
Abraham, and Bond (2012) found nearly identical effect sizes in a meta-analysis of
university samples, suggesting the relationships do hold among more advanced students.
They also found a relationship between academic performance and learning goal
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orientation (r = .10 after correcting for sampling error), which corresponds to the Mastery
dimension in the present study. Finally, they found a correlation of .14 with emotional
intelligence, a key basis for the Awareness dimension.
Results from my pilot study also supported the use of these criteria. As shown in
Table 6, HDGPA was significantly correlated with four MDPP scales and three SS
scales. In keeping with past research, the significant predictors included aspects of
conscientiousness and agreeableness, as well as Awareness and Mastery. High school
GPA was also predicted by the SS Awareness and Mastery scales, and both GPA
measures correlated with MDPP–Ambition. Thus the GPA variables, particularly
HDGPA, showed potential as criteria for several of the predictor scales. In addition,
highest degree attainment correlated with five MDPP and three SS scales. This variable
was originally intended as a potential suppressor to improve the prediction of HDGPA.
However, these results combined with its null relationship with HDGPA (r = -.02, ns)
suggested that it was more appropriate as an additional criterion.
As with self-reported job performance, self-reported academic performance is
susceptible to rater biases. Kuncel, Credé, and Thomas (2005) conducted a meta-analytic
synthesis comparing self-reported grades to school records. The average correlation
between self-reports and records was .82 for HSGPA and .90 for college GPA. Thus,
there appears to be a strong but imperfect relationship between self-reported and actual
grades. Furthermore, the authors found evidence for systematic bias in self-reported
GPA. Self-reported GPAs tended to be inflated compared to objective data, perhaps
suggesting the presence of social desirability bias. Kuncel and colleagues also found that
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the accuracy of self-reported GPA was moderated by cognitive ability and actual GPA,
with low performers providing less accurate self-reports in both cases. As the authors
noted, one plausible explanation is that these individuals have more reason to overstate
their performance than actual high performers. Since the studies analyzed by Kuncel et
al. did not provide any objective incentive for overreporting, it seems even more likely
that social desirability bias played a role.
Emotion management task. In order to further address the possibility of
common method bias, I included an objective performance task as an additional criterion
measure. Specifically, I chose the Situational Test of Emotion Management - Brief
(STEM-B), a performance-based emotional intelligence scale. The 18-item STEM-B uses
a multiple-choice format and requires examinees to identify the most effective response
to a variety of emotional situations. Allen et al. (2015) used a three-parameter logistic
IRT model to develop this short form from the full STEM. They found that the STEM-B
captured comparable (albeit somewhat reduced) information to the STEM across the
latent trait continuum. In addition, it showed acceptable internal consistency (α = .84)
using the final dichotomous scoring key. Coefficient alpha for the STEM-B was .77 in
my pilot sample.
The STEM-B is a useful performance task for the present study because of its
theoretical relevance and its potential as a criterion for personality measures.
Performance-based emotional intelligence measures have been empirically linked to job
performance (Joseph & Newman, 2010), and over half of the STEM-B items reference
work-related scenarios. Thus, the STEM-B has some relevance as a workplace criterion.
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On the other hand, it should be noted that my hypotheses are not restricted to workrelated faking per se. As such, this feature of the STEM-B should be considered a bonus
rather than a necessity.
More importantly, the STEM-B has potential as a correlate of personality. A
meta-analysis by Joseph and Newman (2010) found observed correlations ranging from
.12 to .23 between performance-based emotion management (which the authors refer to
as emotion regulation) and the Big Five. Unfortunately, this analysis did not include the
STEM or STEM-B, and the literature on STEM–personality relationships is lacking.
MacCann and Roberts (2008) found a significant correlation with agreeableness in a
sample of psychology students, but STEM scores were not significantly related to the
other Big Five traits. Thus, the utility of the STEM-B as a criterion for the present study
required further testing. The results of my pilot study supported using the STEM-B as a
criterion measure. As shown in Table 6, the STEM-B was significantly correlated with
three MDPP and five SS personality scales. Humility was the strongest STEM-B
correlate in both measurement formats, suggesting that the STEM-B may be particularly
useful for validating this trait.
Risky choice framing. Participants completed risky choice framing problems as a
final criterion. In these problems, participants are presented with a threatening situation
and given two options to mitigate it, one of which is riskier than the other. For example,
in Tversky and Kahneman’s (1981) Asian disease problem, respondents must choose
between two programs to combat a disease that threatens to kill 600 people. The safe
option will save 200 lives, while the risky option has a 1/3 chance of saving 600 lives and
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a 2/3 chance of saving none. The mathematically expected outcome is the same in both
cases (200 live and 400 die), but preferences vary depending on how the outcomes are
presented. When the outcomes are positively framed (i.e., number of lives saved),
participants tend to avoid risk. Conversely, when the outcomes are negatively framed
(i.e., number of lives lost), participants are more risk-seeking. In other words, people are
generally more willing to take risks to avoid losses than to increase gains.
I examined two risky choice framing tasks in the pilot study. First, I used the
Asian disease problem described above. Second, I adapted the risky choice framing task
employed by Levin, Gaeth, Screiber, and Lauriola (2002). In this task, participants were
asked to imagine that they had been diagnosed with high cholesterol and choose between
low-risk and high-risk treatment programs. Both framing tasks consisted of two items
(one with a positive frame and one with a negative frame), which were presented at
separate points in the study to minimize anchoring effects. For each item, participants
rated their preferences on a seven-point FC scale.
Risky choice framing tasks have a few benefits in the context of the present study.
First, they are likely to resist social desirability bias to a greater extent than self-reports of
personality or job performance. Each item presents a forced choice between two options
with equal expected values. As such, there seems to be little basis for considering either
end of the continuum to be more socially desirable than the other. Furthermore, the actual
constructs being assessed are less obvious, making it more difficult to distort one’s
responses effectively.
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Risky choice problems can assess two distinct constructs depending on how they
are scored. First, the susceptibility to framing can be quantified as a difference score
between the negative and positive items. Levin et al. (2002) found evidence that the
strength of the framing effect varied between individuals, with some people showing
larger preference shifts than others. This variance was related to a combination of Big
Five traits, although the relationship fell slightly short of statistical significance. In my
pilot study, both the Levin et al. cholesterol task and the Asian disease problem produced
the expected preference reversals (with mean negative–positive differences of .70 and
.78, respectively). Additionally, both tasks produced substantial between-person variance
in framing effects (SDs = 1.93 and 2.03). However, only the Asian disease task showed
significant relationships with the predictor variables. Two MDPP and five SS dimensions
predicted susceptibility to framing, with Power reaching significance in both formats.
Interestingly, susceptibility to framing on the Asian disease task did not correlate with
susceptibility to framing on the cholesterol task (r = .01, ns).
In addition to actual framing effects, it is possible to measure general risk-taking
tendency by combining scores on positive and negative versions of the same risky choice
item. Levin et al. (2002) found that a subset of the Big Five plus a Faith in Intuition scale
significantly predicted this general tendency. More broadly, research has linked risk
preferences and risk-taking behavior to a variety of personality traits, including sensationseeking, impulsivity, and the Big Five (Gardiner & Jackson, 2011; Lejuez et al., 2007;
Lejuez, Aklin, Zvolensky, & Pedulla, 2003; Lejuez et al., 2002; Soane & Chmiel, 2005).
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My pilot analyses showed positive intercorrelations among all four risky choice
items, suggesting the presence of a general risk-taking tendency (see Table 7 for
intercorrelations among all risky choice framing variables). Therefore, I tested three
composite variables: Asian disease risk, cholesterol risk, and overall risk (i.e., the sum of
all four items). Once again, the cholesterol framing task was a subpar criterion, showing
significant correlations with only two predictor scales. The overall risk score fared poorly
as well, likely due to the negative impact of the cholesterol framing items. The Asian
disease risk score performed better, with two MDPP and four SS correlations reaching
statistical significance. In addition, the Conceptual and Power dimensions were
significant predictors across both SS and MDPP formats, suggesting a consistent
relationship with these dimensions. Based on these findings, I chose to include the Asian
disease task in the main study. The Levin et al. task was not included due to its lack of
significant relationships with the predictor scales.
Procedure
Participants were recruited via MTurk and linked to an external data collection
website. They were then randomly assigned to one of six experimental conditions (see
Table 1 for a summary of the conditions). These conditions were designed to examine the
effects of two independent variables (IVs)–measurement format and faking instructions–
both of which had three levels. The levels of measurement format were SS, MDPP with a
relaxed SDM constraint (the same version used in the pilot study), and MDPP with a
strict SDM constraint. The levels of faking instruction were honest, fake good, and
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incentivized fake good. Each participant completed personality measures utilizing a
single measurement format, making the first IV fully between-person.
Participants in Conditions 1-3 completed the same personality inventory (SS,
MDPP–relaxed, or MDPP–strict) under both honest and fake-good instructions. Honest
responses from these groups served as a baseline to establish the validity and fakability of
each measurement format. Conversely, participants in Conditions 4-6 only completed a
personality inventory once with a subtle incentive to fake, and their results were also
compared to honest results from the first three experimental conditions. The purpose of
this between-person comparison was to avoid anchoring effects. Unlike directed fakers,
incentivized fakers were instructed to provide honest responses. Asking them to respond
honestly once and then immediately asking them to respond honestly a second time with
an incentive (or vice-versa) would likely elicit suspicion and reluctance to deviate from
initial responses. By contrast, participants who are explicitly instructed to fake do not
have the same incentive to appear consistent with their honest responses.
Participants in all conditions began by reading the consent form and indicating
their informed consent. They then completed screening and optional demographic
questions. Next, participants completed the criterion measures in the following order:
first framing item, educational criteria, CWB, OCB, STEM-B, and second framing item.
The purpose of administering the criterion measures before the predictors was to ensure
that criterion scores were not influenced by subsequent faking instructions, especially the
incentive to fake in Conditions 4-6. Otherwise, incentivized fakers might attempt to
respond to criterion measures in a way that was consistent with their distorted personality
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scores, or they might believe that the criterion measures would also impact their potential
reward.
Next, participants completed the personality inventory corresponding to their
experimental condition. As previously mentioned, participants in Conditions 1-3
completed the same inventory twice under honest and directed faking instructions. The
order in which the two sets of instructions were presented was randomly varied to
minimize confounding order effects. The honest instructions were those employed by
Mueller-Hanson et al. (2003, p. 350; emphasis added):

Please complete the next survey as honestly as you can. The results will be
completely anonymous and will be used for research purposes only. It is very
important that you respond to this survey by describing yourself as you really are.

The faking instructions were as follows:

For the next survey, please pretend you are applying for a job and want to make
the best impression possible. In other words, try to respond to the survey in the
way an ideal employee would respond.

In order to reinforce the manipulation, a shorter version of the instructions was also
repeated at the top of each page. This repetition was intended to minimize confusion,
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since participants in Conditions 1-3 received two sets of instructions for responding to the
same inventory.
Participants in Conditions 4-6 were given a less overt incentive to fake before
completing their personality inventory. Specifically, they were offered the chance to win
one of ten $10 bonuses if their personality scores were sufficiently desirable. This bonus
structure was chosen because pilot participants preferred it to five $20 bonuses or a single
$100 bonus. Participants in Conditions 4-6 received the following instructions, which I
adapted from Mueller-Hanson et al. (2003, pp. 350-351):

The next survey will be used to select people for the second part of this study. In
selecting people for the second part of this study, we are interested in people who
have personality traits that an employer would want his or her employees to have.
The following is a test that measures these characteristics, and people will be
selected based on how they score. Those who qualify to participate in the second
part of the study will automatically be entered in a drawing to win one of ten
bonuses ($10 each), regardless of whether they choose to participate. However,
please be honest when you complete the survey, because falsification of your
responses may lead to disqualification from the study.

Once they completed this portion of the study, participants in all conditions completed a
manipulation check (see Appendix B) to determine if they paid attention to the faking
instructions. Directed fakers were asked which set of faking instructions (honest or fake
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good) they received first, and incentivized fakers were asked what kind of people were
desired for the second part of the study (i.e., people with personality traits of good
employees). Finally, all participants were compensated and entered into the drawing.
Data Analysis
The present study hinges on two main outcomes: the degree to which participants
fake on different measures, and the validity of those measures for predicting criteria of
interest. As in past faking research, I operationalized the degree of faking as a
standardized mean difference between honest and faked responses. The function of this
type of effect size is to express the difference between two means in standard deviation
units.
The standardized mean difference is a class of effect sizes that can be calculated
in multiple ways. For example, the commonly used Cohen’s d metric is calculated by
dividing the difference between two means by a pooled standard deviation. Alternately,
Glass’s Δ divides the mean difference by a control group standard deviation. In this case,
it was necessary to compare directed faking effect sizes to incentivized faking effect
sizes. As such, it was important to put both sets of effect sizes on a common metric by
using the same standard deviations in both denominators. To illustrate, consider a
scenario in which directed faking restricts the standard deviation of personality scores
more than incentivized faking. In this case, using a pooled standard deviation would
inflate directed faking effect sizes because their denominators would be smaller. Thus,
the same degree of score inflation in both groups would yield different effect size
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estimates. In order to avoid this issue, I used Glass’s Δ estimates with the standard
deviation of honest responses in the denominator.
The second main outcome of this study was the criterion-related validity of the
predictor measures. To examine the effects of faking and measurement format on
validity, I calculated basic criterion-related validity coefficients for all predictor–criterion
combinations. This was accomplished by simply calculating the Pearson product-moment
correlation between a given predictor and criterion. The goal of the validity analyses was
to determine how criterion-related validity was affected by the combination of the two
IVs. Thus, I calculated nine sets of validity coefficients corresponding to each of the 3 x 3
crossed IV levels. As a result, participants in Conditions 1-3 contributed two sets of
coefficients, one from their honest responses and one from their faked responses. For data
analysis purposes, honest and faked responses from the same individuals were treated as
separate conditions. Therefore, subsequent results refer to a total of nine conditions.
A final question of interest was whether criterion-related validity coefficients
accurately reflect decrements in utility due to faking. To address this question, MuellerHanson et al. (2003) and others have simulated selection pools by combining honest
responders with directed or incentivized fakers. This creates a scenario where a defined
subset of applicants has upwardly distorted predictor scores, allowing them to infiltrate
the upper end of the predictor distribution without improving their criterion performance.
I created separate selection pools in order to independently examine the effects of
incentivized and directed faking. The directed faking simulations treated honest and
faked responses from the same individuals as responses from two separate applicants.
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To facilitate interpretation of the results, it was helpful to use predictor–criterion
combinations that generally produced good validity estimates. Therefore, I created unitweighted predictor and criterion composites based on the empirical criterion-related
validity results. I then simulated top-down selection on each predictor composite at a
variety of selection ratios, which ranged from .10 to 1 in increments of .10.
At each selection ratio, I calculated raw and corrected validity coefficients using
the selected group as the validation sample. One potential issue with using only raw
validity coefficients is that the range restriction of predictor scores increases with
selectivity. Since range restriction attenuates correlation coefficients, this could
artificially reduce validity estimates at lower selection ratios. By correcting for range
restriction, it is possible to estimate what the validity coefficient would be in the full
applicant pool based on a sample with restricted predictor variance. Since selection
occurs in the full applicant pool, this should produce a more accurate indication of the
predictor’s utility for making decisions. Therefore, I corrected all validity coefficients for
direct range restriction on the predictor using Thorndike’s (1949) case 2 formula.
The primary goal of the simulation was to determine how well validity
coefficients capture the effects of faking on a predictor’s utility for making selection
decisions. In keeping with Mueller-Hanson et al. (2003), I calculated the mean criterion
score of the selected group as an external indicator of utility. Since the goal of selection is
to hire high-performing individuals, comparing the performance of the selected group to
that of the entire applicant pool provides a good indication of utility.
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One method to examine the validity–utility relationship would be to compare
changes in validity with changes in mean criterion performance across different selection
ratios and experimental conditions. For example, if the presence of fakers resulted in a
consistent level of performance across selection ratios, then validity estimates should also
remain consistent across different selected groups (especially after correcting for range
restriction). However, it would arguably be more useful to compare validity coefficients
and mean criterion performance directly by placing them on a common metric.
Fortunately, it is possible to generate a predicted performance level from a validity
coefficient using the formula for standardized regression,
Ŷ = rX,

(3)

where
Ŷ = the predicted criterion;
r = the correlation between X and Y (i.e., the validity coefficient); and
X = the predictor score.
In this case, I was interested in predicting how the selected subset of the applicant pool
would perform relative to the entire pool. Therefore, I standardized both the predictor and
criterion with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of 1 within the applicant pool as a
whole. I then used the validity estimates (both raw and corrected) and mean predictor
score from each selected group to predict the criterion score for that group. To illustrate,
if a selected group scored .50 standard deviations above the mean on the predictor and
produced a validity coefficient of .25, their predicted criterion score Ŷ would be
Ŷ = rX = (.25)(.50) = .125.
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By subtracting predicted criterion scores from actual criterion scores, I quantified the
degree to which validity coefficients overestimated or underestimated selectee
performance at each selection ratio. If faking causes utility deficits that are not captured
by validity coefficients, then validity coefficients should overestimate selectee
performance. This effect should become more pronounced at smaller selection ratios,
where fakers are increasingly overrepresented in the selected group.
In order to understand the underpinnings of such patterns, it is also useful to
isolate fakers and honest responders within each selected group. For example, it may
sometimes be the case that higher selectivity increases the average performance of honest
responders but not the average performance of fakers (Mueller-Hanson et al., 2003). With
this in mind, I also calculated the actual and expected percentages of fakers selected and
mean criterion performance among both fakers and honest responders. I also calculated
raw and corrected validity coefficients for both groups to examine how validity changed
within each subset. These statistics allowed for a more nuanced interpretation of changes
in validity and utility at different selection ratios.
One limitation of the selection simulation methodology is the considerable
overlap between the validation samples used at different selection ratios. For example,
everyone included at a selection ratio of .10 will also be included at a selection ratio of
.20. As such, it is difficult to pinpoint the effects of faking on specific areas of the
bivariate distribution (e.g., between the 80th and 90th predictor percentiles). In order to
address this issue and provide more interpretable results, I also conducted local
segmented regression on the full applicant pool. To do so, I ran linear regressions within
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specific, non-overlapping ranges of predictor scores and examined changes in
unstandardized regression coefficients across these segments (Arneson, Sackett, &
Beatty, 2011). A change in regression slopes between two segments indicates a change in
the predictor–criterion relationship between those regions. Thus, this analysis
supplemented the selection simulation by providing a clearer indication of local
nonlinearity in the predictor–criterion relationship.
Another limitation to consider is that a simulation of top-down selection may not
reflect the way selection typically occurs. One important difference is that more qualified
applicants (or those who can appear more qualified by faking) may be less likely to
actually accept a job offer, since they have better alternatives available. In order to
investigate this scenario, I ran a second set of simulations in which candidates with
higher predictor scores were less likely to accept an offer. First, I randomly generated a
continuous acceptance variable, which was always negatively correlated with predictor
scores at r = -.30 in the full applicant pool. Second, I dichotomized this variable into
actual accept/reject decisions, with the top 50 percent of scores indicating willingness to
accept an offer. Third, I created a new sample containing the 50 percent of applicants
who would accept a job offer. Finally, I simulated top-down selection in the new sample.
In cases where data from the full applicant pool were required (e.g., calculating the
expected percentage of fakers), I still used the original sample rather than the accepting
sample.
It is important to note that this simulation of accept/reject decisions still differs
from actual selection in two ways. First, accept/reject decisions are typically made after a
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job offer rather than beforehand. Second, a company would typically respond to a
rejected offer by selecting the next best candidate. However, replicating such a scenario
presented a logistical challenge due to the limited sample available for each simulation.
Since the size of each applicant pool was limited by my sample, any selection ratios in
excess of .50 (i.e., six of the 10 I simulated, including .50) would require more willing
applicants than the total number available. Put differently, all of these selection ratios
would result in hiring the same 50 percent of applicants who were willing to accept an
offer. By simulating the accept/reject decision before the selection decision, I was able to
overcome this problem. It is also worth noting that the simulated rejection decision is
analogous to applicants withdrawing from the selection process in order to accept a
competing offer. Since highly qualified applicants should also receive more offers from
competitors, the simulated pre-offer decision still appears fairly realistic.
Results
Descriptive Statistics and Reliability
Means, standard deviations, and intercorrelations for the predictor scales2 are
presented in Tables 8 through 16. Since the measurement format and motivation to distort
scores varied by experimental condition, it was necessary to calculate descriptive
statistics separately for each individual condition. Tables 8, 9 and 10 summarize the SS
scales under honest, directed faking, and incentivized faking instructions, respectively.
Tables 11 through 13 provide summary statistics for the MDPP–relaxed scales, and
Tables 14 through 16 summarize the MDPP–strict scales. All experimental conditions
produced many significant intercorrelations among the predictor dimensions, but some
2

Tables also include correlations for general method and elevation factors, which are discussed later.
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produced stronger intercorrelations than others. The mean intercorrelation among SS
scales was .35 under honest instructions, .60 under directed faking instructions, and .45
under incentivized faking instructions. By contrast, the same means for MDPP–relaxed
scales were only .13, .14, and .15, and the MDPP-strict means were only .11, .19, and .10.
I also calculated coefficient alpha reliability estimates for the SS scales in each
condition. As shown in Table 17, reliability was fairly consistent regardless of faking
instructions. The average reliability of honest responses across scales was .82, compared
to .80 for faked responses and .83 for incentivized responses. These values are consistent
with the mean reliability estimate of .80 from the preliminary dataset and the mean
reliability estimate of .82 from the pilot dataset. They also suggest that faking did not
strongly affect the internal consistency of SS scales.
Descriptive statistics, intercorrelations, and alphas for the criterion variables are
presented in Table 18. All participants completed the same criterion measures before the
experimental manipulation, making it possible to analyze all conditions together.
Criterion intercorrelations were generally low, with the notable exception of HSGPA and
HDGPA (r = .49, p < .05). This finding is consistent with past research on the correlation
between GPAs at different educational levels (specifically high school and college;
Robbins et al., 2004). Furthermore, 65 participants listed high school as their highest
degree completed, which should result in equal values for HSGPA and HDGPA and
inflate the overall correlation. In reality there were some discrepancies, which may
indicate careless responding. However, the relationship between HSGPA and HDGPA
was still extremely high in this group (r = .95, p < .05). As expected, the overall
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correlation was reduced from .49 to .43 when these individuals were excluded from the
analysis.
Motivated Score Elevation
A key indicator of response distortion is the average increase in personality scores
when respondents are directed or incentivized to fake. My first two hypotheses predicted
that the degree of score elevation due to faking would be inversely related to the fakingresistance of the measurement format. Hypothesis 1 predicted that MDPP scales would
show less elevation than SS scales, and Hypothesis 2 predicted that using an MDPP
inventory with a stricter SDM rule would reduce elevation compared to an MDPP
inventory with a relaxed SDM rule.
In order to test these hypotheses, I computed standardized mean differences
(Glass’s Δ) between honest and directed faking personality scores for all three
measurement formats. I also ran a paired t-test for each comparison to determine if the
observed differences were statistically significant. As shown in Table 19, directed faking
produced large gains on the SS personality scales. The changes were positive and
statistically significant across all 15 personality dimensions, which suggests that fakers
generally viewed every dimension as desirable in an employee. The average increase
across dimensions was .71 standard deviations (a large difference). However, the Δ’s for
individual dimensions ranged from .33 to .90, suggesting that some dimensions were seen
as more desirable than others. The overall degree of faking was much smaller on both
MDPP formats compared to the SS format. The average Δ was only .26 for the MDPP–
relaxed inventory and .21 for the MDPP–strict inventory. Thus, Hypothesis 1 was
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supported. The difference between the two MDPP formats was also in the expected
direction, but it was very small in magnitude. Thus, Hypothesis 2 was not supported by
these results.
On the other hand, comparing mean effect sizes across dimensions may not fully
capture the behavior of directed fakers. At the item response level, SS scales allow
respondents to fake on one dimension without affecting their scores on other dimensions.
By contrast, each MDPP item requires examinees to choose between two personality
dimensions. As a result, fakers may focus their self-presentation on the dimensions they
perceive to be more work-relevant (e.g., Drive) at the expense of other dimensions. This
effect could also become more pronounced with a stricter SDM rule. When SDM is
relaxed, it becomes easier to differentiate paired statements based on social desirability,
potentially allowing fakers to choose the more desirable option regardless of the
dimension it represents. By contrast, a strict SDM rule minimizes within-item differences
in social desirability. In this case, fakers may simply choose the response option that
sounds most related to work when both options are desirable, and vice-versa when both
options are undesirable. To investigate this possibility, I calculated the standard deviation
of Δ values across dimensions for each measurement format; a higher standard deviation
indicates greater variation in faking across dimensions (see Table 19). Both MDPP
formats had higher standard deviations than the SS format, but once again they showed
minimal differences with each other. This suggests that the general MDPP format, but not
stricter SDM, may be associated with a selective faking strategy.
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Interestingly, the selective faking pattern manifested primarily on individual
MDPP dimensions rather than the Big Five traits as a whole. For example, fakers actually
lowered their Sensitivity scores in both MDPP conditions (although the decline was nonsignificant). However, Cooperativeness showed some of the largest score gains in both
MDPP conditions despite also tapping agreeableness. A similar phenomenon occurred
among the extraversion aspects: Faking produced no gains on Assertiveness but produced
relatively large gains on Liveliness. To further investigate this phenomenon, I estimated
Δ for each Big Five trait using the mean Δ on both of its aspects. The standard deviation
of Big Five Δ’s was .10 in the SS and MDPP–strict conditions and .08 in the MDPP–
relaxed condition. Thus, the MDPP format was not associated with selective faking on
the Big Five as a whole. By contrast, the selective faking trend did hold among the 10
dimensions mapped to the Big Five. Among these dimensions, the standard deviation of
Δ was .17 in the SS condition and .21 in both MDPP conditions. This finding is in
keeping with the overall results showing greater variation in Δ’s on MDPP scales.
Hypothesis 5 predicted that directed faking results would replicate using an
incentivized faking manipulation. Results for the incentivized faking conditions are
shown in Table 20. Since the incentivized faking comparisons were between-person, I
used independent samples t-tests to establish statistical significance. Because independent
samples tests have less power than paired tests, it would be inappropriate to compare the
number of significant changes between directed and incentivized conditions. Regardless,
the average magnitude of Δ decreased markedly compared to the directed faking values.
Incentivized faking produced small changes on the SS scales (mean Δ = .13) and even
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smaller changes on the MDPP scales (mean Δ = .07 for both versions). Furthermore, the
differences between measurement formats were less pronounced than in the directed
faking conditions. The difference in mean score elevation between SS and MDPP–
relaxed scales was only .06 standard deviations, compared to .45 standard deviations for
directed faking, and the difference between the two MDPP formats was negligible.
Finally, there was minimal change in the standard deviation of Δ across formats, and all
three standard deviations were much smaller than their directed faking counterparts. As
such, the score elevation results failed to support Hypothesis 5. More broadly, it appears
that the incentive to fake was at best modestly successful at inducing faking. Without
much incentive to fake in the first place, the relative advantages of the faking-resistant
MDPP format were greatly reduced.
One possible explanation for the weak incentive manipulation is that some MTurk
workers did not pay close enough attention to the prompts to alter their behavior. In
support of this possibility, about 10 percent of participants failed the incentivized faking
manipulation check (16 percent also failed the honest/directed faking manipulation
check). To investigate the apparent manipulation failure, I excluded participants who
failed the manipulation checks and reran the analyses. Revised results for the directed
faking conditions are presented in Table 21, and revised results for the incentivized
conditions are presented in Table 22. On the whole, these results were very similar to
those from the full sample. Directed faking effect sizes increased slightly on average, but
incentivized faking effect sizes showed minimal change. The most substantial change
was arguably in the standard deviations of MDPP effect sizes in the directed faking
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conditions: The standard deviation of Δ increased by .04 in the MDPP–relaxed condition
and .06 in the MDPP–strict condition. In other words, directed fakers who paid enough
attention to pass the manipulation check were also more prone to vary their faking across
personality dimensions.
It is important to note that the manipulation checks were not originally intended
as data quality filters, particularly because the check items differed by instruction set.
Applying different filters to incentivized and directed faking samples limits the ability to
make fair comparisons across conditions by introducing confounding differences in data
quality and range restriction. Thus, the manipulation check filter was not employed in
subsequent analyses, and the above results using this filter should be interpreted with
caution.
Criterion-Related Validity
A central goal of the present study was to study the faking–validity relationship
by manipulating participants’ ability and motivation to fake. Hypothesis 3 predicted that
faking-resistant MDPP scales would produce higher criterion-related validity than SS
scales, but only when participants were instructed to fake. Similarly, Hypothesis 4
predicted that MDPP–strict scales would produce higher criterion-related validity than
MDPP–relaxed scales under faking (but not honest) instructions. Finally, Hypothesis 5
again predicted that this pattern of results would replicate using a subtle incentive to fake
rather than explicit instructions. In order to test these hypotheses, I calculated criterionrelated validity coefficients for all predictor–criterion combinations in each experimental
condition. Validity coefficients for honest responses to SS, MDPP–relaxed, and MDPP–
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strict scales are presented in Tables 23, 24, and 25, respectively. Validities for directed
faking responses are presented in Tables 26 through 28, and validities for incentivized
faking responses are presented in Tables 29 through 31.
In total, Tables 23 through 31 contain 1,080 validity coefficients for the 15
personality dimensions3. Given the large amount of data to synthesize, it was necessary to
develop summary statistics in order to interpret the results. One possibility would be to
calculate a simple mean validity coefficient for each experimental condition. However,
this incorrectly assumes that the true correlations between all predictors and all criteria
are positive. In reality, a negative predictor–criterion correlation can be equally useful as
long as it represents the true direction of the relationship in the population of interest.
Within my sample, the same criteria often showed both positive and negative
relationships with various predictor dimensions, and the signs of the correlations were
frequently inconsistent across conditions. Thus, it was necessary to develop a universal
set of keys to indicate the appropriate signs for all 120 predictor–criterion relationships.
For example, Humility showed a significant positive relationship with OCB in the
MDPP–relaxed faking condition, but the same relationship was negative in the SS faking
condition. The question is, should the SS scale be penalized for grossly missing the mark,
or is the true relationship between Humility and OCB actually negative?
Unfortunately, the existing literature did not provide sufficient evidence to
determine whether most of the predictor–criterion relationships should be positive or
negative. Therefore, I decided to develop a keying scheme using the validity data from

3

Tables also include validity coefficients for general method and elevation factors, which are discussed
later.
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my own sample. Such a scheme should be designed to minimize bias toward any
experimental condition. To extend the previous example, using only the SS faking data to
develop keys would almost certainly inflate validity estimates for the SS faking
condition, since the “correct” sign of each correlation would be determined exclusively
by the sign in that condition. As a result, other experimental conditions would be
penalized simply for disagreeing with the SS faking condition.
With this consideration in mind, I developed and compared three keying schemes
to minimize the biasing effects of any one method. First, I calculated unweighted means
of all validity coefficients in the three honest conditions (SS, MDPP–relaxed, and
MDPP–strict), as shown in Table 32. For each predictor–criterion combination, the keyed
sign of the correlation was simply the sign of the average correlation across the honest
conditions. The benefit of this keying method is that honest responses are the most likely
to reflect the true validity coefficient, whereas motivated responses may be biased by
response distortion. However, the drawback of this method is that it could inflate validity
estimates in the honest conditions.
As such, I also tested a second set of keys based on an unweighted mean of
validity coefficients from all nine conditions (see Table 33). Insofar as motivated
responses still produce validity estimates with accurate signs, this method should provide
more accurate and less biased keys. However, one remaining drawback is that it gives
extra weight to MDPP scales, since six of the nine conditions used an MDPP format. This
could bias the results by inflating validity estimates for the MDPP scales relative to their
SS counterparts.
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This possibility depends on the assumption that validity estimates from the
different MDPP formats will be more similar to each other than to validity estimates from
the SS format, which is not necessarily true. To investigate this assumption, I calculated
difference scores between the validity coefficients from different formats for each set of
faking instructions. I then computed the mean absolute value of these difference scores to
determine the overall disagreement between two formats (see Table 34). Conceptually,
this value indicates the average difference (regardless of direction) between validity
estimates from one measurement format to another. For example, a typical validity
estimate from the MDPP–relaxed honest condition was off by .11 from the same estimate
in the MDPP–strict honest condition. Overall, Table 32 suggests that MDPP–relaxed and
MDPP–strict validity estimates were only slightly more similar to each other than they
were to SS estimates. This trend was actually reversed in the honest conditions, which
may indicate that the overall divergence between SS and MDPP validity estimates was
simply an artifact of response distortion in the faking conditions. In other words, SS and
MDPP validity estimates may have diverged because the two formats responded to faking
in different ways.
Regardless, I also tested a third set of validity keys designed to overcome any
minor bias in favor of the MDPP conditions. Specifically, I calculated a weighted mean
of validity coefficients from all nine conditions with the weight of SS conditions doubled
(see Table 35). This gave the three SS conditions the same weight as the six MDPP
conditions combined. Thus, the downside of this weighting scheme was that it
overweighed the SS conditions relative to their actual representation in the sample. Given
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the limitations of all three weighting schemes, it was helpful to compare the results
obtained from each set of keys. Obtaining consistent results across keying methods would
support the robustness of my findings.
Therefore, I separately applied each set of validity keys to the predictor–criterion
correlation matrices from all nine experimental conditions. First, I multiplied all
negatively keyed validity coefficients by -1 to create the keyed correlation matrices.
Next, I calculated a single mean validity coefficient for each experimental condition
using the keyed matrix for that condition. One remaining limitation of this approach is
that some validity coefficients could be incorrectly keyed due to sampling error, even
after aggregating across conditions. This is especially likely because some of the mean
correlations used for keying were less than .01 in magnitude, meaning even a slight shift
would reverse the keyed direction. To mitigate this problem, I calculated separate overall
validity coefficients using only predictor–criterion combinations where the mean r was
greater than .10 in magnitude. For example, the mean correlation between Ambition and
HDGPA was .11 using the second keying method, so all Ambition–HDGPA correlations
were included in the |r| > .10 averages for that method.
Mean validity coefficients using the three keying methods and two r thresholds
(all r’s and |r| > .10) are presented in Table 36. Despite minor differences, the overall
pattern of results was remarkably consistent across all three methods. Contrary to my
expectations, the SS scales out-predicted both MDPP versions regardless of faking
instructions. Thus, the results failed to support Hypothesis 3, which predicted that MDPP
scales would perform better than their SS counterparts among directed fakers. An
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alternate version of Hypothesis 3 might predict that the relative advantage of SS scales
would diminish when participants were directed to fake. This accounts for the possibility
that the SS scales could be more valid to begin with but lose at least some of that
advantage due to faking. However, even this qualified Hypothesis 3 was largely
unsupported. In fact, the difference between SS and MDPP–relaxed validity coefficients
actually increased in the faking condition, regardless of the keying method or r threshold
used. On the other hand, the relative advantage of SS scales over MDPP–strict scales did
decline considerably using the |r| > .10 threshold on all three keying methods. However,
as a whole these results do not suggest that faking negatively impacted the validity of SS
scales more than their MDPP analogues.
Hypothesis 4 predicted that MDPP–strict scales would be more valid than
MDPP–relaxed scales, but only under faking instructions. This hypothesis was generally
supported. Using a relaxed SDM rule produced higher validity across all six averages in
the honest condition, particularly using the |r| > .10 threshold. However, the reverse was
true under directed faking instructions: The MDPP–relaxed format was less valid across
the board, especially using the |r| > .10 threshold (the differences were small using the all
r’s threshold with the second and third keying methods). By way of comparison, the
relative validity advantage of the MDPP–strict format increased by .10 using any of the
|r| > .10 thresholds and .03 when all r’s were included. Thus, using a more fakingresistant MDPP format did improve validity under faking (but not honest) instructions.
In addition to comparing changes in relative advantage across faking conditions, it
is also informative to examine how the validity for individual formats was affected by
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faking. For example, faking could have increased the discrepancy between SS and
MDPP–relaxed scales by increasing SS validity, reducing MDPP–relaxed validity, or
some combination of the two. In this case, the answer depends on the r threshold used.
Using all r’s, SS validity remained the same or increased slightly when participants were
instructed to fake, while MDPP–relaxed validity decreased. Validity declined for both
formats using the |r| > .10 threshold, but it declined more for MDPP–relaxed scales.
Overall, it seems that the relative advantage of SS scales in faking conditions was
attributable to a greater decline in MDPP–relaxed validity. By contrast, faking improved
the validity of MDPP–strict scales according to five of the six metrics (particularly the |r|
> .10 metrics). In other words, faking appeared to reduce MDPP validity when it was
moderately difficult to fake and increase MDPP validity when it was very difficult to
fake.
One way to help clarify these results is to determine how the different formats
responded to a lesser degree of faking. Once again, Hypothesis 5 predicted that directed
faking results would replicate using an incentivized faking manipulation. Although most
results trended in the same direction using this manipulation, they also tended to be less
consistent and pronounced. Like directed faking, incentivized faking had inconsistent
effects on the validity of SS scales, although the changes in validity were fairly minimal.
Incentivized faking still reduced the validity of MDPP–relaxed scales, but to a smaller
extent than directed faking. However, the decline in MDPP–relaxed validity was not
markedly greater than the decline in SS validity using the second or third keying
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methods. As a result, the increased advantage of SS scales among faked responses was
only partially replicated.
In addition, the effects of incentivized faking on MDPP–strict validity were
smaller and less consistent, with two metrics indicating a modest decline, two indicating
a modest increase, and two indicating no change. The difference between MDPP–strict
and MDPP–relaxed validity still increased among incentivized fakers using the |r| > .10
thresholds, but there was minimal change using the all r’s thresholds. Furthermore,
MDPP–strict scales showed a much smaller increase in relative advantage using the |r| >
.10 thresholds, with values ranging from .03 to .04 compared to .10 in the directed faking
conditions. On the whole, incentivized faking produced similar effects to directed faking,
but the magnitude of these effects was substantially reduced.
Despite the overall consistency of results across faking methods, it remains
unclear why the SS response format produced better validity than the MDPP format. It is
also unclear why faking degraded the validity of MDPP–relaxed scales more than the
validity of SS scales or MDPP–strict scales. This is especially puzzling because MDPP–
relaxed was neither the most nor the least fakable format, which seems to suggest that
faking resistance had a nonlinear impact on the faking–validity relationship. Put
differently, an increase from low to moderate faking resistance amplified the negative
effects of faking, whereas an increase from moderate to high faking resistance reduced
the same effects. One possible explanation for this phenomenon is simple sampling error.
Since the two MDPP formats produced very similar degrees of faking on average, it
seems likely that faking would have a similar impact on their validity coefficients as well.
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Thus, it is quite plausible that faking had opposite effects in the relaxed and strict
conditions due to chance alone.
Alternatively, SS and MDPP measures may elicit different faking strategies,
which could cause them to respond to faking in fundamentally different ways. Thus, it is
possible that faking gave the SS scales some unique advantage that outweighed its
negative effects. If this were the case, it would be possible for the MDPP–relaxed format
to compare unfavorably to both alternatives for different reasons. One possibility is that
faking on SS measures introduced new criterion-relevant variance that added incremental
validity to the personality constructs. For example, faked personality scores partially
reflect participants’ understanding of what constitutes an ideal employee, which could be
related to any of my performance or judgment-based criteria. The SS response format
should allow fakers to easily apply this schema across dimensions, since there are no
tradeoffs between dimensions at the item level. By contrast, the MDPP format could
force fakers to selectively distort on some personality dimensions at the expense of
others.
Empirically, the application of an ideal employee schema across dimensions
should inflate common method variance among faked scores. As a result, faking should
produce a stronger general factor of predictor scores, particularly among SS scales. In
order to test this possibility, I conducted a CFA on the predictor scores in each
experimental condition and extracted a single general method factor. Table 37 presents
the percentage of variance accounted for by the general factor in each condition. Faking
instructions had minimal impact on the strength of the general factor for either MDPP
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format. However, faking had a substantial impact on the SS method factor. Incentivized
faking increased the percentage of variance explained by the general factor from 36 to 48,
and directed faking increased it to 61. This suggests that the SS scales may have retained
their validity in the faking conditions by measuring a new construct rather than accurately
measuring the original traits. Even among honest responses, the SS method factor
accounted for over twice as much variance as the MDPP method factors, both of which
explained only 16 percent of the predictor variance. This could indicate that even honest
SS scores were somewhat contaminated by socially desirable responding. However, it is
worth considering that the SS and MDPP scales did not measure perfectly equivalent
personality constructs in pilot testing. Thus, it is also possible that some of the difference
reflects higher true covariance between the personality dimensions assessed by the SS
scales.
Another way to study the introduction of new constructs by faking is to examine
within-person differences between faked and honest scores. Specifically, I used these
difference scores to determine whether some individuals distorted more than others
overall and whether this tendency was stronger on SS scales. First, I calculated withinperson score elevation by dimension for each measurement format; incentivized fakers
were not included because they only provided one set of scores. Next, I ran a one-factor
CFA on the difference scores for each format to determine if there was a general factor of
score elevation across dimensions. The general factor explained 45 percent of the
variance in score elevation in the SS condition, compared to only 18 percent in both
MDPP conditions. In other words, participants who distorted on one SS scale tended to
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distort on the others as well, whereas there was less of a general distortion tendency on
the MDPP scales. This provides additional evidence that faking strategies differed
between the SS and MDPP formats.
However, it remains unclear whether the differences in general factors between
formats accounted for the validity advantages of the SS inventory. To help answer this
question, I calculated two sets of correlations between the predictors and criteria with
each general factor (method and elevation) partialled out from the predictor scores. These
semipartial correlations suggest how valid each predictor would be if the general method
factor or the general tendency to distort one’s responses were removed.
For the sake of interpretability, it was helpful to use one keying method going
forward rather than trying to synthesize results from all three methods. Therefore, I used
only the second keying method (which was based on an unweighted mean across all
conditions) to determine the correct signs of the validity coefficients. As shown in Table
36, this method produced better overall validity coefficients compared to the alternatives.
Compared to the honest-only keying method, it slightly reduced honest validity
coefficients but increased incentivized and directed faking coefficients. The result was a
net increase in overall mean validity. By contrast, adding a weighting scheme to reduce
potential bias against the SS scales had minimal benefits in the SS conditions and slightly
reduced mean validity across conditions at the |r| > .10 threshold. In any case, the
differences between the three keying methods were generally small, and the overall
pattern of results was consistent across methods.
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Semipartial correlations controlling for method and score elevation factors, as
well as raw correlations for comparison, are presented in Table 38. Removing the score
elevation factor from predictor scores had a relatively minor and inconsistent impact on
the results. Only one coefficient changed more than .02 in either direction, and the SS
format remained the most valid in both honest and faking conditions. The primary effect
of controlling for elevation may have been to reduce discrepancies between honest and
faking validity coefficients within each measurement format. This makes sense because
the elevation scores represent a difference between honest and faking scores. Thus,
controlling for differences between the honest and faking conditions made them more
similar.
Controlling predictor scores for the common method factor had a much larger
impact on the results. First, it substantially reduced average validity coefficients for all
conditions. This suggests that shared variance between personality dimensions, whether
real or artifactual, did contribute to the predictive validity of the dimension scores. The
SS scales sustained the largest reductions in validity across all conditions, suggesting
their validity was the most dependent on the general method factor. The largest of these
reductions occurred in the directed faking condition, where SS validity declined from .11
to .04 at the all r’s threshold and .18 to .04 at the |r| > .10 threshold. Removing common
method variance minimized differences between the SS and MDPP scales in both the
honest and directed faking conditions and left SS scales with a much smaller advantage in
the incentivized faking conditions. These findings suggest that SS scales retained much
of their validity in the motivated conditions by measuring a new construct.
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Although removing the general method factor largely eliminated the advantage of
SS scales, it did not give MDPP scales the upper hand in either motivated condition. As
such, it is still not clear that the faking resistance of MDPP scales actually provided a
substantial benefit. Both types of faking still harmed MDPP–relaxed scales more than
MDPP–strict scales to some extent, suggesting that differences in faking resistance
between MDPP inventories did have an impact. However, the overall impact of faking
resistance remains questionable.
The goal of the general factor analyses was to isolate the validity attributable to
true variance in the personality traits from validity added by other sources of shared
variance. Thus, the question is ultimately about construct validity: If one is simply
interested in maximizing prediction regardless of what predictor scores represent, then
the SS scales are the clear winner. However, if the goal is to achieve valid prediction
using specific personality traits, then the answer is less apparent.
One final method to examine this issue is to compare the convergent validity
between honest and faked scores for each measurement format. This provides a more
direct indication of how faking affects the construct validity of each measurement format,
which in turn can help clarify why each format predicts the way it does. Average
correlations between honest and directed faking scores on each dimension are presented
in Table 39. The SS scales showed the largest raw correlations between honest and faked
responses, followed by the MDPP–strict scales. However, these correlations could be
inflated by correlations between the general method factors, which were also higher in
the SS and MDPP–strict conditions.
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Therefore, I also computed two sets of semipartial correlations to remove the
effects of the general factors. The first set only removed the general factor of faking
scores from each faked score, while the second set also removed the general factor of
honest scores from each honest score. The rationale for the first faking-only values was
that honest general factors were unaffected by instructions to fake. Thus, controlling for
the general factor of honest scores might primarily remove legitimate shared variance
among the personality traits. On the other hand, the honest general factors could still
partially represent common method bias due to social desirability or other response sets.
As such, I separately examined the effects of removing this shared variance. Both sets of
semipartial correlations were smaller than the raw correlations for SS and MDPP–strict
(but not MDPP–relaxed) scores. As a result, the differences in convergent validity
between the three formats were relatively small after accounting for common method
variance. However, the SS format still showed the most convergent validity. In addition,
all of the correlations (raw and semipartial) were too low to suggest meaningful
preservation of true personality variance when participants faked. In other words, even a
high degree of faking resistance failed to preserve the construct validity of faked scores.
Selection Simulation
The final question posed in the present study concerned the accuracy of validity
coefficients as indicators of utility, particularly when some applicants fake and others do
not. To study the validity–utility relationship, I simulated selection pools by combining
honest and motivated personality scores and performed top-down selection at selection
ratios ranging from 1 (all applicants hired) to .10. I created a total of 12 simulations by
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fully crossing three IVs: predictor format (SS, MDPP–relaxed, or MDPP–strict), faking
sample (directed fakers or incentivized fakers), and offer rejection (no applicants reject a
job offer or 50 percent of applicants reject a job offer). See Table 40 for a summary of the
12 simulations.
In order to facilitate comparisons across simulated conditions, I used the same
predictor and criterion composites for all simulations. To ensure that I used a consistently
valid predictor, I based these composites on the unweighted mean validity coefficients
across all conditions in Table 33. Among the criteria, the CWB-C and OCB-C showed
the most robust relationships with the predictors in terms of magnitude and direction
(negative for the CWB-C and positive for the OCB-C). Furthermore, the two scales were
positively correlated in the full sample (r = .14, p < .05), suggesting they lacked the
common method biases that frequently produce negative CWB–OCB relationships. A
final benefit of these criteria was that they assessed major dimensions of job
performance, which helped increase the realism of my simulations. Therefore, I created a
unit-weighted composite of CWB-C (reverse-scored) and OCB-C scores within each
simulation sample as the criterion for validation.
Next, I designed a predictor composite to effectively predict the chosen criterion.
Only three of the 15 personality dimensions in Table 33–Cooperativeness, Drive, and
Sensitivity–showed correlations above .10 in magnitude with both CWB-C and OCB-C
scores. Therefore, I used a unit-weighted composite of these three dimensions as my
predictor for all simulations. These dimensions showed greater motivated score elevation
than the overall average across all experimental conditions. The mean Δ due to directed
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faking was .74 for the SS format, .31 for the MDPP–relaxed format, and .31 for the
MDPP–strict format. The same Δ’s for incentivized faking were .28, .11, and .11,
respectively. Thus, the extremity of faking in my simulations ranged from mild to severe.
Given the volume of data to synthesize, it was once again necessary to create a
succinct summary in addition to presenting the full results for each simulation. As such,
the results are presented in two parts. First, the full results are presented by simulation in
Tables 41 through 52 (in the order indicated in Table 40). Second, summaries of key
trends across different selection ratios are presented in Tables 53 through 56. Each
summary table describes trends for all three predictor formats at one level of the faking
sample and rejections/no rejections IVs. For the sake of simplicity, I summarized only the
variables needed to clarify the dynamics of the faking–validity–utility relationship. Thus,
the overall number of fakers in each selected group was not included, but the
overrepresentation of fakers relative to the full sample (i.e., actual - expected proportion
of fakers) was. Significance tests for individual statistics are presented in Tables 41
through 52 when applicable, but these were also excluded from my summaries for two
reasons. First, statistical significance is highly dependent on sample size, which decreases
with selectivity. Thus, any trends in statistical significance as selectivity increases would
inevitably be confounded by sample size. Second, the purpose of the summaries was to
review general trends across hundreds of descriptive statistics and effect sizes rather than
to differentiate individual statistics from zero.
The summaries in Tables 53 through 56 reflect my subjective interpretations of
the data, but it should be informative to discuss how I developed them in greater detail. In
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order to determine the trend of each statistic within a given simulation, I examined two
sets of values. First, I examined the values reported at each selection ratio in Tables 41
through 52. Second, I calculated difference scores between adjacent selection ratios to
determine the degree of positive or negative change associated with each increase in
selectivity. For example, reducing the selection ratio from .90 to .80 in Table 41 reduced
the raw validity coefficient in the selected group from .19 to .13. Thus, I calculated a
change of -.06 for the overall raw validity statistic between those selection ratios.
In order to determine the overall trend, I examined the pattern of positive and
negative changes as selectivity increased as well as the mean of all the difference scores.
I placed a larger emphasis on the pattern of changes than the mean difference score, since
the mean was especially susceptible to extreme outliers caused by sampling error. To
illustrate, consider the trend in overall corrected validity coefficients in Table 41.
Examining the selection ratios between 1 and .20 suggests that validity gradually
declined with selectivity at first and then gradually increased. However, the conclusion
changes drastically when the .10 selection ratio is included, since the validity estimate
dropped from .50 to -.71 at this ratio. As a result, the average change in validity
associated with a .10 reduction in selection ratio was -.11, compared to .03 with the
outlier removed. Furthermore, the outlying validity coefficient was calculated in a sample
of only 24 selectees. The same outlier was also much less extreme for the raw validity
coefficient, which only changed from .07 to -.04. This suggests that the range restriction
correction amplified sampling error in the raw coefficient to produce a strong outlier,
which in turn had an outsized impact on the mean difference score. In order to minimize
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the effect of such extreme cases, I primarily examined the overall pattern of positive and
negative changes and used the mean change to help resolve unclear trends.
I typically coded a trend as definitively positive or negative when no more than
two difference scores contradicted the overall trend. When three or four difference scores
contradicted the overall trend, I often qualified the positive or negative assessment as
“weak” to indicate a less consistent trend. When the pattern of individual changes was
too varied or the changes were too small to interpret, I coded the trend as inconsistent.
Finally, there were several cases in which a u-shaped trend emerged, with the trend
changing from positive to negative or vice-versa at a particular selection ratio. As long as
no more than two difference scores contradicted the overall trend, I coded these as
“positive then negative” or “negative then positive” and specified the selection ratio at
which the change in direction occurred. It is worth noting that the main difference
between these cases and the ones labeled inconsistent was the precise order of the
positive and negative changes. As such, it is entirely plausible that some of these ordinal
arrangements were simply u-shaped due to chance. Thus, one might alternately code
these u-shaped trends as inconsistent.
Statistics for the full applicant pools are shown at the selection ratio of 1 in Tables
41-46. Since these simulations do not include rejected job offers, the selection ratio of 1
includes the entire simulation sample. As expected, the predictor–criterion relationship
was significant at the .05 level in every applicant pool. Validity coefficients ranged from
.18 to .45 with a mean of .32 across simulations. Coefficients calculated among honest
responders and fakers were similar overall, with means of .34 and .31 respectively.
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However, validity was higher among fakers in both MDPP–strict simulations and lower
in both MDPP–relaxed simulations. This mirrors the overall validity results, which
suggested that the strict format benefitted from faking and the relaxed format was harmed
by it.
It is also worth noting that the raw and corrected validity coefficients were the
same in all applicant pools, since correcting for range restriction has no effect in an
unrestricted sample. In addition, standardized regressions using either validity coefficient
perfectly predicted the performance of the selected groups. Since the predictor and
criterion were standardized with means of zero in the full sample, multiplying the mean
predictor score by any validity coefficient would yield the correct criterion mean. These
initial equalities provide a useful baseline for interpreting changes in validity and residual
performance (actual - predicted performance) at lower selection ratios.
Before discussing the trends in specific simulations, it will be helpful to articulate
a few relatively universal themes. First, the mean performance of the selected group
increased with selectivity in all 12 simulations. This at least indicates that there were no
instances of faking so severe that being more selective had no benefit. The same trend in
mean performance held among both honest responders and fakers, with only one
exception (coded as inconsistent) in both cases. Thus, the fakers who infiltrated selected
groups generally provided some incremental value over rejected fakers. However, fakers
did become increasingly overrepresented as selectivity increased in nine simulations,
suggesting that faking was advantageous for simulated job seekers. The remaining three
trends were inconclusive, and they occurred in simulations that included both
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incentivized fakers and MDPP scales. This is unsurprising given the small differences
between honest and incentivized faking scores on the MDPP scales.
Finally, it is worth noting that the local segmented regression coefficients (b)
fluctuated inconsistently across percentile ranges in every simulation. This uniform
inconsistency makes sense because the coefficients were calculated on non-overlapping
portions of the distribution. For example, the value of b corresponding to a selection ratio
of .80 only represents applicants who would be selected at the .80 ratio but not the .70
ratio. Regardless, the lack of a consistent positive or negative trend suggests that the
predictor generally functioned the same across the entire distribution of predictor scores.
This finding should be interpreted cautiously due to the small sample sizes in each
segment, but the failure to find a consistent pattern across 12 simulations is certainly
suggestive. In addition, the often-drastic fluctuation of b between segments reflects
sampling error that should also affect changes in validity. This reinforces the importance
of examining overall trends as opposed to specific changes from one selection ratio to the
next.
Table 53 summarizes the effects of selectivity in three simulations using directed
faking and honest responses with no rejections (see Tables 41 through 43 for the full
results from each measurement format). Raw validity coefficients decreased as selectivity
increased in all three simulations, which could at least partially reflect the attenuating
effect of range restriction. This explanation seems likely since the changes in corrected
validity coefficients were less consistently negative. Regardless of the cause, the negative
trend suggests that raw validity estimates increasingly underestimated validity for the full
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applicant pool as the selection ratio decreased. In keeping with this trend, the
standardized regressions using raw coefficients increasingly underestimated the
performance of the selected group. In several cases, the degree of underestimation was
over .20 standard deviations. There were also two particularly large misses in the SS and
MDPP–strict simulations, both at the .10 selection ratio. This may reflect the small
sample sizes (24 and 22) of the selected groups, since small samples tend to produce
more extreme results.
The changes in corrected validity coefficients and their associated errors of
prediction were less consistent. However, the errors of prediction once again mirrored the
errors in validity estimation. In the SS simulation, increased selectivity lowered validity
up to the .50 selection ratio and subsequently raised validity. Meanwhile, the
standardized regression increasingly underestimated performance up to the .50 selection
ratio, where the trend also reversed. The MDPP–strict simulation also produced
consistent (but weak) trends. Once again, declining validity coefficients were coupled
with increasingly severe underestimation of utility, but in this instance there was no
reversal. Finally, both metrics changed inconsistently in the MDPP–relaxed simulation.
In addition to overall validity and performance, I also analyzed trends in validity
within the honest and faking subsets of each selected group. Among honest responders,
raw validity coefficients followed the overall negative trend in the SS and MDPP–relaxed
simulations. However, the remaining trends were inconclusive for both honest responders
and fakers. Thus, there was not a clear relationship between group-specific and overall
validity trends. The average performance of both groups increased with selectivity, but
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the effect was larger for honest responders in the SS and MDPP–relaxed simulations. In
other words, the average honest responder delivered better performance than the average
faker at lower selection ratios.
Table 54 summarizes the same trends in three applicant pools using incentivized
fakers rather than directed fakers (see Tables 44 through 46 for the full results). Only the
MDPP–relaxed simulation produced a consistent trend in raw validity coefficients, which
was once again negative. In keeping with the directed faking results, this also resulted in
a positive trend in predicted performance residuals (i.e., underprediction of actual
performance) as selectivity increased. Corrected validity coefficients showed only a weak
positive trend in the SS simulation, which resulted in a weak negative trend in predicted
performance residuals. This was the first simulation to show somewhat consistent
overprediction of selected group performance at lower selection ratios. This
overprediction was particularly egregious at the .10 and .20 selection ratios, where the
corrected validity coefficients were .83 and .93 respectively. Thus, implausibly large
validity estimates in small samples yielded proportionally large errors in prediction.
As in the directed faking simulations, raw validity coefficients among honest
responders showed a negative trend in the SS and MDPP–relaxed simulations (albeit a
weak negative trend in the latter). In this case, the same trends also weakly emerged
among fakers. This could potentially reflect the greater similarity between honest
responders and incentivized fakers compared to honest responders and directed fakers.
Interestingly, raw and corrected validity coefficients trended in opposite directions
among fakers in the SS simulation: Raw coefficients generally decreased with selectivity,
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while corrected coefficients generally increased. This suggests that the increase in range
restriction (and by extension, the range restriction correction) was large enough to
overcome the decrease in raw validity coefficients, producing a net increase in corrected
coefficients.
One other finding of note is that fakers tended to outperform honest responders at
lower selection ratios in the MDPP–strict simulation. In other words, fakers may have
actually earned their slight overrepresentation at higher selection ratios by providing
better performance. This contrasts with the SS and MDPP–relaxed directed faking
simulations, in which honest responders outperformed fakers at lower selection ratios.
The remaining simulations used the same applicant pools as the first six but also
simulated rejections of job offers. Table 55 summarizes trends for the directed faking
simulations with rejections, and Tables 47 through 49 provide the full results. Whereas
two of the no-rejection directed faking simulations showed negative trends in raw validity
coefficients, no trends emerged when rejections were included. The original negativethen-positive trend in corrected validity estimates did replicate in the SS simulation, as
did the corresponding positive-then-negative trend in predicted performance residuals.
The MDPP–relaxed trend in corrected coefficients also remained inconsistent when
rejections were added. However, the trend switched from weakly negative to weakly
positive in the MDPP–strict simulation. There were also some changes in validity trends
among the honest and faking groups, but no clear pattern of changes emerged. Given the
reduced sample sizes due to rejections, it would be perilous to over-interpret individual
trends at this level of analysis. However, it is worth noting that the increasing
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performance disparity between honest responders and fakers did replicate in both the SS
and MDPP–relaxed simulations.
Table 56 summarizes trends for the incentivized faking simulations with
rejections, and Tables 47 through 49 provide the full results. There were no consistent
trends in raw validity coefficients, as was the case in two of the three no-rejection
incentivized faking simulations. All three simulations with rejections showed a weak
positive trend in corrected validity coefficients, whereas only the SS simulation originally
showed this trend. In the two MDPP simulations, this positive trend also resulted in
overprediction of performance at lower selection ratios. Once again, I avoided
interpreting trends among the honest and faking subsets due to the small sample sizes
available. However, the increasing performance disparity between honest responders and
fakers was replicated in the MDPP-strict condition.
Discussion
The present research was broadly designed to address three questions. First and
foremost, the primary theoretical goal was to determine how faking on personality tests
affects their criterion-related validity and utility. This endeavor also yielded two
methodological questions, whose answers in turn informed the theoretical findings. First,
I studied whether different types of faking produced similar results, both in terms of
magnitude and the general conclusions drawn. Second, I studied whether criterion-related
validity coefficients accurately reflected any loss of utility due to faking. The answers to
these questions were not as straightforward as anticipated and ultimately led to more
questions about the process and outcomes of faking. In this section, I will discuss the
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theoretical and practical implications of my findings, as well as methodological
limitations to be addressed in future research. I will begin with a general discussion of my
experimental manipulations, which provided the foundation for most of my conclusions.
Motivated Score Elevation
A key feature of the present study was that it manipulated both the motivation and
ability to fake in multiple ways. Specifically, it crossed three levels of faking instructions
with three levels of faking resistance. One goal of this extensive manipulation was to
elicit a gradient of faking behavior, allowing for a more comprehensive analysis of the
effects of faking. However, the actual patterns of faking that occurred suggested that
some manipulations were far more effective than others.
The strongest evidence for this difference came from comparing the average
degree of faking across experimental conditions. With respect to faking instructions, the
score elevation results suggested that the most relevant comparison was between the SS
and MDPP conditions. Directed fakers were able to drastically raise their personality
scores on the SS scales but only showed modest score elevation on the MDPP formats.
By contrast, increasing the faking resistance of the MDPP format was only associated
with a .05 standard deviation reduction in overall faking. This was substantially smaller
than the reduction of .17 standard deviations reported by Boyce et al. (2016) for the same
manipulation. Thus, the difference in fakability between the two MDPP versions was
smaller than anticipated. Both MDPP versions also produced larger standard deviations in
faking extremity across dimensions than the SS scales, but once again they showed
almost no difference with each other. As previously discussed, this seems to indicate that
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SS and MDPP formats elicited different faking strategies but MDPP–relaxed and MDPP–
strict formats did not. Taken together, these results suggest that the two MDPP versions
were too similar to produce a completely effective manipulation.
A similar issue emerged with the incentivized faking manipulation, which also
produced smaller effects than anticipated. Even on the highly fakable SS scales,
incentivized fakers only scored an average of .13 standard deviations higher than honest
responders. This effect size was the same among participants who passed the
manipulation check, which rules out inattention to the instructions as an explanation. In
addition, only Cooperativeness and Sensitivity showed statistically significant increases
due to faking regardless of the data filter used. Thus, it appears that the incentive to fake
was simply not strong enough to elicit much faking overall.
By way of comparison, Mueller-Hanson et al. (2003) found that almost identical
instructions produced a standardized mean difference of .41 between honest responders
and fakers. One potential explanation is that their predictor, a measure of achievement
motivation, was especially susceptible to faking. The largest incentivized faking effect
size I found was .31 for Sensitivity, which suggests that at least one of my scales
produced comparable faking to theirs. Thus, their .41 effect size was not completely
aberrant compared to my results, although it did exceed the largest effect size I found.
Another possibility is that Mueller-Hanson et al.’s student sample was more willing to
fake than my MTurk sample, perhaps because MTurk workers were more concerned
about losing compensation if their faking was detected. Finally, it is possible that my use
of Glass’s Δ effect size instead of Cohen’s d reduced effect sizes overall. This could
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occur if incentivized faking reduced the standard deviation of personality scores, since
the standard deviation of faked scores was omitted from the denominator of Δ. However,
the average standard deviation of SS scores across dimensions actually increased from
.56 in the honest condition to .58 in the incentivized faking condition. Thus, differences
in effect size calculation between studies do not account for my smaller effect sizes.
Regardless of the reason, my incentivized faking manipulation likely failed to
elicit the degree of faking perpetuated by typical job applicants. For example, the
smallest applicant–non-applicant difference reported by Birkeland et al. (2006) was .13
standard deviations for extraversion, with larger differences in openness to experience
(.15), agreeableness (.19), emotional stability (.50) and conscientiousness (.52). To
compare my findings to these, I computed a mean Δ from both aspects of each Big Five
trait in the SS condition. The corresponding differences in my sample were .00 for
extraversion, .13 for openness to experience, .29 for agreeableness, .18 for emotional
stability, and .11 for conscientiousness. The mean inflation across the Big Five
dimensions was .14, compared to .30 in the Birkeland et al. meta-analysis. Thus, my
incentivized faking conditions may not accurately represent the extremity of typical
applicant faking.
On the other hand, the results from my SS directed faking condition were more in
line with previous research. As previously discussed, Viswesvaran and Ones (1999)
meta-analyzed effect sizes from within-subjects directed faking designs like mine. They
found that faking produced an average increase of .47 standard deviations on
agreeableness, .54 on extraversion, .76 on openness to experience, .89 on
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conscientiousness, and .93 on emotional stability. Similarly, I found increases of .67
standard deviations on agreeableness, .76 on extraversion, .63 on openness to experience,
.77 on conscientiousness, and .88 on emotional stability. The mean score elevation across
the Big Five traits was .74 in my study, compared to .72 in theirs. In addition, emotional
stability and conscientiousness were the most faked dimensions in both cases. The same
trend also occurred in the Birkeland et al. (2006) meta-analysis, suggesting that fakers
may generally distort on these dimensions more than others. As I have discussed
elsewhere, this may reflect the importance of conscientiousness and emotional stability in
a wide variety of jobs.
In order to further investigate this selective score inflation, I compared Big Five
effect sizes from my study to meta-analytic values in Tables 57 and 58. As shown in
Table 57, conscientiousness and emotional stability were affected the most by directed
faking regardless of measurement format. However, the effect did not occur in
Viswesvaran and Ones’s (1999) meta-analysis of between-subjects studies, which
showed minimal differences between the Big Five traits. As the authors noted, this could
be due to the lower power of between-subjects designs. My between-subjects design may
have also obscured differences between the Big Five in the incentivized faking
conditions. As shown in Table 58, my incentivized faking manipulation failed to produce
consistently higher effect sizes for conscientiousness or emotional stability across
measurement formats. This departure from Birkeland et al.’s (2006) results provides
further evidence that my manipulation did not replicate typical applicant faking. As a
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result, it is also possible that the incentivized faking results misrepresented the effects of
applicant faking on criterion-related validity.
Criterion-Related Validity
The most surprising finding of the present study was the consistent dominance of
the SS measurement format in terms of criterion-related validity. This finding is
particularly suspect because it contradicts previous meta-analytic validity research, which
favored quasi-ipsative MFC scales over SS scales (Salgado et al., 2014). The apparent
contradiction would be easier to explain if it were restricted to the honest and
incentivized faking conditions, given the very mild faking observed in the latter.
However, it was less clear why SS scales still outperformed their faking-resistant
counterparts in the directed faking conditions. Given the large degree of response
distortion on SS scales, it seemed puzzling that their validity was largely unaffected by
directed faking. It also appeared that faking resistance did have its hypothesized benefit
when comparing the two MDPP versions. Thus, it was even more unusual that the SS
scales did not lose validity due to their extreme susceptibility to faking.
In order to explain these aberrant findings, I hypothesized that faking had two
competing effects on the validity of SS scales. First, it lowered the validity of the latent
personality dimensions as originally expected. Second, it introduced a new source of
common method variance, which in turn provided a new source of criterion-related
validity to the distorted personality scores. The results from my one-factor CFAs
supported this interpretation. Incentivized faking substantially increased the strength of
the general method factor in SS scores, and directed faking produced an even larger
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increase. By contrast, the general factor of MDPP scores remained consistently weak
regardless of faking instructions. Furthermore, partialling out the method factor
decimated the validity of SS scores to a greater extent than MDPP scores, particularly in
the directed faking conditions. As a result, the validity advantage of the SS scales largely
dissipated.
These results imply that SS scales retained a good portion of their validity by
measuring a new construct. This construct might be the ideal employee factor, which has
also emerged in past factor analytic research (e.g., Schmit & Ryan, 1993). Furthermore,
the relatively strong general factor of honest SS responses could still tap into unprompted
socially desirable self-presentation. Having an accurate schema of an ideal employee and
the self-presentation skills to apply it could be valuable traits in employees. Thus,
proponents of the socioanalytic theory would likely be untroubled by this predictor
contamination. In fact, they might even prefer the easily fakable SS format because it
offers more opportunity for applicants to negotiate their future identities as employees.
However, such contamination poses a significant threat to construct validity if the goal is
to actually measure personality.
On the other hand, the loss of construct validity due to faking was not restricted to
the SS scales. All three response formats failed to preserve construct validity among
directed fakers, suggesting that even extreme faking resistance was no match for extreme
faking motivation. Interestingly, the correlations between honest and faked scores were
uniformly low across formats even though the MDPP scales were far more effective at
resisting score elevation. In other words, the MDPP format prevented participants from
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faking effectively, but their unsuccessful attempts to fake still mostly invalidated their
personality scores. This suggests that directed fakers largely ignored their own
personality traits and tried to emulate an ideal employee as instructed. However, it is
worth noting that there was a limited amount of convergent validity even after controlling
for the general method factors. Thus, it appears that even directed fakers were somewhat
motivated to remain true to themselves.
It is unclear whether the same pattern of results would occur with a less extreme
motivation to fake. For example, job applicants might feel comfortable exaggerating on a
personality measure with clear right answers but less inclined to do so when they are
uncertain which answer is more desirable. In terms of VIE theory, a faking-resistant
format could actually reduce the motivation to fake by reducing the expectancy of faking
behavior. This could make faking appear less desirable relative to competing goals, such
as maintaining credibility and being true to oneself. Although directed fakers still pursue
these goals (e.g., Kuncel & Tellegen, 2009), the explicitly assigned goal of appearing
impressive may severely limit their overall impact. In addition, the difficulty of faking on
MDPP scales might be perceived as a challenge rather than an obstacle for directed
fakers, thus paradoxically increasing their motivation to fake. These possibilities hearken
back to the larger issue of generalizing directed faking results to typical faking scenarios.
Directed Versus Incentivized Faking
The first methodological question I set out to answer was whether directed faking
manipulations overestimate the benefits of faking reduction techniques compared to
incentivized faking manipulations. The potential benefits in question include resistance to
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motivated score elevation and retention of validity among faked responses.
Unfortunately, the answer to this research question was complicated by my weak
incentivized faking manipulation and unexpected validity results.
Based on the score elevation results, it does appear that directed faking
overestimated the benefits of faking resistance. In the directed faking conditions, using
the MDPP–relaxed format instead of the SS format reduced the overall effect of faking
by .45 standard deviations. Increasing the faking resistance of the MDPP format
produced an additional .05 reduction in the average effect size. By contrast, the MDPP–
relaxed format reduced the average effect size by only .06 among incentivized fakers, and
using the MDPP–strict format had no additional benefit. Since the average SS effect size
was only .13 to begin with, this could obviously reflect a floor effect in the incentivized
faking conditions. This is problematic to the extent that my incentivized faking
instructions simply did not work, since a more effective incentive would produce less of a
floor effect. However, even if the average effect size were .30 as in the Birkeland et al.
(2006) meta-analysis, the floor effect would remain a problem. Thus, directed faking
studies likely overstate the effects of faking resistance on motivated score elevation.
It is less clear how to determine whether directed faking overestimated the
validity-retention benefits associated with faking resistance, since these benefits were
only partially supported to begin with. At the very least, directed faking did give MDPP–
strict scales a substantial advantage over the more fakable MDPP–relaxed format.
Incentivized faking also improved the relative standing of MDPP–strict scales, but not
enough to overcome their initial deficit in the honest condition. This provides at least
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some evidence that the directed faking manipulation exaggerated the benefits of faking
resistance in terms of criterion-related validity.
More broadly, directed faking tended to produce stronger and more definitive
contrasts between the three measurement formats. For example, incentivized faking
produced a somewhat stronger general factor among SS scales compared to honest
responding, but directed faking produced a drastically stronger general factor. Most of
my findings regarding criterion-related validity trended the same way using both faking
manipulations, but the effects of incentivized faking were almost universally weaker.
This suggests that less extreme faking had less extreme effects on validity, even though
these effects did not always favor the faking-resistant scales. Thus, one could conclude
that directed faking over-emphasized any effects of faking and faking resistance,
regardless of whether they were beneficial or not. As a result, directed faking
manipulations may be useful to magnify subtle effects for theoretical study. However,
researchers should be cautious about generalizing these effects to typical applicant
faking.
Validity Versus Utility
The second methodological issue I investigated was whether criterion-related
validity coefficients accurately reflect decrements in utility due to faking. Some
researchers have asserted that validity coefficients will underestimate the negative effects
of faking in the upper portion of the distribution, where selection often occurs. Since
correlation coefficients are insensitive to localized changes in rank order, they argue that
low-performing applicants can fake their way into the selected group without
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substantially reducing validity. If this hypothesis is correct, then validity coefficients
should increasingly overestimate the performance of selected groups at lower selection
ratios. In addition, fakers should become overrepresented in the selected groups, and
selected fakers should perform poorly compared to selected honest responders. Therefore,
I examined my 12 selection simulations for evidence of these three phenomena. It is
worth noting that such evidence should not necessarily be consistent across simulations,
since some simulations represented more extreme faking than others. Thus, the trends
should be most pronounced in simulations using the SS response format and directed
faking responses, which produced the largest score elevations among fakers.
Before addressing the faking–utility relationship, it will be helpful to discuss a
general observation about the relationship between validity and predicted performance.
One fairly consistent finding in my simulations was that reductions in validity
coefficients due to selection corresponded to underprediction of performance, and viceversa for increases in validity coefficients. This phenomenon is particularly easy to
understand in the no-rejection simulations, since the baseline validity coefficient in these
simulations represented the true validity for the applicant population. Thus, any
coefficients below this baseline were underestimates and should have also resulted in
underestimation of selected group performance.
An important corollary of this observation is that range restriction should
systematically bias my standardized regressions toward underestimating performance due
to its attenuating effect on the validity coefficients themselves. As a result, raw validity
coefficients could simultaneously underestimate performance and ignore an important
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detractor from performance (namely, the selection of underperforming fakers). In other
words, the biasing effects of range restriction could outweigh the opposing bias of
insensitivity to faking, leading to the erroneous conclusion that validity coefficients
accurately captured the disutility of faking. Thus, validity coefficients that were corrected
for range restriction may provide a more accurate indication of the relationship between
validity and utility.
In fact, raw validity coefficients did underpredict performance at lower selection
ratios in six of the 12 simulations (the other six trends were inconclusive). However, the
results were less consistent across simulations using corrected validity coefficients. The
underprediction trend in raw coefficients was only weakly replicated by corrected
coefficients in a single simulation, whereas overprediction trends emerged in four others
(one strong and three weak). Both of the SS/directed faking simulations showed an initial
trend towards underprediction that reversed at the .50 selection ratio, and the remaining
five simulations showed inconsistent trends.
The four simulations with somewhat consistent trends toward overprediction of
performance were of particular interest, since they satisfied at least one of the conditions
that should occur if faking reduced utility but not validity. However, a closer inspection
revealed less support for the other two conditions. Only two of the four simulations
showed increased overrepresentation of fakers at lower selection ratios, and only one
showed higher performance among honest responders than fakers as selectivity increased.
Furthermore, the latter trend was fairly weak, and the opposite trend occurred in one of
the other four simulations. These findings suggest that the four cases of overprediction
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may simply be due to sampling error rather than a robust bias in corrected validity
coefficients.
However, it is also possible that the degree of faking in most simulations was too
small to produce a meaningful divergence between validity and utility. Therefore, it is
worth giving special consideration to the directed faking/SS simulations, which
represented the most extreme faking by far. As previously mentioned, both of these
simulations did show a trend toward overprediction starting at the .50 selection ratio.
Thus, it is plausible that extreme fakers largely infiltrated the top half of the predictor
distribution and caused a divergence between validity and utility in that region. Both
simulations showed increasing overrepresentation of fakers as selectivity increased, as
well as the expected performance gap between honest responders and fakers. These
trends began at the selection ratio of .90 and gradually accumulated, leading to large
differences at the lower selection ratios. Fakers represented 50 percent of the applicant
pool and had identical performance scores to honest responders in both simulations.
However, at the .10 selection ratio they comprised 92 percent of the selected group in the
no-rejections simulation and 83 percent of the selected group in the rejections-included
simulation. The remaining two honest responders at the .10 ratio outperformed the fakers
by over one standard deviation in both simulations.
This pattern of findings supports the validity–utility divergence hypothesis, but
there are reasons to doubt the extent of this support. First, the overprediction effects were
inconsistent even at selection ratios below .50. In the no-rejections simulation, corrected
validity coefficients only overpredicted performance at the selection ratios of .30 and .20
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and produced extreme underprediction at the .10 ratio. In the rejections-included
simulation, overprediction only occurred at the .40, .30, and .10 ratios, and the .20 ratio
yielded substantial underprediction. Due to the small sample sizes at these selection ratios
(especially with rejections), it is difficult to determine which of these conflicting results
represents the truth and which represents mere sampling error. It is also unclear why
increased selectivity led to increased underprediction between the selection ratios of 1
and .60, even as the proportion of fakers increased and the relative performance of fakers
declined. An inspection of the actual validity estimates reveals a sharp decline across this
range, to a low of .06 with rejections and -.11 without rejections, followed by an even
larger rebound. Such wild fluctuation makes it all the more difficult to separate true
effects from random noise in the data.
Thus, my results do not suggest that faking produced decrements in utility that
went undetected by validity coefficients. At best, I found inconsistent support for this
possibility in the case of extreme directed faking. However, the lack of supporting
evidence from other simulations suggests that any such effect did not replicate with more
typical levels of faking.
Limitations and Future Directions
The present study provided considerable insight into the nature of faking, but
unexpected results produced more questions than definitive answers. Broadly speaking,
there are two questions that merit further investigation. First, it remains unclear how
much typical applicant faking affects validity. Answering this question will likely require
stronger manipulations and even greater experimental control. Second, it is unclear
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precisely how faking affects validity. To answer this question, it will be necessary to
delve deeper into the constructs introduced by faking. In this section, I will discuss the
methodological constraints of the present study and how they might be addressed to
provide more definitive answers.
As I have discussed elsewhere, the principal limitation of this study is that two of
the manipulations failed to produce strong effects. First, the incentivized faking
instructions elicited fairly weak faking on the whole, which limited inferences about the
effects of typical applicant faking. Future research should attempt to create a stronger
incentive to fake, which could be as simple as decreasing the perceived risk of faking.
My incentivized faking instructions included a warning that faking could lead to
disqualification from the study, which may have outweighed the potential bonus for most
MTurk workers. Based on Dwight and Donovan’s (2003) meta-analytic and experimental
results, a warning of this type might be expected to reduce score elevation by over .2
standard deviations (with the important caveat that these results were based on directed
faking). Eliminating a downward effect of this magnitude would make my incentivized
faking results far more comparable to past studies of this kind and provide a better
approximation of typical applicant faking. One might also increase the motivation to fake
by making the incentive more desirable. This could be accomplished by allocating a
larger proportion of compensation to the bonus for good personality scores. Alternately,
using a fictitious job offer has been shown to produce large faking effects (Weiss and
Feldman, 2006), and it also provides a more precise replication of true applicant faking.
Finally, using a within-person manipulation might be helpful as long as there is a
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sufficient time lag between honest and incentivized responses. Viswesvaran and Ones
(1999) generally found larger directed faking effect sizes in studies using within-subjects
designs, and they argued that these designs produce more accurate estimates. A properly
constructed within-subjects design might have similar benefits for incentivized faking
research.
A second limitation of my experimental manipulation was that the MDPP–relaxed
and MDPP–strict formats produced very similar degrees of faking. As a result, I was
unable to make strong conclusions about the effects of faking resistance on a single type
of measure. Future research could overcome this problem by comparing a wider array of
SDM rules. If necessary, one could even set upper limits on SDM to produce more
variance in fakability. For example, the relaxed SDM algorithm in this study could still
produce items that would meet the strict SDM constraint even though it was not required
to do so. Eliminating this overlap should result in more distinct measures, allowing for a
more controlled manipulation of faking resistance. Improving these within-format
comparisons is critical given the evidence that SS and MDPP scales respond to faking in
fundamentally different ways.
This leads to the second question raised by my results, which concerns the effects
of faking on construct validity. My results indicated that faking created a stronger general
factor among SS scales, which in turn contributed to prediction. I tentatively interpreted
this shared variance as an ideal employee factor, but ultimately its exact meaning is
unclear. The existence of a relatively strong general factor in the honest SS condition
implies that not all of the shared variance was due to my manipulation. Other possible
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sources of variance include social desirability and true covariance among the latent
personality traits.
The general factor was consistently weak across all MDPP conditions, but the
reason for this was also unclear. Perhaps it was due to the generally diminished faking on
the MDPP scales, or perhaps the MDPP response format elicited selective faking on some
dimensions at the expense of others. Perhaps both of these factors had independent
effects. Whatever the case may be, no combination of factors in the present study did
much to defend true personality variance against directed faking. However, the same may
or may not be true of typical faking, which differs from directed faking in both extremity
and underlying motivations.
Fortunately, there are a few improvements to the present research design that can
deepen our understanding of these issues. First, it will be helpful to determine whether
faking resistance and measurement format have similar effects on convergent validity
given a more typical motivation to fake. The simplest way to answer this question would
be to replicate my research design with stronger manipulations and a within-person
incentivized faking manipulation. However, a nontrivial limitation of this approach is that
even “honest” responding can be affected by social desirability bias. Thus, responses
collected under honest instructions are an imperfect standard for convergent validation.
As such, it would also be useful to obtain other-reports of personality to compare to
honest responses. This would be particularly useful for interpreting the shared variance
among honest scores on different dimensions: If a similar general factor emerged among
other-reported traits and correlated highly with the honest general factor, then the shared
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variance in honest scores would likely represent true trait covariance. Otherwise, the
shared variance would seem to represent common method bias as I have speculated
elsewhere.
Even if the shared variance does represent bias, the sources of that bias may differ
across conditions. For example, the degree of faking may be primarily determined by
ability in some instances and motivation in others. Ability could play a bigger role when
it is difficult to fake, particularly if the demands of faking increase the cognitive loading
of personality scores (Christiansen et al., 2005; Vasilopoulos et al., 2006). The use of a
directed faking manipulation could also increase the importance of ability by restricting
the variance in faking motivation. If everyone is more or less trying to fake to the best of
their abilities, then the ability to fake should be the primary determinant of betweenperson differences in faking. By contrast, the motivation to fake could contribute more
variance to observed scores when a measure is highly fakable and there are no explicit
instructions to fake. In order to study these differences, future research could include
assessments of participants’ ability and motivation to fake and compare their
relationships with personality scores across conditions. Assessments of faking ability
might include a cognitive ability test or a job knowledge test if participants are faking for
a specific job. Faking motivation could be assessed using any number of motivational
frameworks. For example, one could ask participants about why they responded to items
the way they did in order to determine what goals influenced their responses (e.g., Kuncel
& Tellegen, 2009).
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Asking participants about their responses could also help clarify differences in the
faking process across measurement formats. My results suggest that directed fakers might
use a selective faking strategy on MDPP items, but this is largely speculation. Thus,
debriefing with respondents could provide more information about the process of faking
on different measurement formats. Although it was not possible in the present study, it
could also be useful to collect item-level data to investigate trends in item responding.
For example, one could model the probability of endorsing a given statement based on
the work-relevance of the underlying personality dimension, the degree of item-level
SDM, and the respondent’s motivation to fake. Ultimately, understanding the process of
faking on different formats should advance our understanding of how faking affects
construct validity.
Conclusion
The present study combined and refined existing methodologies to study the
effects of faking in a more deliberate way. In doing so, it also provided a framework for
answering methodological questions that have plagued the faking literature. Among other
things, the results indicated that directed faking manipulations could exaggerate the
effects of faking and measures to prevent it. This is problematic given the prevalence of
directed faking studies in the literature, and researchers would do well to use more
incentivized faking manipulations going forward. Directed faking remains useful for
magnifying effects that might otherwise go unnoticed, but the primary goal should be to
learn more about more typical faking behaviors.
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My findings suggest that a more rigorous examination of typical faking is
required to fully unravel its effects. The results of the present study belied expectations of
a straightforward relationship between faking extremity and validity. While faking
resistance did reduce the effectiveness of directed faking, it ultimately failed to prevent
the associated loss of construct validity. In addition, both incentivized and directed faking
added common method variance to SS scales, which contributed to prediction but not to
the valid measurement of personality. The limitations of my study design prevented a full
parsing of these effects, but these limitations can be overcome in future research.
Due to the complex outcomes of faking, the practical implications of my findings
depend largely on the goals of the practitioner. If the goal is to increase the fairness of the
selection process by reducing the advantage of faking, then faking-resistant MDPP scales
appear to be quite useful. However, the benefits of faking resistance are less obvious if
the goal is to improve prediction. First, it is unclear whether faking-resistant scales are
more accurate measures of personality among examinees with an incentive to fake. Using
faking-resistant measures did not preserve more true personality variance in my directed
faking conditions, but it could do so at typical levels of faking.
The practical implications of my findings are also murky if one’s goal is simply to
hire high performers. Taking the results at face value, it would seem that the best
approach is to stick with standard SS scales. After all, my SS scales had the highest
criterion-related validity regardless of faking instructions. Furthermore, my simulations
did not reveal a hidden loss of utility that was ignored by traditional validity coefficients.
However, it would be overzealous to argue that SS scales reign supreme based on the
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results of this study. Given the strong meta-analytic evidence supporting the opposite
conclusion, it is far more likely that my results missed the mark. Unfortunately, it
remains unclear why quasi-ipsative MFC scales are generally better predictors of
performance. Understanding the mechanism behind their predictive advantage could be
invaluable for designing more valid personality scales.
Ultimately, such lingering uncertainties highlight the need for more rigorous
experimental research on the effects of faking and the properties of faking-resistant
measures. The present paper introduced a new framework for studying these issues and
proposed additional refinements for future research. Although some of the initial
outcomes were unexpected and difficult to explain, they were anything but trivial. Further
investigation should provide valuable insights and could substantially improve the way
we measure personality.
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Table 1
Summary of the Experimental Conditions

Note. Nall = sample size before applying the attention check filter; Nfiltered = final sample size after applying the attention check filter;
Ncheck = sample size without participants who failed their manipulation check (only applies to Tables 21 and 22). SS = single stimulus;
MDPP–relaxed = multidimensional pairwise preference with relaxed social desirability matching constraint; MDPP–strict =
multidimensional pairwise preference with strict social desirability matching constraint.
a. Honest and faked responses from Conditions 1-3 are treated as separate conditions for data analysis purposes. Thus, the results refer
to a total of nine conditions.
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Table 2
Theoretical Mappings of the MDPP Personality Dimensions

Note. MDPP = multidimensional pairwise preference; BFAS = Big Five Aspect Scales.
a. The MDPP Flexibility dimension is substantially narrower in scope than BFAS–Openness, in that it focuses largely on openness to
change and excludes aesthetic interests.
b. This BFAS scale reflects high neuroticism; the corresponding MDPP dimension is scored to reflect low neuroticism (i.e., emotional
stability).
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Table 3
Coefficient Alpha Reliability of SS Items in the Calibration Dataset

Note. N = 6,333. αselected = reliability of the 12 items selected for pilot testing; αreduced = reliability of a six-item version estimated using
the Spearman-Brown prophecy formula.
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Table 4
Intercorrelations and Descriptive Statistics for the Pilot Variables
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Table 4 Continued
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Table 4 Continued
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Table 4 Continued
Note. N = 269 except for Highest Degree, which is missing two cases. MDPP = multidimensional pairwise preference; SS = single stimulus; HDGPA =
GPA at highest degree level; HSGPA = high school GPA; STEM-B = Situational Test of Emotion Management - Brief. Emphasized values are
significant at p < .05.
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Table 5
Reliability and Convergent Validity of SS Items in the Pilot Dataset

Note. N = 269. All correlations are significant at p < .05. αpool = reliability of the 12 pilot items; αscale = reliability of the final six-item
scale; rpool = correlation between a composite of the 12 pilot items and the corresponding MDPP scale; rscale = correlation between the
final six-item scale and the corresponding MDPP scale. rcorrected = correlation between the final six-item scale and the corresponding
MDPP scale after correcting for unreliability in both measures; MDPP = multidimensional pairwise preference.
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Table 6
Validity Coefficients from the Pilot Study

Note. N = 269 except for Highest Degree, which is missing two cases. HDGPA = GPA at highest degree level; HSGPA = high school GPA; STEM-B =
Situational Test of Emotion Management - Brief; MDPP = multidimensional pairwise preference; SS = single stimulus. Emphasized values are significant at p <
.05.
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Table 7
Correlations Between the Risky Choice Framing Variables in the Pilot Sample

Note. N = 269. Positive signs indicate a gain frame and negative signs indicate a loss frame. Risk variables refer to overall preference for risk across items. Frame
variables refer to susceptibility to framing effects. Diagonal contains coefficient alpha reliability estimates when applicable. Emphasized values are significant at
p < .05.
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Table 8
Intercorrelations and Descriptive Statistics for Honest Responses to the SS Scales

Note. N = 121. Emphasized values are significant at p < .05.
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Table 9
Intercorrelations and Descriptive Statistics for Directed Faking Responses to the SS Scales

Note. N = 121. Emphasized values are significant at p < .05.
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Table 10
Intercorrelations and Descriptive Statistics for Incentivized Faking Responses to the SS Scales

Note. N = 125. Emphasized values are significant at p < .05.
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Table 11
Intercorrelations and Descriptive Statistics for Honest Responses to the MDPP–relaxed Scales

Note. N = 128. Emphasized values are significant at p < .05.
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Table 12
Intercorrelations and Descriptive Statistics for Directed Faking Responses to the MDPP–relaxed Scales

Note. N = 128. Emphasized values are significant at p < .05.
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Table 13
Intercorrelations and Descriptive Statistics for Incentivized Faking Responses to the MDPP–relaxed Scales

Note. N = 153. Emphasized values are significant at p < .05.
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Table 14
Intercorrelations and Descriptive Statistics for Honest Responses to the MDPP–strict Scales

Note. N = 114. Emphasized values are significant at p < .05.
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Table 15
Intercorrelations and Descriptive Statistics for Directed Faking Responses to the MDPP–strict Scales

Note. N = 114. Emphasized values are significant at p < .05.
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Table 16
Intercorrelations and Descriptive Statistics for Incentivized Faking Responses to the MDPP–strict Scales

Note. N = 136. Emphasized values are significant at p < .05.
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Table 17
Reliability of the SS Scales by Faking Condition
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Table 18
Intercorrelations and Descriptive Statistics for the Criterion Variables

Note. N = 777. HDGPA = GPA at highest degree level; HSGPA = high school GPA; CWB-C = Counterproductive Work Behavior
Checklist; OCB-C = Organizational Citizenship Behavior Checklist; STEM-B = Situational Test of Emotion Management - Brief.
Emphasized values are significant at p < .05.
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Table 19
Standardized Mean Differences Between Directed Faking and Honest Predictor Scores

Note. SS = single stimulus; MDPP–relaxed = multidimensional pairwise preference with relaxed social desirability matching
constraint; MDPP–strict = multidimensional pairwise preference with strict social desirability matching constraint. Emphasized
differences are significant at p < .05.
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Table 20
Standardized Mean Differences Between Incentivized Faking and Honest Predictor Scores

Note. SS = single stimulus; MDPP–relaxed = multidimensional pairwise preference with relaxed social desirability matching
constraint; MDPP–strict = multidimensional pairwise preference with strict social desirability matching constraint. Emphasized
differences are significant at p < .05.
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Table 21
Standardized Mean Differences Between Directed Faking and Honest Predictor Scores After a Manipulation Check Filter

Note. See Table 1 for sample sizes. SS = single stimulus; MDPP–relaxed = multidimensional pairwise preference with relaxed social
desirability matching constraint; MDPP–strict = multidimensional pairwise preference with strict social desirability matching
constraint. Emphasized differences are significant at p < .05.
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Table 22
Standardized Mean Differences Between Incentivized Faking and Honest Predictor Scores After a Manipulation Check Filter

Note. See Table 1 for sample sizes. SS = single stimulus; MDPP–relaxed = multidimensional pairwise preference with relaxed social
desirability matching constraint; MDPP–strict = multidimensional pairwise preference with strict social desirability matching
constraint. Emphasized differences are significant at p < .05.
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Table 23
Validity Coefficients for Honest Responses to the SS Scales

Note. N = 121. HDGPA = GPA at highest degree level; HSGPA = high school GPA; CWB-C = Counterproductive Work Behavior Checklist; OCB-C =
Organizational Citizenship Behavior Checklist; STEM-B = Situational Test of Emotion Management - Brief. Emphasized values are significant at p < .05.
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Table 24
Validity Coefficients for Honest Responses to the MDPP–relaxed Scales

Note. N = 128. HDGPA = GPA at highest degree level; HSGPA = high school GPA; CWB-C = Counterproductive Work Behavior Checklist; OCB-C =
Organizational Citizenship Behavior Checklist; STEM-B = Situational Test of Emotion Management - Brief. Emphasized values are significant at p < .05.
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Table 25
Validity Coefficients for Honest Responses to the MDPP–strict Scales

Note. N = 114. HDGPA = GPA at highest degree level; HSGPA = high school GPA; CWB-C = Counterproductive Work Behavior Checklist; OCB-C =
Organizational Citizenship Behavior Checklist; STEM-B = Situational Test of Emotion Management - Brief. Emphasized values are significant at p < .05.
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Table 26
Validity Coefficients for Directed Faking Responses to the SS Scales

Note. N = 121. HDGPA = GPA at highest degree level; HSGPA = high school GPA; CWB-C = Counterproductive Work Behavior Checklist; OCB-C =
Organizational Citizenship Behavior Checklist; STEM-B = Situational Test of Emotion Management - Brief. Emphasized values are significant at p < .05.
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Table 27
Validity Coefficients for Directed Faking Responses to the MDPP–relaxed Scales

Note. N = 128. HDGPA = GPA at highest degree level; HSGPA = high school GPA; CWB-C = Counterproductive Work Behavior Checklist; OCB-C =
Organizational Citizenship Behavior Checklist; STEM-B = Situational Test of Emotion Management - Brief. Emphasized values are significant at p < .05.
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Table 28
Validity Coefficients for Directed Faking Responses to the MDPP–strict Scales

Note. N = 114. HDGPA = GPA at highest degree level; HSGPA = high school GPA; CWB-C = Counterproductive Work Behavior Checklist; OCB-C =
Organizational Citizenship Behavior Checklist; STEM-B = Situational Test of Emotion Management - Brief. Emphasized values are significant at p < .05.
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Table 29
Validity Coefficients for Incentivized Faking Responses to the SS Scales

Note. N = 125. HDGPA = GPA at highest degree level; HSGPA = high school GPA; CWB-C = Counterproductive Work Behavior Checklist; OCB-C =
Organizational Citizenship Behavior Checklist; STEM-B = Situational Test of Emotion Management - Brief. Emphasized values are significant at p < .05.
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Table 30
Validity Coefficients for Incentivized Faking Responses to the MDPP–relaxed Scales

Note. N = 153. HDGPA = GPA at highest degree level; HSGPA = high school GPA; CWB-C = Counterproductive Work Behavior Checklist; OCB-C =
Organizational Citizenship Behavior Checklist; STEM-B = Situational Test of Emotion Management - Brief. Emphasized values are significant at p < .05.
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Table 31
Validity Coefficients for Incentivized Faking Responses to the MDPP–strict Scales

Note. N = 136. HDGPA = GPA at highest degree level; HSGPA = high school GPA; CWB-C = Counterproductive Work Behavior Checklist; OCB-C =
Organizational Citizenship Behavior Checklist; STEM-B = Situational Test of Emotion Management - Brief. Emphasized values are significant at p < .05.
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Table 32
Unweighted Mean Correlations Across Honest Conditions for Validity Keying

Note. HDGPA = GPA at highest degree level; HSGPA = high school GPA; CWB-C = Counterproductive Work Behavior Checklist; OCB-C = Organizational
Citizenship Behavior Checklist; STEM-B = Situational Test of Emotion Management - Brief. Emphasized values are greater than .10 in absolute value (before
rounding) and are used for |r| > .10 analyses.
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Table 33
Unweighted Mean Correlations Across All Conditions for Validity Keying

Note. HDGPA = GPA at highest degree level; HSGPA = high school GPA; CWB-C = Counterproductive Work Behavior Checklist; OCB-C = Organizational
Citizenship Behavior Checklist; STEM-B = Situational Test of Emotion Management - Brief. Emphasized values are greater than .10 in absolute value (before
rounding) and are used for |r| > .10 analyses.
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Table 34
Average Differences Between Validity Estimates from Different Measurement Formats

Note. SS = single stimulus; MDPP–relaxed = multidimensional pairwise preference with relaxed social desirability matching
constraint; MDPP–strict = multidimensional pairwise preference with strict social desirability matching constraint.
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Table 35
Weighted Mean Correlations Across All Conditions for Validity Keying

Note. HDGPA = GPA at highest degree level; HSGPA = high school GPA; CWB-C = Counterproductive Work Behavior Checklist; OCB-C = Organizational
Citizenship Behavior Checklist; STEM-B = Situational Test of Emotion Management - Brief. Emphasized values are greater than .10 in absolute value (before
rounding) and are used for |r| > .10 analyses.
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Table 36
Mean Validity by Condition Using Three Keying Methods

Note. SS = single stimulus; MDPP–relaxed = multidimensional pairwise preference with relaxed social desirability matching constraint; MDPP–strict =
multidimensional pairwise preference with strict social desirability matching constraint. Values indicated by "All" are unweighted means of the individual
condition values.
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Table 37
Percentage of Predictor Variance Explained by a General Method Factor

Note. SS = single stimulus; MDPP–relaxed = multidimensional pairwise preference with relaxed social desirability matching
constraint; MDPP–strict = multidimensional pairwise preference with strict social desirability matching constraint.
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Table 38
Mean Validity Across the 15 Personality Dimensions After Controlling for General Method and Score Elevation Factors

Note. SS = single stimulus; MDPP–relaxed = multidimensional pairwise preference with relaxed social desirability matching constraint; MDPP–strict =
multidimensional pairwise preference with strict social desirability matching constraint. Values indicated by "All" are unweighted means of the individual
condition values.
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Table 39
Convergent Validity Between Honest and Faked Personality Scores Controlling for General Method Factors

Note. SS = single stimulus; MDPP–relaxed = multidimensional pairwise preference with relaxed social desirability matching
constraint; MDPP–strict = multidimensional pairwise preference with strict social desirability matching constraint. Faking-only
semipartial correlations are adjusted for the general factor of faked scores. Honest/faking semipartial correlations are adjusted for the
general factors of honest and faked scores. General factors column contains raw correlations between the honest and faking general
factors.
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Table 40
Summary of the Selection Simulations

Note. SS = single stimulus; MDPP–relaxed = multidimensional pairwise preference with relaxed social desirability matching
constraint; MDPP–strict = multidimensional pairwise preference with strict social desirability matching constraint.
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Table 41
Selection Simulation Using Honest and Directed Faking Responses to SS Scales with no Rejections

Note. Overall N = 242. Honest and faked responses from the same individuals are counted as separate applicants for this simulation. Expected proportion of
fakers is the proportion of fakers in the applicant pool. Corrected validity coefficients are corrected for range restriction of predictor scores. Validity coefficients
are not provided for cells with sample sizes less than 10. Emphasized values are significant at p < .05.
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Table 42
Selection Simulation Using Honest and Directed Faking Responses to MDPP–relaxed Scales with no Rejections

Note. Overall N = 256. Honest and faked responses from the same individuals are counted as separate applicants for this simulation. Expected proportion of
fakers is the proportion of fakers in the applicant pool. Corrected validity coefficients are corrected for range restriction of predictor scores. Validity coefficients
are not provided for cells with sample sizes less than 10. Emphasized values are significant at p < .05.
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Table 43
Selection Simulation Using Honest and Directed Faking Responses to MDPP–strict Scales with no Rejections

Note. Overall N = 228. Honest and faked responses from the same individuals are counted as separate applicants for this simulation. Expected proportion of
fakers is the proportion of fakers in the applicant pool. Corrected validity coefficients are corrected for range restriction of predictor scores. Validity coefficients
are not provided for cells with sample sizes less than 10. Emphasized values are significant at p < .05.
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Table 44
Selection Simulation Using Honest and Incentivized Faking Responses to SS Scales with no Rejections

Note. Overall N = 246. Expected proportion of fakers is the proportion of fakers in the applicant pool. Corrected validity coefficients are corrected for range
restriction of predictor scores. Validity coefficients are not provided for cells with sample sizes less than 10. Emphasized values are significant at p < .05.
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Table 45
Selection Simulation Using Honest and Incentivized Faking Responses to MDPP–relaxed Scales with no Rejections

Note. Overall N = 281. Expected proportion of fakers is the proportion of fakers in the applicant pool. Corrected validity coefficients are corrected for range
restriction of predictor scores. Validity coefficients are not provided for cells with sample sizes less than 10. Emphasized values are significant at p < .05.
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Table 46
Selection Simulation Using Honest and Incentivized Faking Responses to MDPP–strict Scales with no Rejections

Note. Overall N = 250. Expected proportion of fakers is the proportion of fakers in the applicant pool. Corrected validity coefficients are corrected for range
restriction of predictor scores. Validity coefficients are not provided for cells with sample sizes less than 10. Emphasized values are significant at p < .05.
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Table 47
Selection Simulation Using Honest and Directed Faking Responses to SS Scales with Rejections

Note. Overall N = 242. Honest and faked responses from the same individuals are counted as separate applicants for this simulation. Expected proportion of
fakers is the proportion of fakers in the applicant pool. Corrected validity coefficients are corrected for range restriction of predictor scores. Validity coefficients
are not provided for cells with sample sizes less than 10. Emphasized values are significant at p < .05.
a. Selection was performed after removing the 50 percent of the sample that would reject a job offer.
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Table 48
Selection Simulation Using Honest and Directed Faking Responses to MDPP–relaxed Scales with Rejections

Note. Overall N = 256. Honest and faked responses from the same individuals are counted as separate applicants for this simulation. Expected proportion of
fakers is the proportion of fakers in the applicant pool. Corrected validity coefficients are corrected for range restriction of predictor scores. Validity coefficients
are not provided for cells with sample sizes less than 10. Emphasized values are significant at p < .05.
a. Selection was performed after removing the 50 percent of the sample that would reject a job offer.
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Table 49
Selection Simulation Using Honest and Directed Faking Responses to MDPP–strict Scales with Rejections

Note. Overall N = 228. Honest and faked responses from the same individuals are counted as separate applicants for this simulation. Expected proportion of
fakers is the proportion of fakers in the applicant pool. Corrected validity coefficients are corrected for range restriction of predictor scores. Validity coefficients
are not provided for cells with sample sizes less than 10. Emphasized values are significant at p < .05.
a. Selection was performed after removing the 50 percent of the sample that would reject a job offer.
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Table 50
Selection Simulation Using Honest and Incentivized Faking Responses to SS Scales with Rejections

Note. Overall N = 246. Expected proportion of fakers is the proportion of fakers in the applicant pool. Corrected validity coefficients are corrected for range
restriction of predictor scores. Validity coefficients are not provided for cells with sample sizes less than 10. Emphasized values are significant at p < .05.
a. Selection was performed after removing the 50 percent of the sample that would reject a job offer.
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Table 51
Selection Simulation Using Honest and Incentivized Faking Responses to MDPP–relaxed Scales with Rejections

Note. Overall N = 281. Expected proportion of fakers is the proportion of fakers in the applicant pool. Corrected validity coefficients are corrected for range
restriction of predictor scores. Validity coefficients are not provided for cells with sample sizes less than 10. Emphasized values are significant at p < .05.
a. Selection was performed after removing the 50 percent of the sample that would reject a job offer.
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Table 52
Selection Simulation Using Honest and Incentivized Faking Responses to MDPP–strict Scales with Rejections

Note. Overall N = 250. Expected proportion of fakers is the proportion of fakers in the applicant pool. Corrected validity coefficients are corrected for range
restriction of predictor scores. Validity coefficients are not provided for cells with sample sizes less than 10. Emphasized values are significant at p < .05.
a. Selection was performed after removing the 50 percent of the sample that would reject a job offer.
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Table 53
Summary of Simulation Trends Using Honest and Directed Faking Responses with no Rejections

Note. SS = single stimulus; MDPP–relaxed = multidimensional pairwise preference with relaxed social desirability matching constraint; MDPP–strict =
multidimensional pairwise preference with strict social desirability matching constraint; SR = selection ratio at which the trend changed.
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Table 54
Summary of Simulation Trends Using Honest and Incentivized Faking Responses with no Rejections

Note. SS = single stimulus; MDPP–relaxed = multidimensional pairwise preference with relaxed social desirability matching constraint; MDPP–strict =
multidimensional pairwise preference with strict social desirability matching constraint; SR = selection ratio at which the trend changed.
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Table 55
Summary of Simulation Trends Using Honest and Directed Faking Responses with Rejections

Note. SS = single stimulus; MDPP–relaxed = multidimensional pairwise preference with relaxed social desirability matching constraint; MDPP–strict =
multidimensional pairwise preference with strict social desirability matching constraint; SR = selection ratio at which the trend changed.
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Table 56
Summary of Simulation Trends Using Honest and Incentivized Faking Responses with Rejections

Note. SS = single stimulus; MDPP–relaxed = multidimensional pairwise preference with relaxed social desirability matching constraint; MDPP–strict =
multidimensional pairwise preference with strict social desirability matching constraint; SR = selection ratio at which the trend changed.
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Table 57
Standardized Mean Differences Between Directed Faking and Honest Big Five Scores

Note. SS = single stimulus; MDPP–relaxed = multidimensional pairwise preference with relaxed social desirability matching
constraint; MDPP–strict = multidimensional pairwise preference with strict social desirability matching constraint.
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Table 58
Standardized Mean Differences Between Incentivized and Unincentivized Big Five Scores

Note. SS = single stimulus; MDPP–relaxed = multidimensional pairwise preference with relaxed social desirability matching; MDPP–
strict = multidimensional pairwise preference with strict social desirability matching.
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Figure 1. Item response function for an ideal point response process.

Note. Copied with permission from Conway, Boyce, Caputo, and Huber (2015).
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Figure 2. Screenshot of example items from the MDPP inventory.

Note. Copied with permission from Conway, Boyce, Caputo, and Huber (2015).
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Appendix A
Criterion Measures and Embedded Attention Checks

1. Purposely wasted your employer’s materials/supplies
2. Complained about insignificant things at work
3. Told people outside the job what a lousy place you work for
4. Came to work late without permission
5. Stayed home from work and said you were sick when you weren’t
6. Insulted someone about their job performance
7. Made fun of someone’s personal life
8. Ignored someone at work
9. Started an argument with someone at work
10. Insulted or made fun of someone at work

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

Every day

Once or twice/week

Once or twice

Never

How often have you done each of the
following things on your present job?

Once or twice/month

10-item short version of the Counterproductive Work Behavior Checklist

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Attention check 1 (embedded between items 6 and 7):
Select “Every day” to show you’re paying attention.
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How often have you done each of the following things on your present
job?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Picked up meal for others at work
Took time to advise, coach, or mentor a co-worker.
Helped co-worker learn new skills or shared job knowledge.
Helped new employees get oriented to the job.
Lent a compassionate ear when someone had a work problem.
Lent a compassionate ear when someone had a personal problem.
Changed vacation schedule, work days, or shifts to accommodate coworker’s needs.
Offered suggestions to improve how work is done.
Offered suggestions for improving the work environment.
Finished something for co-worker who had to leave early.
Helped a less capable co-worker lift a heavy box or other object.
Helped a co-worker who had too much to do.
Volunteered for extra work assignments.
Took phone messages for absent or busy co-worker.
Said good things about your employer in front of others.
Gave up meal and other breaks to complete work.
Volunteered to help a co-worker deal with a difficult customer, vendor, or
co-worker.
Went out of the way to give co-worker encouragement or express
appreciation.
Decorated, straightened up, or otherwise beautified common work space.
Defended a co-worker who was being "put-down" or spoken ill of by
other co-workers or supervisor.

Never
Once or twice
Once or twice per month
Once or twice per week
Every day

20-item version of the Organizational Citizenship Behavior Checklist

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5

Attention check 2 (embedded between items 18 and 19):
Traveled to another planet in a submarine.
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Education Items
Please select the response that best describes you.
1. Select the highest degree completed.
a. High School
b. Vocational/Technical
c. Some College/University
d. Associate’s Degree
e. Bachelor’s Degree
f. Master’s Degree
g. Doctorate Degree
h. Other
Note. The “Other” option was only included in the pilot study.
2. Please indicate your cumulative grade point average (GPA) at the level of education
selected in the previous question.
a. A+ (97-100)
b. A (93-96)
c. A- (90-92)
d. B+ (87-89)
e. B (83-86)
f. B- (80-82)
g. C+ (77-79)
h. C (73-76)
i. C- (70-72)
j. D+ (67-69)
k. D (65-66)
l. E or F (below 65)
3. Please indicate your cumulative GPA for all academic subjects in high school.
a. A+ (97-100)
b. A (93-96)
c. A- (90-92)
d. B+ (87-89)
e. B (83-86)
f. B- (80-82)
g. C+ (77-79)
h. C (73-76)
i. C- (70-72)
j. D+ (67-69)
k. D (65-66)
l. E or F (below 65)
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Situational Test of Emotion Management – Brief
In this test, you will be presented with a few brief details about an emotional situation,
and asked to choose from four responses the most effective course of action to manage
both the emotions the person is feeling and the problems they face in that situation.
Although more than one course of action might be acceptable, you are asked to choose
what you think the most effective response for that person in that situation would be.
Remember, you are not necessarily choosing what you would do, or the nicest thing to
do, but choosing the most effective response for that situation.
1. Wai-Hin and Connie have shared an office for years but Wai-Hin gets a new job and
Connie loses contact with her. What action would be the most effective for Connie?
a. Just accept that she is gone and the friendship is over.
b. Ring Wai-Hin an ask her out for lunch or coffee to catch up.
c. Contact Wai-Hin and arrange to catch up but also make friends with her replacement.
d. Spend time getting to know the other people in the office, and strike up new
friendships.
2. Manual is only a few years from retirement when he finds out his position will no
longer exist, although he will still have a job with a less prestigious role. What action
would be the most effective for Manual?
a. Carefully consider his options and discuss it with his family.
b. Talk to his boss or the management about it.
c. Accept the situation, but still feel bitter about it.
d. Walk out of that job.
3. Surbhi starts a new job where he doesn’t know anyone and finds that no one is
particularly friendly. What action would be the most effective for Surbhi?
a. Have fun with his friends outside of work hours.
b. Concentrate on doing his work well at the new job.
c. Make an effort to talk to people and be friendly himself.
d. Leave the job and find one with a better environment.
4. Andre moves away from the city his friends and family are in. He finds his friends
make less effort to keep in contact than he thought they would. What action would be the
most effective for Andre?
a. Try to adjust to life in the new city by joining clubs and activities there.
b. He should make the effort to contact them, but also try to meet people in his new city.
c. Let go of his old friends, who have shown themselves to be unreliable.
d. Tell his friends he is disappointed in them for not contacting him.
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5. Clayton has been overseas for a long time and returns to visit his family. So much has
changed that Clayton feels left out. What action would be the most effective for Clayton?
a. Nothing – it will sort itself out soon enough.
b. Tell his family he feels left out.
c. Spend time listening and getting involved again.
d. Reflect that relationships can change with time.
6. Daniel has been accepted for a prestigious position in a different country from his
family, who he is close to. He and his wife decide it is worth relocating. What action
would be the most effective for Daniel?
a. Realize he shouldn’t have applied for the job if he didn’t want to leave.
b. Set up a system for staying in touch, like weekly phone calls or emails.
c. Think about the great opportunities this change offers.
d. Don’t take the position.
7. Mei Ling answers the phone and hears that close relatives are in hospital critically ill.
What action would be the most effective for Mei Ling?
a. Let herself cry and express emotion for as long as she feels like.
b. Speak to other family to calm herself and find out what is happening, then visit the
hospital.
c. There is nothing she can do.
d. Visit the hospital and ask staff about their condition.
8. Shona has not spoken to her nephew for months, whereas when he was younger they
were very close. She rings him but he can only talk for five minutes. What action would
be the most effective for Shona?
a. Realize that he is growing up and might not want to spend so much time with his
family any more.
b. Make plans to drop by and visit him in person and have a good chat.
c. Understand that relationships change, but keep calling him from time to time.
d. Be upset about it, but realize there is nothing she can do.
9. Mina and her sister-in-law normally get along quite well, and the sister-in-law
regularly baby-sits for her for a small fee. Lately she has also been cleaning away
cobwebs, commenting on the mess, which Mina finds insulting. What action would be the
most effective for Mina?
a. Tell her sister-in-law these comments upset her.
b. Get a new babysitter.
c. Be grateful her house is being cleaned for free.
d. Tell her only to baby-sit, not to clean.
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10. Juno is fairly sure his company is going down and his job is under threat. It is a large
company and nothing official has been said. What action would be the most effective for
Juno?
a. Find out what is happening and discuss his concerns with his family.
b. Try to keep the company afloat by working harder.
c. Start applying for other jobs.
d. Think of these events as an opportunity for a new start.
11. Mallory moves from a small company to a very large one, where there is little
personal contact, which she misses. What action would be the most effective for Mallory?
a. Talk to her workmates, try to create social contacts and make friends.
b. Start looking for a new job so she can leave that environment.
c. Just give it time, and things will be okay.
d. Concentrate on her outside-work friends and colleagues from previous jobs.
12. A demanding client takes up a lot of Jill’s time and then asks to speak to Jill’s boss
about her performance. Although Jill’s boss assures her that her performance is fine, Jill
feels upset. What action would be the most effective for Jill?
a. Talk to her friends or workmates about it.
b. Ignore the incident and move on to her next task.
c. Calm down by taking deep breaths or going for a short walk.
d. Think that she has been successful in the past and this client being difficult is not her
fault.
13. Blair and Flynn usually go to a cafe after the working week and chat about what’s
going on in the company. After Blair’s job is moved to a different section in the
company, he stops coming to the cafe. Flynn misses these Friday talks. What action
would be the most effective for Flynn?
a. Go to the cafe or socialize with other workers.
b. Don’t worry about it, ignore the changes and let Blair be.
c. Not talk to Blair again.
d. Invite Blair again, maybe rescheduling for another time.
14. Michelle’s friend Dara is moving overseas to live with her partner. They have been
good friends for many years and Dara is unlikely to come back. What action would be the
most effective for Michelle?
a. Forget about Dara.
b. Spend time with other friends, keeping herself busy.
c. Think that Dara and her partner will return soon.
d. Make sure she keeps in contact through email, phone or letter writing.
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15. Hannah’s access to essential resources has been delayed and her work is way behind
schedule. Her progress report makes no mention of the lack of resources. What action
would be the most effective for Hannah?
a. Explain the lack of resources to her boss or to management.
b. Learn that she should plan ahead for next time.
c. Document the lack of resources in her progress report.
d. Don’t worry about it.
16. Reece’s friend points out that her young children seem to be developing more quickly
than Reece's. Reece sees that this is true. What action would be the most effective for
Reece?
a. Talk the issue over with another friend.
b. Angrily confront her friend about making such statements.
c. Realize that children develop at different rates.
d. Talk to a doctor about what the normal rates of development are.
17. Jumah has been working at a new job part-time while he studies. His shift times for
the week are changed at the last minute, without consulting him. What action would be
the most effective for Jumah?
a. Refuse to work the new shifts.
b. Find out if there is some reasonable explanation for the shift changes.
c. Tell the manager in charge of shifts that he is not happy about it.
d. Grumpily accept the changes and do the shifts.
18. Julie hasn’t seen Ka for ages and looks forward to their weekend trip away. However,
Ka has changed a lot and Julie finds that she is no longer an interesting companion. What
action would be the most effective for Julie?
a. Cancel the trip and go home.
b. Realize that it is time to give up the friendship and move on.
c. Understand that people change, so move on, but remember the good times.
d. Concentrate on her other, more rewarding friendships.
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Asian Disease Problem
Please select the response that best indicates your preference.
1. Imagine that the U.S. is preparing for the outbreak of an unusual Asian disease, which
is expected to kill 600 people. Two alternative programs to combat the disease have been
proposed. Assume that the exact scientific estimate of the consequences of the programs
is as follows:
If Program A is adopted, 400 people will die.
If Program B is adopted, there is 1/3 probability that nobody will die and 2/3 probability
that 600 people will die.
Which of the two programs would you prefer?
a. Strongly prefer A
b. Somewhat prefer A
c. Slightly prefer A
d. No preference
e. Slightly prefer B
f. Somewhat prefer B
g. Strongly prefer B

2. Imagine that the U.S. is preparing for the outbreak of an unusual Asian disease, which
is expected to kill 600 people. Two alternative programs to combat the disease have been
proposed. Assume that the exact scientific estimate of the consequences of the programs
is as follows:
If Program A is adopted, 200 people will be saved.
If Program B is adopted, there is 1/3 probability that 600 people will be saved and 2/3
probability that no people will be saved.
Which of the two programs would you prefer?
a. Strongly prefer A
b. Somewhat prefer A
c. Slightly prefer A
d. No preference
e. Slightly prefer B
f. Somewhat prefer B
g. Strongly prefer B
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Cholesterol Framing Task
1. Imagine that you have been diagnosed with having dangerously high levels of
cholesterol. Two programs have been proposed for treating this problem. Assume that the
exact scientific estimate of the consequences of the programs is as follows:
If Program A is adopted, 1/3 of the persons treated will succeed in reducing their
cholesterol.
If Program B is adopted, there is a 1/3 chance that all of the persons treated will succeed
in reducing their cholesterol and a 2/3 chance that none of the persons treated will
succeed in reducing their cholesterol.
Which of the two programs would you prefer?
a. Strongly prefer A
b. Somewhat prefer A
c. Slightly prefer A
d. No preference
e. Slightly prefer B
f. Somewhat prefer B
g. Strongly prefer B

2. Imagine that you have been diagnosed with having dangerously high levels of
cholesterol. Two programs have been developed for treating this problem.
If Program A is adopted, 2/3 of the persons treated will fail to reduce their cholesterol.
If Program B is adopted, there is a 1/3 chance that none of the persons treated will fail to
reduce their cholesterol and a 2/3 chance that all of the persons will fail to reduce their
cholesterol.
Which of the two programs would you prefer?
a. Strongly prefer A
b. Somewhat prefer A
c. Slightly prefer A
d. No preference
e. Slightly prefer B
f. Somewhat prefer B
g. Strongly prefer B
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Appendix B
Manipulation Checks
Conditions 1-3:
In this study, you were asked to respond to a personality survey honestly and as an ideal
employee. Which of these did you do first?
a. Respond honestly
b. Respond as an ideal employee

Conditions 4-6:
As previously mentioned, what kind of people are we interested in for the second part of
this study?
a. People with high GPAs
b. People with outgoing personalities
c. People with personality traits of good employees
d. People with exceptional judgment
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